3.1. Introduction

In this chapter, I will investigate the idea that conjunctions may be heads. The term *head* has been used a long time; Hudson (1987:109) dates it back to Henry Sweet (1891) (quoted in Matthews 1981:165), who used it to refer to any word to which other words are subordinate. In recent years, the term has had a renaissance, being used for the most prominent and super-ordinate word in endocentric constructions. The emergence of X-bar syntax (Chomsky 1970; Jackendoff 1977) has made its existence absolutely crucial, since the head is what projects into an X-bar phrase. Other modern, syntactic theories also rely on the notion *head*, e.g., Generalized Phrase Structure Grammar (Gazdar et al. 1985), Head-driven Phrase Structure Grammar (Pollard and Sag 1987), and dependency grammar (see references in Hudson 1987:109).

The chapter is divided into two parts. Section 3.2 considers conjunctions as heads in a pretheoretic sense, applying the criteria in Zwicky (1985), Hudson (1987), and Svenonius (1992), who are among the few in the literature to have examined such criteria at all. It will be concluded that conjunctions are heads. Section 3.3 discusses whether conjunctions can be counted as functional rather than lexical heads. The criteria to be considered are those of Abney (1987) and Afarli (1991), as well as Fukui and Speas (1986). It will be concluded that from most perspectives, they are functional heads.

3.2. The head-status of conjunctions

In spite of the interest in lexical projection and heads in the linguistic literature in recent years, very little is written about how one might determine whether an element is a head or not. Zwicky (1985) and Hudson (1987) are notable exceptions to this trend. Zwicky discusses several criteria for determining head-status, and concludes that the criteria do not consistently point to one and the same head in a syntactic construction. Hudson, however, re-examines the criteria and concludes, after having shown that Zwicky's analyzes are "irrelevant or open to improvement" (Hudson 1987:112), that they do in fact point to the same head category in the syntactic constructions Zwicky discusses. Svenonius (1992), in applying the criteria to the Norwegian noun phrase, and showing how they point to an analysis which is consistent with the determiner being interpreted as head, adds a few more criteria.

In the first seven sections below, the conjunction is examined as a head by the criteria of Hudson and Zwicky. It is discussed whether the conjunction is: (a) a semantic argument or functor; (b) a determinant of agreement; (c) a morphosyntactic locus; (d) a subcategorizer; (e) a distributional equivalent of the phrase in which it occurs; and (f) obligatory.

The three subsequent sections apply the additional three criteria suggested by Svenonius to see whether the conjunction is: (a) unique, (b) an *X°* element, and (c) a determinant of word order. Finally, we shall apply a criterion of projected properties to CoP.

3.2.1. SEMANTIC ARGUMENT OR FUNCTOR

Zwicky's description of semantic heads is given in (1) (a description which Hudson shows concerns semantic functors rather than semantic arguments, as Zwicky suggests).

\[
\text{(1) We could take the head/modifier distinction to be at root semantic: in a combination } X + Y, \text{ } X \text{ is the "semantic head" if, speaking very crudely, } X + Y \text{ describe a kind of the thing described by } X. \quad (Zwicky 1985:4)
\]

In a PP, the DP is standardly taken to be the argument. The preposition is hence a head, and this is supported by the description above: the PP in (2) describes a kind of direction rather than a kind of penguins.

\[
\text{(2) toward those penguins}
\]

Being a semantic functor is taken by Hudson to be the most important property for a head, and we should therefore expect the conjunction *and* to be one. This is not so straightforward, however, when we consider some typical coordination examples.
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(3) a. apples and oranges
   b. in and out
   c. singing and dancing

We can establish that at least the conjuncts are certainly not semantic
functors: (3a) is not a description of a kind of apples or a kind of oranges.
The same can be said about the directional adverbs in (3b): the whole
coordination is not a kind of in-direction or a kind of out-direction. Nei-
ther is (3c) a kind of singing or of dancing. However, the problem is that
neither do the conjunctions seem to be functors: the phrases in (3) are not
a kind of and. The same kind of comments can be made for other con-
junctions:

(4) a. an apple or an orange
   b. Mary does not like baking but fishing

In (4a), what is described is not a kind of apple or a kind of orange, nor
a kind of or. Similarly, (4b) is not a description of what Mary does not
like or of what she likes, or of but. However, conjunctions are typically
grammatical function words from a closed lexical class rather than con-
tents words from an open lexical class. It is therefore not surprising that
they cannot be modified by (lexical) elements. At this point, the criterion
cannot be applied. We shall, however, get back to it in Section 3.3.5.

3.2.2. DETERMINING AGREEMENT

Hudson dismisses that in an endocentric construction with internal agree-
ment (in English) the head is what determines the appropriate agreement
features. He explains his point by showing that the relevant agreement
features can be lexically fixed on the noun, no matter whether the noun
is a head or not (1987:116-17). Agreement is therefore not a head prop-
erty, he concludes. Besides, in copular predicate constructions, with a
DP in both subject and object positions, where the DPs should ideally
agree with each other, it can be seen that semantic considerations are as
important as syntactic ones:

(5) a. He is my friend
   b. They are my friends
   c. They are a nuisance
   d. ?My main problem is these scissors

Hudson is probably right that overt agreement is governed by semantic
rather than syntactic resolution rules (see Chapter 2) in English. For co-
ordinated structures, however, we do not need to take a stand in this dis-
cussion. Although we shall make use of spec-head agreement in this book
(Chapter 4), there is no overt morphological agreement within a CoP (see
the English and Norwegian examples in (6)). There are no agreement
features on the conjunction itself, and the agreement features that may be
present on one conjunct (such as person, number, or case, depending on
the particular language and the particular categories of the conjuncts)
occur independently of the features of the other conjunct:

(6) a. [one chair]_SG and [two houses]_PL
   b. [en grønn stol]_HS _SG og [et grønt hus]_NS_ _SG
      a green chair and a green house
   c. [en grønn stol]_IND_SG og [de grønne husene]_DEF_PL
      a green chair and the green houses

The fact that the features in (6) are indeed agreement features is, of
course, indisputable: the features within a conjunct have to be compatible,
as is seen in (7):

(7) a. [one chair which is/*are green] and [two houses which
   are/*is white]
   b. *[en grønt stol] og [et grønn
hus]
   house.N.SG.
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Overt CoP internal agreement cannot be a relevant criterion, then, to determine the head-status of any element within the CoP.

3.2.3. MORPHOSYNTACTIC LOCUS

The head is the morphosyntactic locus of its phrase, i.e., the element in which the morphosyntactic features of a phrase are expressed. Hudson (1987:122-3) shows this point by referring to German, where determiners are the only elements in the DP to receive some of the morphosyntactic features. For English, he uses examples with determining pronouns, which carry the case features of their phrase:

(8) a. You children must behave yourselves /*themselves
    b. We / *us students work hard
    c. The government is against us / *we students

The conjunction itself is not a morphosyntactic locus in this way. It never changes shape (other than for phonological reasons), and never carries features determined by a particular construction. On the other hand, the other possible morphosyntactic loci, i.e., the conjuncts, are even less plausible, since, although they may carry the features of the whole construction, they may also sometimes carry features that are positively conflicting with those of the whole CoP. Consider, e.g., gender resolution in Old Norse, where a conjunct with feminine gender and one with masculine gender agree with a participle with neuter gender (repeated from Chapter 2):

(9) [Gunnhildr skynnir heira] varu farin til Danmark
    [G.F.SG and their son.M.PL were gone.N.PL to Denmark
    suðr South
    ‘G. and their sons had gone South to Denmark.’] (Nygård 1966:71)

The well-known case of singular conjuncts agreeing with a plural verb (semantic number resolution) also, of course, illustrates this point:

(10) [An apple]_{SG} and [an orange]_{SG} are on [the table]_{PL}

The morphosyntactic locus is not the conjunction itself, but it cannot be the conjuncts either, as we have seen, since they have features which may be contradictory to the whole conjunction phrase.

For this particular criterion I conclude that neither of the elements in the conjunction phrase is particularly well suited for head-hood, but that the conjunction is the only possible candidate. This conclusion is not far-fetched when seen in light of the comments for the semantic criterion above; although the morphosyntactic features are not located on the conjunction, it is clearly the conjunction which determines the morphosyntactic features of the whole phrase, in virtue of its function as a collector of single elements that are grouped together.

3.2.4. SUBCATEGORIZER

The head is the element that subcategorizes for other elements. Therefore, determiners are readily seen as heads: some of them have obligatory complements, others do not, as in (11). Also, they combine with different kinds of nouns, e.g., count nouns and mass nouns (12):

(11) a. The winners were lined up and each was given a standing ovation
    b. *The winners were lined up and every was given a standing ovation

(12) a. each penguin / *penguins / sand
    b. much *penguin / *penguins / sand (Hudson 1987:121)

Conjunctions are clearly heads from a subcategorizing perspective. E.g., the Norwegian conjunction for can only coordinate uncomplementized finite clauses:

(13) a. Jeg gikk til byen for jeg hadde ikke penge (CP & CP)
    ‘I walked to the town for I had no money
     I walked to the town for I had no money.’
    b. *Jeg gikk til byen for handlet mat (IP & IP)
    ‘I walked to the town for bought food
     I walked to the town for bought food.’
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3.2.5 DISTRIBUTIONAL EQUIVALENT

The head of an endocentric construction is the element that can function as a distributional equivalent of that construction. Hudson (1987:118) shows how Aux is the head of Aux + VP because Aux can function alone where VP cannot:

(17) a. He is controlling those penguins (Aux + VP)

b. He is (Aux)

c. *He controlling those penguins (VP)

This point is not as straightforward for coordinated constructions. It is clear that in some cases, it is one of the conjuncts that can be the distributional equivalent of the whole phrase, while the conjunction cannot be such an equivalent:

(18) a. Apples and oranges are good for you

b. Apples are good for you (first conjunct)

c. Oranges are good for you (second conjunct)

d. *And are good for you (conjunction)

However, there are also many cases where the conjuncts cannot be equivalents:

(19) a. An apple and an orange are good for you

b. *An apple are good for you (first conjunct)

c. *An orange are good for you (second conjunct)

d. *And are good for you (conjunction)

Since men is a conjunction which requires its conjuncts to have adversative meaning, and forces one onto the conjuncts if it is not explicitly stated, we realize that men in this sentence cannot coordinate the DPs only. There is no forced interpretation here; the adversity is obviously linked to the presence of a negator in the first conjunct, and the absence of one in the second conjunct. (16), and possibly also (15), therefore are examples of clausal coordination with some deleted elements (see Chapters 5 and 6). Thus, at least three Norwegian conjunctions are heads with respect to the subcategorization requirement.
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(21) a. We talked with Sam and Becky, respectively
b. *We talked with Sam, respectively
c. *We talked with Becky, respectively

The two examples (18) and (20) are constructions where a plural subject is needed as a subject by the particular verb, the first one because of agreement-features, the second one (the "symmetrical predicate") probably because of its inherent plurality features. In (21), it is the adverb *respectively* that requires features that cannot be fulfilled by an individual conjunct alone (see also Section 5.3.2.2 for a discussion of *respectively*).

The discussion above seems to suggest that if the conjunction were a head, it ought to be a distributional equivalent, occurring on its own in a position that can be filled by a major category projection. This is contrary to what we saw in the first examples in this section. However, there is reason to question the relevance of this criterion: the conjunction is a grammatical closed class item. Like other grammatical words it cannot normally occur on its own. It is therefore not surprising that it cannot alone represent a whole phrase. We shall postpone further discussion until the section on functional categories (Section 3.3).

### 3.2.6. Obligatoriness

Obligatory elements are heads. Hudson (1987:118-19) illustrates this point with categories whose subcategorized arguments can be elided but retrieved from the previous discourse. Thus Aux is again the head of Aux + VP, and the clause is the complement of the complementizer:

(22) a. I can swallow goldfish but you can't (swallow goldfish)

b. I've not seen him since (he left)

### 3.2.6.1. Overt conjunctions

Coordinated structures cannot easily be described as having a distinction between obligatory and facultative or elided elements, since usually, all elements are obligatory. However, they are not alone in this class. E.g., it is not clear that PPs have facultative or elided elements either: prepositional objects are usually not deletable except in constructions of so-called "phrasal verbs" (intransitive prepositions), where the preposition
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is often regarded as a particle, and where the meaning of the whole expression is often not compositional. Consider the Norwegian (23):

(23) a. Vil du sitte på?
    will you.SG sit on
    'Do you want a lift (in our car)?'

    b. Har du gått nedi
    have you.SG gone down
    'Have you lost weight?'

    c. Ta / her!
    take in here
    'Give (me) a hand!'

This kind of special case can in fact be found with coordinated structures as well. Even if these are special cases, we expect the elided element not to be the head-candidate, but one of the conjuncts, since the head should be more stable in the constructions it heads. Our expectations are borne out:

(24) a. Har du vært bortreist, ellers
    have you.SG been away-gone or
    'Say, have you been away?'

    b. Hun likte det ikke, men.
    she liked it not, but
    'Well, she didn't like it.'

    c. Han har vært i Afrika og
    he has been in Africa and
    'He has even been to Africa.'

    d. Men er du her alt 'a?
    but are you.SG here already then
    'Oh, are you here already?'

    e. Og det ble lys
    and it became light
    'And there was light.'
Just as with the preposition examples above, these constructions have a specialized meaning: the conjunction has not, or only marginally so, retained its meaning as an element for creating a collection. It is therefore not clear whether these examples are relevant to the question of obligatoriness. However, it does seem reasonable to assume that the prepositions and conjunctions in these constructions are the same as those in ordinary PPs and CoPs, and one might then ask how this development could possibly have happened had the missing elements been heads, given that obligatoriness is a characteristic of heads. We can conclude that if something is more obligatory than something else, it is the conjunction.

3.2.6.2. Empty conjunctions
In spite of the difficulty of eliding anything but non-heads, assumed to be the conjuncts rather than the conjunctions, there is ample evidence of empty conjunctions (resulting in what is often called asyndetic coordination) in various languages. Here, I will provide evidence that they are not elided. We shall see five arguments for counting unexpressed conjunctions as empty conjunctions rather than no conjunctions. Finally, we shall see that not all conjunction-less constructions should be counted as constructions with empty conjunctions.

First, while most languages seem to have some kind of conjunction phrase, the way in which conjunctions are realized varies a lot between as well as within languages. Gazdar et al. (1985:179) put it this way: "Realization of coordinating morphemes is a highly parochial matter." In many languages, coordination can be expressed facultatively with or without conjunctions (the latter is often called asyndetic coordination). This is the case for DP coordination in Sarcee, an Athapaskan language spoken in Alberta (25a,b), and for VP coordination in Sissala (a Niger-Congo Voltaic language) (see (28) below).

Furthermore, in many languages, empty conjunctions are used for the coordination of certain categories, but not for others. One such example is Cayuga, a Northern Iroquoian language of Ontario, in which noun phrases are systematically coordinated with a conjunction *hni’s* while verbs and clauses cannot be coordinated by means of an overt conjunction (see Mithun 1988:342). DP coordination is shown in (26a), and clausal coordination in (26b):

(26) a. Ne’ *tshō: ne’ [onēh’ sahe’tā’ hni’] ůkwayētwē hne:’ it only the corn beans also we.planted contr ‘No, we only planted corn and beans.’

b. Tho’ *tshō: neh:yōht ake’tré’ atkå:ta’ there only so.it.is 1.drove it.stopped

‘I was just driving along and it stopped.’ (Mithun 1988:342)

This kind of variation seems no different from the one in languages where the variation is between overt conjunctions. One such example is Sissala, which distinguishes between CP-coordination, VP-coordination, and "non-verbal" coordination (outlined in Blass 1989). Sentences are coordinated by *M* (27), VPs by means of *a* or nothing (28), and non-verbal constituents by *ri* (or *ari*) (29).

(27) Betū congoRon péri mééthre belle ká ú ziŋ má
Elephant height reach meters two and his weight also
reach kilos thousand-five

‘The height of the elephant reaches two meters and his weight reaches five thousand kilos.’

(Blass 1989:15)

(28) [I siseyé sre [tsok niŋ (a) mū (a) coki yi ku (a)
You now so take fire and go and cut mound DEF and
nyike (a) fa yila viva
light and cut mound IMP walk]
‘You clear the mound place there and burn (the place). You now form the mounds while walking.’ (Blass 1989:12)

(29) [Pileké rí wswilenére] né mú hé bakse
Chameleon and spider SDM went put farms
‘The chameleon and the spider went and made their farms.’

(Blass 1989:1)
Another example of a language in which coordination of different syntactic categories is expressed by different conjunctions is Nguna, a Melanesian language of the Central New Hebrides. There, VP coordination is expressed by the conjunction *poo,* and clausal coordination by *go:*

(30)  a. A [ga vano poo tape na-peka seara
   I NON-PAST go and get yam some
   'I go and get some yams.'
   (Schütz 1969:3.8, cited in Mithun 1988:343)

b. Eu munu na-maloku go eu sale poogi
   they drink kava and they dance night
   'They drank kava, and they danced all night.'

Given that empty conjunctions seem to function on a par with overt conjunctions in such a variety of cases as those above, it seems to me that languages with no audible coordinating conjunctions should be regarded as having empty conjunctions rather than lack of a head-conjunction and a conjunction phrase. Two such cases are the Turkic language Old Uighur (31a), and Dyirbal (31b); serial verb constructions—here represented by Fulfulde (31c)—can also be taken to be conjunction-less. ((31a,c) are repeated from Chapter 2. (31a) may look like apposition or even compounding, but there is ample evidence in Chapter 2 that it is coordination.)

(31)  a. [äwdä barqta]  
   house.LOC home.LOC
   'house and home'

b. Bayi yaça bängul gubîngu mundan (bayi) (yaça) bängun
   NOM. man ERG. gubi brought NOM. man ERG.
   dugumbîrâ balgan
   woman hit
   'The man was brought here by the gubi and (he) was hit by the woman.'
   (Dixon 1972:154)

c. Baaba nyaami, haari, looti juude
   father eat.SP become.full.SG.SP wash.SG.SP hands
   muudum, wi‘i... his, say.SP
   'The father ate, became full, washed his hands, and said.'

Second, languages that have empty conjunctions for the conjunctive meaning, often have overt conjunctions for other conjunctions such as disjunctive or contrastive ones. Since such languages do have conjunction phrases, it is plausible to assume that there is an opposition between empty and overt conjunctions, in the same way as in morphology: absence that contrasts with presence of a marker of a particular category within a paradigm is taken to be one way of realizing a value of that category.

Several examples from Old Turkic languages (Grønbeck 1979) show that the disjunctive conjunction 'or' is overtly expressed even if conjunctive conjunctions are not. Consider, e.g., al-Kashgari (32a), Ottoman (32b), and Uighur (32c):

(32)  a. küllirmüsän ac, u baryrmüsän
   are.you.coming or are.you.going
   'Are you coming or are you going?'

b. ban joksa biradärim
   I or my.brother
   'I or my brother'

c. uluš saju, balyq sajukim bägläri azu qary
   land all city all prince.PL.POSS or old
   bašlary ärsär
   head.PL.POSS be.CONDITIONAL
   'whatever princes or elders there may be in all realms and
cities'  Grønbeck (1979:53-4)

Similarly, Modern Turkish has an overt conjunction expressing adversity, *fakat* 'but', although conjunctive coordination can be expressed without a conjunction:

(33) pastahaneye gid-er-di-k  fakat dondurma
    patisserie.DAT go.HAB.PAST.1PL but ice-cream.NOM
    ye-mez-r-di-k
    eat.NEG.HAB.PAST.1PL
    'We used to go to the patisserie but we did not use to have ice-
    cream.'  (Bernt Brendemoen, p.c.)

Japanese, too, was shown in Chapter 2 to have conjunction-less coordination of clauses. However, for clausal coordination with non-conjunctive
meaning, overt conjunctions are used, as is seen below, with the adversative conjunctions *ga* 'but', the stronger *keredo* 'but', and the disjunctive *mo* 'or':

(34) a. kanojo wa utsukushii *ga* taikutsu desu
girl she as for beautiful but boring is
'She is beautiful, but boring.'

b. kono apato wa benri da *keredo* takasugiru
this apartment as for convenient is but too expensive
'This apartment is convenient, but too expensive.'

c. futte *mo* tette *mo* dekakemasu
falling whether shining whether leave
'Whether it is raining or shining, I shall leave.'

(Bleiler 1978:99-100)

Third, in the languages from which I have found evidence of UC, the direction of unbalancedness correlates with the direction of head complements more generally (see Chapter 2). E.g., both Japanese and Old Turkic are OV languages, and they typically have the would-be complement conjunct before the would-be empty conjunction, just as expected. Similarly, Fulfulde is a VO language, where the would-be empty conjunctions precede the would-be complements, as expected.

Fourth, historically, many languages have not had conjunctions, but have recently borrowed conjunctions from other languages, or developed them from other constructions within the language (see also Chapter 7). Mithun (1988:356) assumes that, in such languages, conjunctions have emerged as a result of bilinguism, especially as a result of contact with written languages (assuming that there are more occurrences of coordination in written than in spoken language). Grønbeck (1979:52), too, assumes that the emergence of conjunctions in Turkic languages is due to the influence of foreign languages. These new conjunctions have had no syntactic consequences. If there was not already a conjunction phrase with an empty head present in such languages, it is difficult to see how a conjunction could come into the language with no further consequences.

Fifth, child language, too, seems to consist of conjunction-less CoPs. E.g., while the child is at a stage where "sentences" have not exceeded the two-phrase stage, they employ coordination of the type in (35). If this is not interpreted as involving a CoP the child would have to be described as having poly-phrased sentences (with, e.g., four independent DPs preceding a verb, as below) where coordination is involved. This is highly unlikely. Furthermore, the later insertion of conjunctions does not, to my knowledge, involve any syntactic consequences. Again, then, the most plausible explanation is one in which a coordination-phrase has an empty head.

(35) [Mamma, pappa, Anna, Maria] spise
(Mamma, pappa, Anna, Maria) eat
(Elisabet Engdahl, p.c.)

It is interesting to note here that Kayne (1994:11-12) argues against the possibility of sentences such as (36). His argument is that without a conjunction the conjunction phrase would not be "adequately asymmetric"—an important point in his antisymmetry theory. Thus, with different arguments, he arrives at the same conclusion as this author—that coordination requires a conjunction that is a head (although his English data bias him against the idea that there are empty conjunctions).

(36) a. *I saw the boy the girl

b. *The girl the boy were discussing linguistics

(Kayne 1994:11)

Finally, it must be pointed out that not all instances of juxtaposition of categories involves empty conjunctions. In many languages, coordination exists side by side with apposition, which seems to be a different phenomenon: the structure of an apposition would not necessarily be a legitimate conjunct structure, as seen in (37b,c). Apposition constructions should not be considered conjunction-less CoPs.

(37) a. Kari Pettersen, også kjent som gulljenta, er hjemme
Kari Pettersen also known as the golden girl is home
again
'Kari Pettersen, also known as the golden girl, is home again.'
b. *[Kari Pettersen og også kjent som gulljenta], er Kari Pettersen and also known as the-gold-girl is hjemme igjen home again
'Kari Pettersen, and also known as the golden girl, is home again.'

c. *[Også kjent som gulljenta og Kari Pettersen] er also known as the-gold-girl and Kari Pettersen is hjemme igjen home again
'Also known as the golden girl and Kari Pettersen is home again.'

Furthermore, in many languages, such as English and Norwegian (38), all conjunctions but one can be phonologically null in multiple coordination. I do not see this as an allomorph of the overt conjunction which happens to have a very limited distribution. The main reason is that any conjunction can be null in this context. In contrast to the empty conjunctions above, the null allomorph would have occurred in conjunctive as well as disjunctive coordination (39). Instead, I see it as a special kind of deletion, unlike other deletions, in that one non-deleted element must be present within the same overall phrase.

(38) a. Louise, 0 Michael, 0 Linda, and Gemma

b. Astri, 0 Syver, 0 Marit og Kristoffer

(39) a. Louise, 0 Michael, 0 Linda, or Gemma

b. Astri, 0 Syver, 0 Marit eller Kristoffer

I conclude, therefore, that there is reason to claim that empty conjunctions can head conjunction phrases. This must not be confused with deletion of conjunctions, which is assumed not to take place, with the limited exception of deletion in multiple coordination. In sum, therefore, while deletion of conjuncts can happen marginally, this is not the case with conjunctions, and the point of obligatoriness holds.

3.2.7. UNIQUENESS

Svenonius (1992) takes uniqueness to be a characteristic of heads. He shows how the verb is unique while adverbs can be iterated, and takes this as support for the head status of the verb:

(40) slowly, mysteriously evaporated

(Svenonius 1992:96)

Applying this criterion to conjunction phrases, we see that the conjunction is the only possible candidate:

(41) a. again and again

b. *a girl and a boy and

It is, of course, never wrong for there to be at least two conjuncts, even identical ones as in (41a), as opposed to (41b). There are, however, two possible types of counter-example to this: one is languages where there can be a conjunction attached to each conjunct, as in Latin and Modern Greek (42a,b), the other is multiple coordination.

To the first charge it can be said that it is possible that CoP initial "conjunctions" should be more accurately analyzed as CoP adverbs (Section 4.7). This is at least a plausible analysis for Modern Greek and Latin, where a facultative, initial conjunction-like element has the same effect as English *both or Norwegian *både, intensifying the conjuncts individually, and in particular the first one.

(42) a. et ego et Cicero meus flagitabit
    and I and Cicero my will-demand.3SG.

b. ke egho ke o petros to thelume
    and I and the Petros it want, 1PL
    'Both Peter and I want it.'

To the second charge it can be said that multiple coordination is analyzed in this book as repeated binary coordination, in which case there is, of course, only one conjunction in each conjunct (Section 4.6). In sum, it is never the case that conjuncts are more unique than conjunctions. The
latter are more often than not unique. From this perspective too, the conjunction can be seen as a head.

3.2.8. X°-ELEMENT

Svenonius (1992:104) shows how a DP analysis is consistent with a single-word analysis of determiners such as *this or my and Norwegian *denne or *min. In a conjunction phrase, there is only one element which can never be anything but X°, and that is the conjunction. The conjuncts can be single words, but they can also be maximal projections:

(43) a. min og din hemmelighet (X° & X°)
   my and your secret

b. min hemmelighet og din historie (XP & XP)
   my secret and your story

For this point, too, the conclusion is that the conjunction is the only head-candidate.

3.2.9. DETERMINING WORD ORDER

A head should be expected to behave like a head also when it comes to word-order facts (Svenonius 1992:96). In a language that is predominantly head-initial (VO), such as English and Norwegian, any head should occur before its complement, and in a head-final language (OV), the complement should precede its head.

In Chapter 4, a structure of CoP is going to be suggested in which the conjuncts occupy specifier and conjunct positions in an X-bar type CoP. We would then expect UC constructions to provide evidence: if one conjunct is normal and one is not, it is expected that the specifier one, which is in every sense closer to the rest of the sentence outside CoP, is the normal one, while the complement conjunct can be deviant, given its closeness to the conjunction rather than to the outside. The prediction that the deviant conjunct is therefore the complement conjunct, following the head in head-initial languages and preceding it in head-final languages is explicit and easy to test. And the prediction is borne out. Two examples from Chapter 2 illustrate this, (44) from Eastern Man, an OV language, and (45) from Bergen Norwegian, a VO language:

(44) Maj Anna [ydaržö den ergožam]
   I Anna GEN daughter.3SG.poss and son.3SG.poss.ACC
   palem
   know.1SG
   'I know Anna’s daughter and son.'

(45) Det sku’ bare mangle at [eg og deg] ikkje sku’
   it should only lack that 1.NOM and you.ACC not should
gjere det
do it
   'Of course you and I would do it.'

3.2.10. PROJECTER OF FEATURES TO CoP

One very important criterion for head-hood is whether a category projects to a maximal category, and can thus be considered its head. This can be tested if that maximal projection is subcategorized for in virtue of those features. For example, one argument in favor of DPs might be that the choice of determiner can be important for the syntactic context. This can be illustrated by Norwegian, in which the general rule of presentation constructions is that the presented category is indefinite:

(46) a. Det satt en dame på trappa
   it sat a woman on the stairs
   'There sat a woman on the stairs.'

b. *Det satt denne dama på trappa
   it sat this the.woman on the.stairs
   'There sat the woman on the stairs.'

Turning to the relationship between CoP and its immediate syntactic context, it is obvious that the conjuncts have an important role to play in determining the distribution of CoP. This need not be discussed; it is beyond question that, e.g., a CoP[DP] has a distribution like DPs rather than something else, given that the conjunction is a grammatical function category with very limited distribution. This is going to be recognized in Chapter 4, where it will be argued that all the features of the specifier conjunct are inherited by the CoP. However, we also know—from earlier in this Chapter—that CoP must have additional features, since there is no conjunct alone that can be equivalent to the whole CoP.
In this section, we shall see some examples where the CoP has a behavior which indicates that the conjunction indeed has to be maximally projected—since CoP behaves differently from what a phrase containing only one of the conjuncts would do. Let us first look at an example in which the presence of CoP rather than a simplex phrase results in a different acceptable word order. In Norwegian, there is such a distinction in the distribution of (unstressed) pronouns:

(47) a. Silja så han / henne / dere ikke
   Silja saw him her you.PL not
   ‘Silja didn’t see him / her / you.’

b. *Silja så [han og meg] ikke
   Silja saw him and me not
   ‘Silja didn’t see him and me.’

In (47a), an unstressed pronoun can occupy the position before the negator, no matter whether it is ordinary singular (han), is bisyllabic (henne), or is bisyllabic as well as plural (dere). However, in (47b), the unstressed simplex pronoun is substituted with an unstressed conjunction phrase. From (47a) it is clear that an unstressed element of two syllables is allowed in the pre-negator position. Reducing the three-syllable CoP in (47b) to two syllables by phonologically reducing and cliticizing one or both of the conjuncts is not possible, however, even though this process is usual for pronouns in general (see, e.g., Johannessen 1989), as shown in (48a) vs. (48b):

(48) a. Silja så ’n / ’en / d’r’ ikke
   Silja saw him her you.PL not
   ‘Silja didn’t see him / her / you.’

   Silja saw him and me not
   ‘Silja didn’t see him and me.’

A Norwegian CoP with pronoun conjuncts cannot be unstressed in the way that simplex pronouns can. There is, therefore, a distributional difference between the two kinds of category, a fact which supports the claim that CoP is a category in its own right, different from other categories.

A second type of example that supports the claim that the conjunction does lend some features to CoP comes from EBC constructions. In Chapter 4, it will be argued that extraordinary balanced coordination can be accounted for if we accept that a category X[pl] is treated differently by the grammar from a category CoP[X], also plural. In some languages, or for some speakers, case, for example, might be a feature which can only be assigned to pure [+N] categories, not to a CoP category, not even one with [+N] as one of its features.

The Qafar example, repeated from Chapter 2, shows how case is not assigned to the subject CoP (absolutive case being the default case; the subject normally being nominative). The incompatibility of an agreement phrase (feminine verb-form is the default found in other non-agreeing contexts as well) and a CoP, which is normally accompanying the subject, is further syntactic evidence for the claim that the conjunction does indeed lend features to CoP[X], making its syntactic distribution different from that of X.

(49) [woo baacoytaa-kee kay toobokoyta] temeete
that poor.man.ABS-and his brother.ABS came.F.SG

The other examples of extraordinary balanced coordination in Chapter 2 equally suggest that the conjunction has features that makes the whole phrase different from just a combination of two component phrases. Longobardi (1994:619), in order to explain a sentence such as (50) (repeated from Chapter 2), actually suggests that when definiteness can be achieved without definite determiners in coordinations of nouns, the reason might be that conjunctions have in common with determiners the property that they can be understood as quasi-operators giving rise to quantifactional structures.

(50) [Cane e gatto] si erano già addormentati
    dog and cat had already fallen asleep
    ‘The dog and the cat had fallen asleep.’

(Longobardi 1994:619)

In addition, there are semantic differences between CoP[X] and X. One is that, for some speakers, the adverb respectively can only occur with a CoP:
a. *The boys loved the pupil and the teacher, respectively
b. [Anthony and Peter] loved the pupil and the teacher, respectively

These points show that the conjunction does influence its phrase in a way which makes it distinct from an ordinary (plural) phrase of any other category. Since the conjuncts do not have this ability, the conjunction must definitely be seen as head.

3.2.11. SUMMARY

The results of applying the various head-criteria to the participants of CoP are summarized in the table (52) below. It is easy to see that no matter which criterion is used, conjunctions are better candidates for heads than conjuncts are.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criterion</th>
<th>Conjuncts</th>
<th>Conjunctions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Semantic functor</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>MAYBE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Determining agreement</td>
<td>Irrelevant</td>
<td>Irrelevant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morphosyntactic locus</td>
<td>On the contrary</td>
<td>MAYBE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subcategorizer</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distributional equivalent</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>MAYBE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obligatoriness</td>
<td>MOSTLY</td>
<td>MOSTLY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uniqueness</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X(^e)-element</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Determining word order</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Projector of features to CoP</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3. Is the conjunction a functional or a lexical head?

What kind of category does a conjunction project? In recent years, it has become usual to divide syntactic categories into lexical and functional ones, and we should like to establish to which category conjunctions belong.

Lexical categories can possibly be classified as those that are analyzable by the features \(\pm N\) and \(\pm V\), following Chomsky (1970), i.e., N, A, and V, with the addition of P. The notion of functional categories is more recent, but it has triggered very much work, and many suggestions as to which and how many functional categories there are (or should be). A different distinction (suggested to me by Teun Hoekstra) can be made in which lexical categories are descriptive, denoting properties, and assign theta-roles (DPs are assumed to assign theta-roles in small clauses).


There are many unclear points pertaining to the two category types lexical and functional. One question is whether there is any distinctive difference between them. Another is whether the distinction has any consequences. One distinction might have to do with word-order facts: the presence or absence of a functional category means possible places for elements to move to. Two languages that differ with respect to functional categories, e.g., agreement, possibly have different word order.13 (This is how Platzack and Holmberg (1989), and later work, explain one difference between some Germanic languages.) One consequence may be the order of acquisition. Radford (1990), e.g., argues that functional categories are acquired after lexical categories, and that this can be seen in the difference in children’s syntax before and after acquisition of functional categories.

However, compared to the amounts of literature on functional categories, surprisingly little has been written about criteria one might apply in order to determine whether a certain category is functional or not. (I disregard the requirement that they must not be major lexical categories, and the theta-requirement.) Abney (1987) is an exception, and below, we shall apply his criteria. Āfarli (1991) has tried to constrain the possible categories. Fukui and Speas (1986), Speas (1990), and Contreras (1991) have suggested that the two types of categories project differently. We shall look at these proposals in turn.

3.3.1. CLOSED LEXICAL CLASS

Abney (1987:64 f.) suggests that functional elements constitute closed lexical classes. This criterion applies unproblematically to conjunctions:
in English, e.g., there are only five coordinating conjunctions: and, or, but, for, and so. in Norwegian the same: og, eller, men, for, and så.

### 3.3.2. PHONOLOGICAL AND MORPHOLOGICAL DEPENDENCE

Abney (1987:64 f.) says that functional elements are "generally stressless, often clitics or affixes, and sometimes even phonologically null." This fits well with conjunctions in general; they are usually short and stressless, and generally cliticize onto some other element before or after. In Latin, e.g., the conjunction may be realized as a clitic which attaches either to the first word of each conjunct or only to the second conjunct (53).

(53) a. Marcusque Juliusque
   Mark.and Julius.and
   'Marcus and Julius'

b. senatus populusque romanus
   senate people.and Roman
   'the senate and the Roman people'

(McCawley 1988:525)

We have also seen (Section 3.2.7.2) that deletion of conjunctions and empty conjunctions is not unusual; e.g., in English, conjunctions may be phonologically null in multiple coordination in Japanese; certain syntactic categories are coordinated by a null conjunction, and in Dyirbal, conjunctions are always null.

### 3.3.3. ONLY ONE COMPLEMENT

"Functional elements permit only one complement, which is in general not an argument." Abney distinguishes between functional elements and thematic elements, which are predicates of the type (e,t) (functions from entities to truth-values) (Abney 1987:66-8). This point must be taken to mean that the complement of a functional element does not receive a theta-role, and is hence not an argument. (The possible arguments of functional categories are CP, PP, and DP, and seem to be a closed class in his view.)

Applied to conjunctions, the criterion of not selecting for a theta-assigned argument is unproblematic. However, Abney claims that functional elements select IP, VP, and DP. This is, obviously, far too restrictive as far as conjunctions are concerned, but clearly also for other functional categories suggested more recently, such as Agr, Neg, Mood, etc. Abney's claim can only be explained by taking into account the fact that his thesis was written before most of the work on functional categories had seen the light of day.

The part of the criterion which requires there to be only one complement might be more problematic from the point of view of conjunctions. Although there is only one subcategorized category in the complement position of the CoP, clearly, the element in [Spec, CoP] is also subcategorized by the conjunction, and is also in some sense a complement. However, since the word complement can mean both "subcategorized element" and "element in complement position," we can maintain Abney's criterion by choosing one of the meanings; there is only one element in complement position.

If the strict sense of the word "complement" was taken to be the relevant generalization, clearly, conjunctions would not qualify as far as this criterion was concerned. However, Abney does not believe any of the properties he examines to be critical for classification as a functional element (in the sense that every criterion must be met, Abney 1987:64); it is therefore not crucial what the result of our discussion at this point is.

### 3.3.4. INSEPARABLE FROM THEIR COMPLEMENT

Abney (1987:64 f.) claims that functional elements are usually inseparable from their complements. This follows, of course, to a large extent from their morphological and phonological dependence. Conjunctions fit well into this criterion: many suggestions have been proposed in the literature to group the conjunction with the second conjunct for phonological reasons.

Ross (1986:99) suggests that the conjunction "forms a constituent with the following sentence," mainly for phonological reasons. Since we have established that the complement is the second conjunct in VO languages, and Ross's examples were mostly from such languages, this generalization seems to hold. In Qafar, which is an OV language, the conjunction cliticizes onto the first conjunct (Hayward and Corbett 1988), which must be considered its complement.

Most of the data in this book have written sources. It is therefore not easy to verify this point completely. However, to my knowledge, the data do not contradict this point.
3.3.5. LACK OF "DESCRIPTIVE CONTENTS"

The fact that functional elements lack "descriptive contents" is the one which Abney characterizes as the most crucial. Their semantic contribution is "regulating or contributing to the interpretation of their complement. They mark grammatical or relational features, rather than picking out a class of objects." For our purpose, this is the point which explains why conjunctions did not fit completely into the head requirements of the previous section: they are functional rather than lexical or referential elements. Let us consider the requirements again:

Semantic functor. A problem with characterizing the conjunction as a semantic functor (which a head ought to be) is the definition given by Zwicky, where the whole phrase describes a kind of the thing described by the head. Obviously, this definition works much better on referential categories than on functional ones. We said that neither of the elements in apples and oranges are descriptions of and.

However, if we regard and as a functional category, whose role is "contributing to the interpretation" of its complements, we are closer to seeing conjunctions as semantic functors, as we would like. E.g., if collection is the interpretation that the conjunction and contributes to the meaning of its complements, (3a) can be said to be a kind of collection, viz. of apples and oranges together. It seems reasonable, then, to say that the modifying elements (the conjuncts) make explicit the kind of collection in the phrase (e.g., of fruit).

Similarly, in an apple or an orange, what is described is a kind of disjunction: of a collection in which the members, in this case fruits, are picked out separately. In Mary does not like baking but fishing, there is a description of a kind of adversative collection, where two things, e.g., two activities, are contrasted.

Morphosyntactic locus. We saw previously that the conjunction itself is never the morphosyntactic locus of the phrase. However, the conjunction is crucial with respect to the morphosyntactic features of CoP, as we shall see in Chapter 4.

Distributional equivalent. In the previous section, a criterion for a head was that it ought to function as the distributional equivalent of its phrase. This is not possible when we look at conjunctions: And are good for you cannot replace Apples and oranges are good for you. However, if we take the functional content of and into account for this criterion, we find that the criterion is now applicable: many functional elements standardly taken to be heads, such as tense-affixes, prepositions (used as ordinary prepositions rather than in more or less idiosyncratic, idiomatic ways as particles), and determiners, cannot be viewed as distributional equivalents in a strict sense:

(54) a. Jack liked it there
   b. *Jack -ed

(55) a. Rory sat on the box
   b. *Rory sat on

(56) a. Thomas saw a boy
   b. *Thomas saw a

Instead of requiring that the head is itself a distributional equivalent of the whole phrase, we should ask whether a word that expresses the content of the head could act as an equivalent. This line of thought is also common in morphology: a morpheme (or a morphosyntactic category) can be realized by different allomorphs (or morphological operations). The head, from this perspective, will be the element that carries the grammatical content associated with that particular phrase.

With this modified requirement we get the right and expected results. Various phonologically independent while semantically rather empty elements (57) are distributional equivalents of the relevant phrases in (54)-(56).

(57) a. Jack did
   b. Rory sat there
   c. Thomas saw somebody

The only content in these elements is the grammatical one in the heads of those phrases, i.e., tense, location, and indefiniteness. That the analysis with functional heads is the right one can be seen if we try to substitute some equivalent more or less semantically empty element, or a lexical synonym, for what the analysis claims are the non-heads in the (a) versions of (54)-(56). As is seen in (58), these cannot be distributional equivalents:
Coordination

(58) a. *Jack do/love
b. *Rory sat it / the stairs
c. *Thomas saw male / young

Turning to the conjunction *and*, we know from the discussion above that its main grammatical function is to assemble or gather entities or events into a collection. If a conjunct already carries the relevant grammatical contents, i.e., plural, we predict it to be fine as a distributional equivalent. The result is as we would now expect:

(59) a. An apple and an orange are good for you
b. *It / a fruit / an apple are good for you
c. *It / a fruit / an orange are good for you
d. They / fruits are good for you

The conclusion is, then, that what is expressed by *and* is what is necessary in that position. On this background, *and* is the (functional) head of its phrase. This is consistent with the discussion above on *and* as a semantic functor.

3.3.6. THE HEAD AS A D-STRUCTURE PROJECTION

Other researchers have included other features they take as necessary for an element to be head. Åfarli (1991:216) requires that for something to be a functional projection, it must be a projection of a functional element at D-structure. E.g., while a TenseP can be defended in, e.g., Norwegian on the grounds that it occurs in every sentence, a CP is not defendable in main clauses, where there is nothing for it to project.

For the present discussion, it means that there is no CoP unless there is a projected conjunction. Åfarli’s requirement is fulfilled for coordination in languages such as English and Norwegian, where a conjunction is obligatory in coordinated structures (with the exception in enumeration mentioned above); the conjunction is clearly projected from the lexicon, a fact which is easily seen by the different subcategorization and different functions conjunctions have. In languages like Dyirbal and Old Turkic languages, in which coordination is never expressed by an overt conjunc-

Conjunctions as Heads

3.3.7. THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN FUNCTIONAL AND LEXICAL PROJECTIONS

Few linguists have explored the structural differences between functional and lexical categories, but there are some exceptions: Fukui and Speas (1986:130), Abney (1987:76), and later Contreras (1991:64), among others, assume that only functional categories project up to X’Mevel, and have a specifier or subject position.

Fukui and Speas (1986:130-1) explain their position by the fact that "specifiers" in lexical categories may iterate, while "specifiers" in functional projections close off their projection:

(60) a. the very very old man
b. Susan never could have been eating cabbage

To illustrate, their proposals for IP, DP, and CP are:

(62) \[
\begin{array}{ccc}
\text{SPEC} & \\
\text{Infl} & V & \text{Det} & N & \text{Comp} & \text{IP} \\
\text{IP} & \text{DP} & \text{CP} \\
/ \backslash & / \backslash & / \backslash & / \backslash \\
\text{SPEC} & \\
\text{SPEC} & D' & \\
\text{SPEC} & C & \\
\end{array}
\]

They suggest that the highest projection of lexical categories is adjoined to, thereby allowing the iteration effects. They argue for this analysis on
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criterion</th>
<th>Conjunction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Belongs to closed lexical class</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is phonologically and morphologically dependent</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Has only one complement</td>
<td>MAYBE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is inseparable from complement</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lacks &quot;descriptive contents&quot;</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Its head is a D-structure projection</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Has a specifier position</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3.8. SUMMARY

The application of criteria given in the literature shows overwhelming evidence for the assumption that conjunctions are not only heads, but functional heads. This is shown in the table (67).

3.4. Summary and concluding remarks

In this chapter, we have examined conjunctions with respect to criteria for head-hood in general given in the linguistic literature. The topic of heads has not been discussed to a very great extent, the work by Zwicky (1985), Hudson (1987), and Svenonius (1992) being exceptions. However, the criteria point in the same direction; conjunctions are heads. We have also looked at conjunctions with respect to functional categories. The applicable criteria, most of which are taken from Abney (1987), strongly suggest that conjunctions are functional heads. The idea that conjunctions are heads is interestingly suggested in the literature as early as in 1980: “Parataktiske konjunktjoner som ‘og,’ ‘eller’ og ‘men’ utgjør kjernestokken i paratagmenen.” [Paratactic conjunctions like 'and,' 'or' and 'but' constitute the core elements in the paratagmen.] (Dyvik 1980:263)

Notes

1. They also discuss head-hood in terms of "ruler," a theory-internal concept in dependency theory which I shall not pursue here.
2. In many cases of unbalanced coordination, the whole CoP does take the features of one of the conjuncts. I do not take this to indicate that in such constructions, a particular conjunct is head, since the reason for the asymmetry between conjuncts can be explained in general terms having to do with the structure of CoP and the lexical entry of the conjunction, as explained in Chapter 4.
3. Care must be taken to distinguish the coordinating conjunction/or from the Preposition/or and the subordinating complementizer/or. (They are probably all related etymologically—this has been difficult to get attested—having the same common core meaning of cause, reason, or intention.) It is only the coordinating...
conjunction that does not have the possibility of preposing/or + its complement:

(i) For penger gikk jeg til byen
   for money walked I to the town
   'For money, I walked to the town.'

(ii) For å tjene penger, gikk jeg til byen
    for to earn money walked I to the town
    'In order to earn money, I walked to the town.'

(iii) *For jeg hadde ikke penger, gikk jeg til byen
     for I had not money walked I to the town
     Notice also that, while coordinated IPs can have different tense, they cannot differ w.r.t. finiteness. As seen in (ii), this is no problem for the subordinating for, its complement may be the only non-finite clause in the sentence.

4. An example of forced interpretation is the one below:

(i) He was a good father, but an excellent cook

There is nothing inherently adversative in the two conjuncts here, but the conjunction forces the interpretation that being a good father is normally incompatible with being good at cooking.

5. It cannot be only the semantics of the verb that requires it to have a plural subject, since many other verbs that are inherently symmetrical, such as marry, can have a singular subject:

(i) Sue married

6. I am ignoring certain exceptions, like the Norwegian men 'but' being used as a pause-filler in a reduplicated form:

    I like it not but-but life the must go further
    'I don't like it, but, well, life must go on.'

7. In these constructions, the verb and its particle often have a different intonational pattern from what they would have normally: in the (h,c) examples the toneme 2 would be used, while they would have had toneme 1 if followed by a DP, in which case they would also have the ordinary compositional meaning.

8. In this example, intonation and stress are important. The intended intonational pattern is (i) rather than (ii), the latter being more readily interpreted as the modifier too, in which case og and også may be interpreted as synonymous.

9. The fact that all conjunctions but one can be elided in multiple coordination is not taken to be an example of ellipsis in the same way as those discussed in this section, since unlike the latter cases, deletion of conjunctions requires the presence of the same element within the same overall CoP.

10. Mithun gives no explanation for the difference in the way "she told" is expressed.

11. I am grateful to Alan Munn (p.c.) for requiring an answer to this question.

12. There is one exception to this rule: the determiner may be definite in a subclass of cases where it is headed by a demonstrative, in which case the meaning conveyed by the DP is a modification of its original lexical meaning towards something unusual and spectacular.

(i) Det satt den dama på trappa
    it sat that the woman on the stairs
    "There sat an unusually attractive/ugly woman on the stairs.'

13. In a theory that assumes that languages have AgrP projections independent of their morphological features, such generalizations must obviously be reformulated.

14. Of course, prepositions can occur on their own without their object in other contexts, but that is not relevant here. The point is that a functional element is not automatically a distributional equivalent of its phrase.

15. It is fair to mention at this point that not everybody agrees with this conclusion. Borsley (1994) strongly disagrees that conjunctions are heads. This view will be discussed in the next chapter, after the theory of the present book has been presented in more detail.
The Conjunction Phrase

4.1. Introduction

In this chapter, we shall see how the UC and EBC data presented in Chapter 2 can be accounted for if we assume a theory of coordination which provides an internal structure for the conjunction phrase, following directly from X-bar theory. We shall see an outline of the CoP phrase and the important role of spec-head agreement. An account will be given of the correlation between CoP word order and word order in a language generally (Section 4.2). Unbalanced coordination is discussed with respect to coordination of different categories (Section 4.3), and ordinary and extraordinary balanced coordination are discussed—with the suggestion that ordinary balanced coordination is in fact the most complex type (Section 4.4). The analyzes in this chapter are then seen in light of language acquisition and universal parameters (Section 4.5). An analysis of multiple coordination being analyzed as repeated binary coordination is given (Section 4.6), while “initial conjunctions” are being analyzed as CoP adverbs (Section 4.7). Other approaches to conjunctions phrases are presented in Section 4.8, before a short summary (Section 4.9).

4.2. The structure of the conjunction phrase

The present book suggests that the conjunction phrase is as in (1). It is headed by a conjunction generated from the lexicon. The conjunction needs two arguments in order to have a saturated phrase, these are the conjuncts. The conjunction phrase follows the familiar format from general X-bar theory. Similar suggestions have been proposed in recent literature, by, in particular, Munn (1987a, 1987b, 1992) and Grootveld (1992), and Johannessen (1990, 1993c). The former two will be presented and discussed at the end of this chapter. Below is a CoP for head-initial languages (1a), and a CoP for head-final languages (1b).1 (We shall postpone a discussion of multiple coordination until Section 4.6.)

The conjuncts are attached to [Spec, CoP] and [Complement, CoP], respectively. A few words are needed to clarify why the specifier in head-final languages is right-branching; after all, it does not follow from the position of other specifiers. I take as a starting-point the assumption that the position of specifiers does not correlate strongly with that of complements and heads.2 When CoP specifiers are invariably the second conjunct in head-final languages, this might be explained by the nature of coordination: in most languages, the conjunction has a tendency to sit between the conjuncts. Since the complement position is occupied, the other position has to be the one on the other side of the conjunction. In head-initial languages, this position is to the left of the conjunction; in head-final languages the position is to the right. A more principled account is suggested by Richard Kayne. Given his Linear Correspondence Axiom (LCA) (Kayne 1994:6) and a general antisymmetry requirement, it follows that the specifier (an adjunct in his system) and the complement will always be on opposite sides of the head (Kayne 1994:35). Since CoP specifiers have no reason to move (unlike, e.g., subjects, which have to have their agreement features checked), they stay in situ, which results in a position on the opposite side of that of the complement.

It should be noted that the approach presented here is not totally akin to the antisymmetry thesis of Kayne (1994): Although the two possible CoPs in (24) are in accordance with the LCA, which can accept just those two constituent orders (specifier-head-complement and complement-head-specifier), Kayne puts forward the hypothesis that only the former is possible in UG (Kayne 1994:36). But how would one, following his hypothesis that there is only one basic word order, account for the parallel directionality between heads, such as verbs, adpositions,
complementizers and conjunctions, and their complements? Accepting a directionality parameter in UG accounts for these parallels in a simple way.

The way the conjuncts are attached to the CoP, and the location from which the conjuncts are taken, will be discussed in Chapter 5; here it suffices to accept that the conjuncts are in the relevant positions in the CoP. Any category and any bar-level can in principle be coordinated. (This too will be discussed in Chapter 5.)

The X and Y in (1), therefore, are true variables that can stand for anything, e.g., N, I', VP, P, etc. From this, it follows that not only like syntactic categories can be coordinated, but categories of any kind. The fact that any categories can be coordinated means that CoPs diverge from X-bar theory in one respect: while specifiers and complements are generally considered to be maximal projections, in a CoP they can be categories of any bar-level: X', X\text{c}, or X\text{max}. It could be seen as a problem for the present approach that it accepts heads in specifier and complement positions. However, this depends on the way such notions are defined. In Chomsky (1994), a category that does not project further is a maximal projection XP, while one that is not a projection is a minimal projection X°. Thus, a category is defined in terms of projection only. Looking at CoP in this light, we find that Co, the head, is not a projection, i.e., it is minimal. The specifier and complement are maximal projections by definition, since they do not project further. They might be minimal or not. There are no categories such as XP, X', etc. in the actual phrase-marker, these are simply notations (Chomsky 1994:9). The question of which categories can constitute conjuncts is discussed in more detail in Chapter 5.

What are the features of CoP? I shall propose, in a minimalist spirit (Chomsky 1995), that it inherits the syntactic category features from its specifier conjunct by spec-head agreement. Since a conjunction, the head of the CoP, must be considered a functional category (Chapter 3), we shall regard spec-head agreement as involving the unification of features, so that the head projects the features of its specifier. Thus, the features of the specifier will also be present at the maximal level, since this is a projection of the head, thereby bestowing ordinary lexical features on the CoP. The conjunct in the complement position takes no part in agreement, and offers no syntactic features to the CoP itself.

We can take unification (e.g., Shieber 1986) to be the situation in which two units which are combined with each other do not have conflicting features. Spec-head agreement with checking of features, as in Chomsky (1993), is an instance of unification; categories with the same features unify, those with conflicting features do not. However, the feature-checking approach implies that an item has certain features of its own which are then checked against those of another item. Unification can be seen as a wider concept, in which an item can also be underspecified with respect to certain features, and inherits those of the item with which it is unifies.

Since spec-head agreement is not normally assumed to let the category features of a specifier be projected to the maximal projection of a head, there must be something special about conjunctions (in contrast to, for example, I-heads, which do not project the DP features of their specifier). Conjunctions can be assumed to be lacking proper categorial features—they have a slot that must be obligatorily filled by such features, maybe in order to be interpreted at LF. This approach is in some ways akin to Rothstein (1992b: 108), who suggests that, although conjunctions are heads, they do not project category features.

This has the advantage that CoP will be fully specified for syntactic categorial features, in contrast to some suggestions in the literature, such as the unificational theory of Gazdar et al. (1985) (discussed in Chapter 5), where the conjunction phrase has only the features that are common to all the conjuncts. In Johannessen (1990), I showed how, depending on the features chosen, there might be very few, if any, features left for CoP. Consider the example of unlike category coordination in (2).

\begin{itemize}
\item (2) Zoe is [a woman, rich and in the lucky position of owning a castle] (NP & AP & PP) (Johannessen 1990:22)
\end{itemize}

If we adopted the feature system in Jackendoff (1977:56), the category features of the three conjuncts would be as in (3). Only one feature is common for all of them, [+Comp], which is the feature saying that the head has the ability to take a complement. This feature would also be shared by VP, however.

\begin{itemize}
\item (3) \begin{array}{c|c|c}
\hline
NP & AP & PP \\
+ Subj & - Subj & - Subj \\
- Obj & - Obj & + Obj \\
+ Comp & + Comp & + Comp \\
\hline
\end{array}
\end{itemize}

If we took the features in Chomsky (1970), (4), the conjuncts would have no features in common.
Thus, adopting a view in which CoP's major category features were the unification of all the conjuncts might lead to the undesirable situation in which CoP would have very few, if any, such features. Theories that see unlike category coordination as a unification of compatible features (see Chapter 5) have added an extra type of category such as PredP to the categories that are coordinatable, and to the new CoP-category, one reason for which has been to compensate for the lack of syntactic likeness between the conjuncts. The status of this kind of category is very unclear, however.

The idea of CoP getting its major category features from one conjunct only is akin to the suggestion in Chomsky (1994), in which the labeling of categories is discussed. In particular, the question of whether a super category should be labeled by the intersection of two categories a and b; the union of a and b; or one or the other of a and b is addressed. Chomsky's answer is the same as the one presented here: that one or the other must project—but not both. Here, the conjunction is the category that projects to a CoP. In effect this means that the features of the specifier will also project, given spec-head agreement and the underdefined nature of conjunctions. Thus, the projection of a conjunction is a Conjunction Phrase with properties inherited from the conjunction as well as from the specifier. The fact that the maximal CoP projection does not have exactly the same features as the conjunction (it has more) is also possible in the Bare Phrase Structure approach: "[. . .] the head determines the label, though not always through strict identity" (Chomsky 1994:10).

If the conjuncts are head-type categories, e.g., N, so that the CoP[N] will in fact be the head of an NP, we might ask if this does not mean that the conjuncts (at least the specifier one) do project, and are thus not maximal projections. To this I would answer no. The conjuncts of CoP do not themselves project anywhere. The higher NP is a projection of CoP[N], whose head has a dual nature. The conjunction part of it is maximal and does not project further, while the nominal part of it is not a projection, and is thus minimal.

The fact that one conjunct is in a specifier position whereas the other is in a complement position is a very important part of the account of unbalanced and extraordinary balanced coordination, as well as of the possible violations of the Coordinate Structure Constraint (Ross 1986), and the correlation between general word order and the direction of unbalanced coordination. However, the structure of the CoP needs to interact with the rest of the grammar in important ways to enable the theory to handle such less straightforward kinds of coordination. The significance of these aspects of the theory will become clear in the discussion of other theories involving conjunction phrases, at the end of the present Chapter.

### 4.3. The role of CoP in unbalanced coordination

#### 4.3.1. NOMINAL UC

As can be recalled from Chapter 2, UC is a type of coordination where the order of the conjuncts is crucial, since in one order, the coordination is acceptable, and in the other, it is not, i.e., \([X \& Y]\) vs. \(*[Y \& X]\). Let us take as an example the English (5) (repeated from Chapter 2).

(5) Can someone help [my wife and I] find housing in Texas. . .?

In order to account for the fact that only one of the conjuncts (the first one) has the expected case, it is necessary to assume a certain internal structure in the CoP.\(^4\) The structure has to provide a principled explanation for the restriction of case assignment to the first conjunct only. The second conjunct is obviously in a local domain different from that of the first. The CoP structure shows that the first conjunct is in the specifier position, while the second conjunct is in the complement position.

I shall give three different ways of showing how the difference in local domains is handled, in order to show that the same CoP structure is necessary independently of the particular formulation of the theory. The
first way is to follow the barrier approach of Chomsky (1986a), the second way is the relativized minimality approach of Rizzi (1990), and the third way is the minimalist program of Chomsky (1995).

Following Stowell (1981) in assuming that case is assigned under government, the question of deciding why the second conjunct does not have case assigned in the ordinary way may be reduced to deciding whether it is in fact governed by the case assigner. We can start by applying the theory in Chomsky (1986a). We need the definitions in (7) for government, and the one in (8) for a minimality barrier:

(7) Government:
   a. \( \alpha \) governs \( \beta \) iff \( \alpha \) m-commands \( \beta \) and there is no \( \gamma \), \( \gamma \) a barrier for \( \beta \), such that \( \gamma \) excludes \( \alpha \)
   b. \( \alpha \) m-commands \( \beta \) iff \( \alpha \) does not dominate \( \beta \) and every \( \gamma \)
       \((\gamma \) a maximal projection\) that dominates \( \alpha \) dominates \( \beta \).
   c. \( \alpha \) excludes \( \beta \) iff no segment of \( \alpha \) dominates \( \beta \).
   (Chomsky 1986a: 8-9)

(8) The minimality condition:
   a does not govern \( \beta \) in the configuration . . . a . . . [ , . . . \( \delta \) . . . ] if \( \gamma \) is a projection of \( \delta \) excluding \( \alpha \) (\( \delta \) is a zero-level category distinct from \( \beta \), and \( \gamma \) is the immediate projection of \( \delta \), and \( \gamma \) immediately dominating \( \beta \).) (Chomsky 1986a:42)

The verb help m-commands the second conjunct, and it excludes it. However, in order for government to obtain, the governed element must not be separated from the governor by a barrier. The definitions in (7)-(8) show us that there is such a barrier present, viz., Co\(^\prime\), which is a projection of the conjunction:

The fact that the second conjunct has not got the expected case can be derived, then, from the fact that it is barred from being governed, and thereby from being assigned case. The reason why the second conjunct has got case, albeit an unexpected one, has to do with head-properties of the conjunction, and will be discussed in Section 4.3.1.1. (See Section 4.4 for an account of balanced coordination, i.e., the instances in which both conjuncts have case.)

Let us then take a look at Rizzi (1990). The kind of government which accounts for (5) is head government. The relevant definitions are:

(10) Head government: \( X \) head-governs \( Y \) iff
   (i) \( X \in \{A, N, P, V, Agr, T\} \)
   (ii) \( X \) m-commands \( Y \)
   (iii) no barrier intervenes, i.e., no XP not directly selected by a [+V] element intervenes
   (iv) Relativized minimality is respected (Rizzi 1990:6)

(11) Relativized minimality: \( X \) head-governs \( Y \) only if there is no \( Z \)
   such that
   (i) \( Z \) is a typical potential head-governor for \( Y \), i.e., \( Z \) is a head m-commanding \( Y \)
   (ii) \( Z \) c-commands \( Y \) and does not c-command \( X \).
   (Rizzi 1990:7)

Let us make the minimal change of adding Conj to the list of possible head-governors (a step which is well motivated by the head-like properties of the conjunction). Let us then apply the definition to the example: the verb help is a head which governs the CoP, i.e., potentially anything being dominated by it, including the specifier and the complement of the conjunction. It also m-commands both conjuncts, and no barrier intervenes. However, while relativized minimality is respected for the first conjunct, since no head intervenes between it and the verb, relativized minimality is not respected for the second conjunct, since the conjunction is a typical potential head-governor for it.
We have now accounted for the fact that only the specifier is in a domain governed from outside the CoP. It explains why case is only assigned to the first conjunct. The two ways which we have seen can solve the problem have had the same kind of explanation: an intervening head makes government by a head further away impossible. This supports the theory of coordination suggested here, in which the conjunction is head of its phrase.

However, although the two solutions above account for unbalancedness involving case assignment (typically the receiving kind of nominal UC in Chapter 2), there are several other kinds of UC which cannot be thus explained, viz., the receiving type of verbal UC, as well as the various assigning types, such as those where only one nominal conjunct determines verb agreement.

The third way of accounting for UC to be demonstrated here is within the framework of Chomsky (1988, 1995), the minimalist program. In that approach, case is not assigned by some head; instead, case is a spec-head relation between (elements in) two positions; e.g., (a verb in) a relevant Agr-position, and (a DP in) a [Spec, Agr] position. More generally, it is assumed that any lexical element has its inflectional features as an intrinsic property. Its features are then checked against the inflectional element in the relevant position. If the features match, the lexical element will be free to be realized at PF; if not, the inflectional features of that position will remain unmatched at PF, and the derivation will crash (Chomsky 1992:39). Here, the notion of government is irrelevant so that an analysis along the lines of Chomsky (1986a) or Rizzi (1990) is inapplicable. The explanation now depends on projections only.

Many morphological features have their own projections, and a category gets its features from the relevant position by sitting in it or by agreeing with a category with which it enters spec-head agreement. In our example, the syntactic category CoP[DP], situated in [Spec, Agr-O*], gets case from the verb, situated in Agr-O, via spec-head agreement. The features will be inherited by the head of CoP, i.e., the conjunction. The specifier of the CoP will get the same features via spec-head agreement. The complement of the CoP will not get these features, for the simple reason that it does not take part in spec-head agreement. There is, therefore, no need to postulate a barrier or blocking mechanism; the complement conjunct does not get the relevant features since it sits in the wrong position. This is illustrated below:

The rest of the nominal UC examples can be analyzed in the same way. For instance, the Burushaski example (14) from Chapter 2 is analyzed in the same way as the English (5).

Burushaski is a head-final language, where only the last conjunct has the expected dative case-marking. In accordance with the correlation between UC and general word order, this is expected; the specifier position is the one where the normal features can be found. The conjunction bars the possibility of the complement receiving case. The complement in a head-final language obviously is the conjunct before the conjunction. It therefore does not get case.'
Most of the other nominal receiving-type UC languages from Chapter 2, e.g., Dutch, Eastern Mari, Estonian, Homeric Greek, Japanese, Old Hebrew, Old Irish, Tamil, Turkic, and Vedic, are unbalanced with respect to case. They can all be analyzed in the same way. We have seen two features apart from case that show up in UC: number (as in the Turkic languages) and phonological mutation (as in Welsh). These, too, can be explained in the same way as the others. Consider Welsh again (repeated from Chapter 2):

(16) Bwytais I [fara, menyn a chaws]
ate I bread butter and cheese
'I ate bread, butter and cheese.'

Since Welsh is a head-initial language, the first conjunct has to be the specifier conjunct, which in turn is the one that can cooperate with the clause outside CoP. In this case, the specifier cooperates with the preposed subject DP, which triggers the soft mutation of the specifier. The other conjuncts cannot take part in spec-head agreement with the conjunction, and thereby not with the rest of the clause.

This minimalist approach is advantageous compared with the other two approaches, since it can account for other kinds of unbalanced coordination in the same way, regardless of whether it is the receiving or the assigning type; government or avoidance of government is no longer a crucial factor. Every instance of UC can be explained by spec-head agreement. Above, we have seen the receiving type exemplified. Let us see how the assigning type of nominal UC can be accounted for. The example is from Czech (repeated from Chapter 2); only the first conjunct determines the agreement features of the verb.

(17) Půjdu tam [já a ty]
will.go-1SG there I and you
'You and I will go there.'

There is spec-head agreement between the first conjunct and the conjunction. This determines the features of the CoP; it gets the syntactic category features [+N.-V] (=DP), in addition to the morphosyntactic features of the first conjunct, among which are [1st person] and [singular]. There is also spec-head agreement between CoP[DP] and Agr-S, which determines the relevant agreement features of the verb.9

The other assigning-type languages can be analyzed in the same way, no matter whether the feature to be assigned is number (as in Hopi), gender (as in Latin and Swahili), or both number and gender (as in Old Norse, Palestinian Arabic, Qafar, Serbo-Croat, and Slovene).

Summarizing, we have seen three ways of accounting for the receiving type of nominal UC, viz., by an analysis based on the kind outlined in Chomsky (1986a), Rizzi (1990), and (Chomsky 1988, 1995). Only the third analysis can also account for the assigning kind of nominal UC in the same way, i.e., by means of spec-head agreement. The first two analyses were based on government for the receiving kind, and would have to resort to spec-head agreement for the assigning type.8

Two important questions at this point are: 1. If UC follows automatically from the spec-head agreement mechanism, how is it possible for languages to have balanced coordination, ordinary as well as extraordinary? 2. How have the deviant conjuncts got case? The first question will be discussed in Section 4.4, on extraordinary balanced coordination. The second question, however, will be answered below.

4.3.1.1. Case: assignment, licencing, default, overcorrection
In this section, we shall investigate the possible roles of the conjunction and the conjunction phrase with respect to case. The hypothesis of the conjunction being a case assigner will be rejected in favor of a view in which the conjunction is licencing a position for default case (or for the possibility of being case-less). Some special cases in English, sociolinguistically associated with overcorrection, will nonetheless be argued to be due to case assignment.

4-3.1.1.1. The conjunction—a case assigner?
Crucial in the present account of coordination is the fact that the conjunction is a head. As such it may have the potential of licencing and assigning features and categories. One possibility, in order to account for UC
with different case-features, is, then, that the conjunction can assign case, which may be different from the case assigned to the CoP itself. This stand would immediately explain how the complement conjunct of a subject CoP in Qafar may have absolutive case, and in Italian accusative case, when the specifier conjunct has nominative case, or how the complement conjunct of an object CoP in e.g. Dutch, English, Old Irish, and Vedic may have nominative case even when the specifier has the expected accusative case.7

If we assumed the case assignment hypothesis we would probably have to further assume that whenever at least one of the conjuncts was a DP, the conjunction assigned a particular case to its complement. However, it would be difficult to explain how the English that-complementized clause can occur in a case assigned position: if the complement of a conjunction either has the case associated with the position of CoP (which has to be a possibility for many languages and dialects), or it has the case assigned by the conjunction (e.g., nominative), how can we explain that the clause can receive such case, while not being able to receive case when being the single object of a preposition? Furthermore, what can be said about languages such as Burushaski, Eastern Mari, Tamil, and Turkish (see Chapter 2), in which the specifier conjunct has ordinary case while the complement seems to lack case, at least morphologically case (according to the analyses given in the literature from which the examples are taken)?

4.3.1.1.2. The conjunction—a licencer of default case
An alternative to the case assignment hypothesis is a theory in which the conjunction licences, rather than assigns, case. Case licencing gives different predictions than those connected to case assignment. While case assignment is strong and gives case to any category that happens to be in the relevant position, case licencing is weaker, and does not allow case other than to categories that have to have it according to Chomsky’s case-filter (Chomsky 1981). From this it follows that DPs will have case, while CPs will not. Second, while case assignment is linked to a specific case in a specific environment, case licencing is not linked to a particular case. Case licencing gives rise to the idea of default case, to be applied to an element in a situation where there is no case licencer. The lexical entry for a conjunction like and would therefore be something like (19a) (to be further simplified below) rather than (19b).

(19) a. and, conjunction, arg1 [a case],
    arg2 [nominative case].

The first conjunct of (19a,b) gets case from outside CoP; the second conjunct of (19a) gets default case (licenced by the Greek variable, which is different from the one of the first conjunct), while the one in (19b) gets assigned the particular case directly.

The default-case hypothesis is supported by evidence that the default case of a (strongly inflected) language is often the one which is morphologically unmarked. (I exclude from this generalization languages that do not have a clearly morphologically unmarked case—like Icelandic, Vedic, or Greek.) Good candidates are therefore nominative and absolutive; these cases being the unmarked ones of "nominative-accusative" languages and "ergative" languages (Anderson 1985:181, Chomsky 1995:176), respectively. The "case-less" complement conjuncts in the languages mentioned above indeed have the same lack of morphological marking as the unmarked cases nominative and absolutive. Likewise, in most of the languages where the complement conjunct seems to have deviant case, i.e., different from the one of the specifier (and the one assigned to the position of CoP), this deviant case is the same as the morphologically unmarked one. A distinction between languages where the complement conjunct has deviant case, and those where it is case-less, is therefore a false division based on the different analyzes of the linguists involved in the description of these languages. The generalization that the deviant conjunct in UC constructions has the morphologically unmarked case is easily captured under the default-case hypothesis, but would remain a mystery under the hypothesis that conjunctions assign case.

If nominative and absolutive are universal candidates for default case, what is the reason that in English, Italian and Norwegian, accusative seems to be the default case? I suggest the answer has to do with the extremely poor case inflection in these languages. Only pronouns are distinguished with respect to case. The morphological build-up of pronouns is often obscure. It is, for example, quite unclear whether the pronoun pairs in English—I-me, she—her, he-him, they-them, we-us—are possible to analyze as instances of stem plus inflection, and whether one ‘ase is more basic than the other. Both members of each pair are therefore equally likely candidates for the default role.

What evidence is there that there is such a thing as default case? The Places to look are positions in which, for some reason or other, ordinary case assignment is blocked. One candidate is the case in simple answers,
as in the English (20). The pronominal answer is the only word in the utterance, and cannot possibly be assigned anything by anything. (I disregard a deletion account of such utterances, since that would make the deviant case of the pronoun inexplicable.)

(20) A: Who talked about apples?  
B: Me/*I/*me did/I did

Another candidate is the case of nouns in exclamations. In the English (21a), there is more than one word in the utterance, but there is no finite verb which could be a possible case assigner. Also, the case of left dislocated (focused) pronouns is accusative (21b), as is the one in baby talk or idioms (21c). In both these cases, too, there is no obvious case assigner. The comment above on deletion is valid here, as well.

(21) a. What, me, worry?  
   b. Me, I’m not interested.  
   c. Me Tarzan, you Jane.  
   (Paul Kershaw, p.c., presented at the University of Minnesota, Apr. 1992)

A third example of what may be considered an argument for default case is the use of nominative case in positions where there is no clear case-marking (left dislocation and topicalization"), as in Icelandic and Modern Greek:

(22) a. bessi hringur Ólafur lofaði Mariu honum  
   this ring.NOM Olaf.NOM promised Mary.DAT it.DAT  
   'This ring, Olaf promised Mary it.'  
   (Andrews 1982:433)

   b. o paraksenos anthropos, dhen ton  
      the.NOM strange.NOM person.NOM not him.ACC  
      we.saw  
      'The strange person, we didn’t see him.'

A final point must be added to this discussion. The concept of default case presupposes an acceptance of Chomsky's (1981) case theory, in which every DP must have case. This is the background for the licencing account above. However, although there are doubtlessly many arguments for the theory, an alternative account might be that instead of default case there is lack of case. This was suggested by Jakobson (1936), who analyzed the Indo-European nominative as absence of case.

What evidence is there for this view? First, there is a morphologically unmarked case in many languages. Second, the unmarked case is the candidate for default case (to be used in contexts which lack ordinary case licencing). Third, the different case conditions predicted by the default case account of DPs and clauses in English CoP complements (that DPs get default case while clauses get nothing) would be eliminated—neither would have case. Fourth, there are other morphosyntactic categories that, in some positions, seem to lack a feature rather than have some default value of it. For example, complement conjuncts often have deviant number (Turkish and Eastern Mari being two examples, see Chapter 2). It would be difficult to claim that the unmarked number is really a default number, since the DPs unmarked for number can be interpreted as singular as well as plural.

There are, then, arguments for both the view that there is default case, and the view that there is lack of case. There seems to be no empirical way of choosing between them, and I shall not do so. The lexical entry suggested in (19a) will therefore be replaced with (23), which is compatible with both views:

(23) and, conjunction, arg1  
    arg2.

In the view where a DP may lack case, the lexical entry (23) will simply lead to lack of case on the complement conjunct. In the view where a DP may have default case, again this case will only be licit on the complement conjunct, which is in no direct contact with a position that checks case. The specifier conjunct receives case by spec-head agreement in the usual way.

4.3.1.1.3. Overcorrection in English

The English examples in (20)-(21) above show that the accusative and nominative cases do not have the same status. Accusative is the only default case. The occurrence of nominative case in some UC constructions, such as (24), repeated from Chapter 2, must therefore have a different source.
Emonds (1986) shows that there is no natural dialect of English in which nominative is the default case. The nominative case which occurs in some coordinated constructions, he claims, is due to overcorrection (also called hypercorrection) of rules for certain normative, but "grammatically deviant prestige constructions." Such rules have to be learned almost one by one, often with the help of grammatical handbooks, and identify a certain social and educational background. Since the conditions for identifying the proper contexts for these rules are not met in modern English (e.g., because morphological case is not productive), many speakers who want to be associated with a certain sociological class overgeneralize the rules.\footnote{12}

A pronominal NP following and, or, but, than, as is subjective.\textit{ (Emonds 1986:116)}

The case in such constructions is not due to the internalized grammar of any speaker, given the fact that it only occurs in the speech of people past their childhood and with obvious sociolinguistic connotations. I shall therefore assume, with Emonds, that the nominative case in such constructions is a lexical exception which has overridden the more general rule; the entry (26a) has been replaced by (26b), to generate constructions like those in (24). As argued above, case assignment by the conjunction cannot be the general way in which DPs get whatever case they need. However, given that the conjunction is a head, it is not implausible that it can assign case, e.g., in the special instance that overcorrection must be considered to be. Since we assume that the overcorrected case is not internalized, we hypothesize that it is assigned by the speaker's choice rather than by the grammar proper. The entry for the conjunction is therefore still the same; (26a), which happens to have been instantiated as (26b).

\begin{itemize}
  \item a. and, conjunction, arg1, arg2.
  \item b. and, conjunction, arg1, arg2[nominative].
\end{itemize}

If the overcorrection hypothesis is right, which it seems to be, it is still important to emphasize that not just any construction in a language can be the target of it. There must be some general conditions present for overcorrection to be allowed to apply at all. These conditions are, I assume, met when there is no assignment of features by the general mechanisms of the grammar. We have already argued that default case (or no case) occurs only in positions which are not assigned case in the ordinary way by spec-head agreement. Such positions should therefore be predicted to be possible positions for overcorrection. Emonds mentions the following examples of overcorrection.

\begin{itemize}
  \item a. They prefer not to think about James and I more than necessary
  \item b. She and Bill we ought not to mention
  \item c. John told no one other than I
  \item d. Who, if not he, could he have hired?
  \item e. It was she that John discussed in detail
  \item f. Mary expected the messenger to be she who had called earlier
  \item g. We democrats the voters expect to be more enlightened
  \item h. For they to be understood correctly, . . . (produced by a College English professor)\textit{ (Emonds 1986:115)}
\end{itemize}

The examples involve coordinated objects (27a,b); the object of a comparative complementizer or the subject of an understood predicate (27c); an appositive to an object (27d); predicate nominals (27e,f); a pronominal determiner of an object or a pronominal object with a nominal complement (27g); and a demonstrative pronoun in a for-to construction (27f). It is not quite clear how the sentences have all got nominative case. However, from the point of view of this book, the important fact is that the overcorrection in coordination can be accounted for within the
present theory. We can assume that it is unlikely that an ordinary case assigned position should have a different case assigned to it by sociolinguistic factors. From what we know about CoP (that the complement conjunct is in a position which is not directly checked for case features), we can see the complement position as a likely candidate for being targeted by a rule of extra-linguistic origin. It is, as it were, ready to be picked, since there is nothing in the grammar as such that provides it with case.

How can we account for (27b), which is really a case of EBC rather than UC? First, we can assume that the topic position in English is caseless, at least for non-typical case-receivers, on the basis of the fact that clauses subcategorized by prepositions can stay in that position, contrary to the in situ position:

(28) a. That we wanted to go to the beach, we talked about a lot

b. *We talked about a lot that we wanted to go to the beach

Second, as we shall see in Section 4.4, when a category such as CoP is not assigned case, the conjuncts get default case (or stay case-less), or, they get, of course, whatever is assigned. In the case of (27b), which is an example of EBC, we can assume that the speaker's entry for conjuncts before and after assignment is (29):

(29) a. and, conjunction, arg 1 [a features],
   arg2[a features].

b. and, conjunction, arg 1 [a features],
   arg2[nominative].

The general entry that ensures the same features on both conjuncts is the one in (29a). The particular instantiation might be (29b), by the speaker's intentional choice caused by sociolinguistic factors, which immediately causes both conjuncts to get nominative case.

We see, then, that a linguistic phenomenon which is learnt in more or less adult age for most speakers, and which is therefore not part of their internalized grammar, can still be explained in a principled way. It shows that it is possible to explain sociolinguistic influence on language as a constrained possibility: only where the grammar seems to lack the possibility of direct checking (as when there is no case or default case) is it possible for sociolinguistic factors to operate. It is, then, not accidental that sociolinguistic overcorrection can work on CoPs rather than on simplex verbal or prepositional objects.

4.3.2. VERBAL UC

While nominal UC can be explained by the fact that one conjunct is closer (in terms of spec-head agreement) than another conjunct to some category outside CoP this is not the way that all non-nominal UC constructions can be accounted for; in nominal coordination, unbalancedness affects a whole conjunct. In non-nominal coordination, on the other hand, the "unbalanced elements" may only be part of the conjuncts; if the conjunct is a VP (or AgrP or some other higher category) it may well be that only the verb of the conjunct has deviant features. If so, it is evident that it is not the entire conjunct which does or does not sit in a position which makes it different from the other conjunct; rather, it is only the verbs themselves which sit in different positions. This means that a verb has moved out of CoP to a position which makes it different from the other verb. (This is, strictly speaking, a violation of CSC-ATB, but even so, acceptable. See Chapter 6.)

Let us first, however, look at an example of a UC construction which can be explained in much the same way as nominal UC. (30) is from Yagnobi, repeated from Chapter 2.

(30) Man [a-šá-w-im a-tiraš]
       I PAST-go-1 SG PAST-fall
   'I went and fell.'

Here, we shall analyze the coordinated structure as being one consisting of V°-conjuncts. Since both verbs are inflected for tense, while only the first verb has person-number agreement features, we can assume that Agr-S° dominates TP in this language, and the analysis will be the one in (31).
Coordination

Both verbs are assumed to have independently moved to a TP each, before becoming coordinated (the details of the pre-coordinated stage can be found in Chapter 5). Then, after the two verbs in T₁ have been coordinated, the conjuncts move together as a CoP to Agr-S. It is at this point that the analysis is similar to the ones for nominal UC: only the first conjunct receives agreement features in the ordinary way by spec-head agreement; the second conjunct is left without such features. The technical details of tense features are easily accounted for. If we assume feature checking in the sense of Chomsky (1992:39), we can simply understand the morphological form of the particular verbs to have inflectional features lexically. These features are checked against the features in T (before coordination) and then disappear as the features match each other. The fact that we can assume an intermediate stage, prior to the movement of CoP[V] to Agr-S, in which the CoP[V] was sitting in T, and where consequently, the complement conjunct was not in a spec-head agreement position with that T is irrelevant, since the verb in the complement conjunct has already had its features checked prior to coordination.

This kind of analysis, however, is not possible for verbal UC in which the verb is only part of a conjunct. Let us take as an example the unbalanced Fulfulde example (repeated from Chapter 2). It is a serial verb construction; while the first verb has full aspectual inflection (distinguishing between the two imperfective forms habitual and progressive) the subsequent verbs instead have a serial suffix, which is less informative, not distinguishing between several imperfectives, and also being used for other purposes.

The Conjunction Phrase

The difference between the Fulfulde example and the Yagnobi one above is that here, only part of a conjunct is deviant: each conjunct consists of a subject, a verb, and one also has an object. The verbs alone make up the unbalancedness. Since the conjuncts obviously consist of more than just the unbalanced verbs, they cannot be accounted for in a simple spec-head agreement configuration.

The analysis I shall suggest includes two projected aspectual phrases, Asp₁" and Asp₂". Asp₁" dominates the agreement phrase (following Ouhalla 1991:117), which I have left out in figure (34). This order can be argued for by the fact that both verbs are marked for number agreement with their respective subjects, while it is in aspectual features that they differ, and that at this point in the derivation they have received agreement features already. The subjects are treated as clitics, which is why they are situated in a verbal complex with the verbs.

Asp₁" is where verb stems pick up features which determine whether the aspect is perfective or imperfective. Asp₂" is the one which further refines the kind of aspect given by Asp₁". In the present case, Asp₂" is where the verb gets marked for either habitual or progressive features. The analysis of two aspectual projections can be argued for morphologically as well as semantically. Morphologically, Asp₁ is -a; Asp₂ is either a prefixed d-on- (for progressive aspect), or a suffixed -n (for habitual aspect), see (33). It is important to notice that in both Asp₂ cases, the Asp₁ suffix -a is retained. The step-by-step analysis can, therefore, be defended on morphological grounds.

(33) nyaam 'eat':
   nyaam-a (Aspect-1, Imperfective)
   d-on-nyaam-a (Aspect-2, Progressive)
   nyaam-a-n (Aspect-2, Habitual)

Semantically, Asp₂" is a refinement of Asp₁"; the Asp₂" features are hyponyms of the supercategory Asp₁", which subsumes them. Here, too, a step-by-step analysis seems plausible.

There is no overt conjunction in the serial verb constructions. Nonetheless, a CoP is postulated, with an empty head (see also the discussion in Chapter 3). This is done on basis of the fact that conjunctions do exist for
other syntactic categories in the language, and that cross-linguistically, empty conjunctions can be defended. Notice that the serial suffix cannot itself be regarded as a conjunction, since it carries verbal properties, viz. aspectual marking (here: imperfective). In (34), we see the tree representation of (32).16

The important question with respect to UC is this. How can it be that only the first verb is fully inflected? The answer is illustrated in figure (34); while both verbs move to an Asp1 position, only the first verb moves further to an Asp2 position. (This movement is a violation of the CSC-ATB principles of Ross 1986; it will be discussed in Chapter 6.) The Asp2" is obligatory in simplex contexts, with some exceptions (such as negation, subjunctive, and focus).

One question should be answered with regard to the analysis above. Coordination of Asp2" conjuncts is unacceptable. Why? I cannot see a general answer which would follow automatically from the present theory. It seems to me to have to do with lexical properties. The Asp2" category is limited in distribution. As mentioned above, it cannot occur together with negation, subjunctive, or focus. The fact that it cannot occur in a CoP, then, does not seem to be related only to CoP, but rather to something which can be generalized to hold for the other phenomena, too, whatever that “something” is.

Let us finally look at an assigning-type verbal UC. The example (35) (repeated from Chapter 2) has a CoP with simplex verbs as conjuncts, and where only the last conjunct determines case.

(35) Maria [begrüsste und half] dem / *den Mann
'Maria greeted and helped the man.'
132 Coordination

(37) wenn jemand nach Hause kommt und da steht; der
when somebody to house comes and there stands the
Gerichtsvollzieher vor der Tür tj
bailiff in front of the door
'
. . . when somebody comes home and there stands the bailiff in
front of the door.'

The analysis in (38) is different from the one in Höhle (1989:5), which
assumes that the conjuncts belong to different syntactic categories (V_m
and I^2, respectively). It is usual to assume that the Germanic V2 phe-
nomenon can be explained in terms of a filled or a vacant C position
(e.g., Holmberg 1986; Platzack and Holmberg 1989). If there is a com-
plementizer in C, the finite verb stays in some lower position; if the C
position is empty, the verb moves there. With an analysis of this kind the
conjuncts are obviously both CPs; the first conjunct has a comple-
mentizer in C; the second conjunct has main clause word order, and the
finite verb in C.

The analysis in (38) is straightforward, with few points to explain. The
fact that two CPs are coordinated is, of course, quite unremarkable. Only
one of the CPs contains the complementizer, in contrast to Höhle’s analy-
sis, in which the complementizer is shared by both conjuncts. Empiri-
cally, there is nothing to require the complementizer to be shared by both
conjuncts. First, it is often the case that subordinate clauses are intro-
duced without complementizers, as when an initial conditional clause has
the order of a yes/no question (e.g. kommst du nach Hause [...], taken
from Höhle 1989:8), or when closely related languages like English and
Norwegian can have complement clauses without complementizers (as in / heard she was there and Jeg horte hun var der). (The fact that the
complementizer only belongs to the first conjunct does not mean, then,
that the second conjunct is not subordinated.) Second, with the analysis
of V2 mentioned above, empirically, the second conjunct cannot in fact
share the complementizer, since that would leave it a mystery how the
main clause word order can occur.

However, we must explain why the reverse order of conjuncts is not
possible. Why cannot the conjunct with main clause word order precede
the conjunct with a complementizer? The answer has to do, as before,
with the structure of CoP. First, we must assume that, in general, the
reason a simplex subordinate clause needs a (certain) complementizer, is
because it is required by the rest of the sentence, whether the clause (with
its complementizer) is subcategorized or not subcategorized (with a comple-
mentizer required as a marker of subordination). In either case,
the features of the complementizer are inherited by the maximal CP from
the C-head (via spec-head agreement).

Coordinated CP conjuncts are not in the same position in CoP; one is
in the specifier and one in the complement position. The one in the
specifier of CoP is the one which gives its features to the head of CoP
(by spec-head agreement). The complement conjunct has no role to play
in the feature exchange. Whether there is a complementizer or a verb in
its C-position, the former triggering subordinate word order and the latter
main clause word order, is therefore of no relevance.

Why is it the first conjunct that is specifier, given that German can be
seen as a mixed word-order language? As discussed in Chapter 2, the
order of verb and sentential complement is always VO. Also, the order
of CP is head-complement (complementizer before rest of clause)—and
there are more prepositions than postpositions in German. In fact, most
categories in German, except verbs and adjectives, are head-initial. The
order of conjunction and head seems to be mixed, however, (36) vs. (38). It is possible that headedness is something that the conjunction inherits from its specifier, but this remains speculation.

We have to require an answer to what mechanism constrains the same kind of UC in languages like Norwegian, in which, too, there are different word order types, but in which both conjuncts must be of the same type. The answer seems to me to have to do with the existence of empty operators in Norwegian. Consider example (39) from Chapter 2. The CoP, itself a subordinate clause, has a main clause type first conjunct (an interrogative clause, which is a possible realization of subordinate clauses) and a subordinate clause type second conjunct.

(39) [Har jeg penger, og ikke gidder å gå] tar jeg toget
    have I money and not bother to walk take I the.train
    'If I have money, and can't be bothered to walk, I take the train.'

The difference between the German examples above and the Norwegian example here is that the second conjunct in Norwegian has subordinate clause word order in spite of there being no complementizer to bar the verb from moving to C. In fact, it is also acceptable for the verb to move, but this would yield a question type rather than a declarative main clause type, which would have had material in the [Spec,CP] as well. The structure is unbalanced, in that such a non-complementized subordinate clause is not possible in the first conjunct. In this respect the sentence has something in common with the German sentence above.

In (40), I have suggested a simplified structure for the sentence. (The empty subject of the second conjunct should be ignored at the moment; deletion and sharing are introduced in Chapter 5.)

The Conjunction Phrase

What all subordinate clauses have in common in general is lack of overt material in [Spec,CP] (with the exception of wh-phrases, which are the only phrases to be allowed to occupy that position). I therefore assume that this position is filled by an operator (either empty or a wh-phrase), which must in turn agree with a head in C; a verb or a complementizer. When the second conjunct lacks a complementizer, this must be a PF phenomenon; complementizers in certain positions can, to a limited extent, be deleted. (We know (that) this is possible from the possible deletion of at 'that'.) When only a complementizer in the second conjunct can be deleted the reason for this is possibly that a deleted complementizer can only be deleted if it is c-commanded by a category with similar features. In the present sentence, the empty operator is assumed to have features of conditionals. These features are present at the first conjunct CP by spec-head agreement between the operator and C. The CP c-commands the whole of the second conjunct, including the complementizer. It is less clear to me why the complementizer of the second conjunct must be obligatorily deleted.

I would claim that the reason that German, but not Norwegian, allow declarative main clause word order in the second conjunct has to do with the existence of empty operators in Norwegian, but not in German. They occupy the [Spec,CP] position in Norwegian, and make it impossible for
anything to land there. The highest place to which anything can move in a subordinate clause, is then, C. Empirically, this is correct, since verb-first question-type clauses as well as complementized clauses (C occupied by a verb or a complementizer, respectively) are possible realizations of subordinate clauses. The lack of empty operators in German makes it possible for any kind of clause-type to occupy the second conjunct in a subordinate CoP.

4.4. The role of CoP in balanced coordination

4.4.1. EXTRAORDINARY BALANCED COORDINATION

The first thing to be noted about extraordinary balanced coordination is that it seems to be the unmarked or default case that shows up in these constructions. Thus, in English and French (both of which have poor case morphology), it is accusative; in Qafar, it is absolutive; and in Spanish, it is nominative. The discussion at the end of Section 4.3.1 on nominal UC therefore carries over to this section. If the conjuncts in EBC are unmarked, this again is evidence that the conjunction is not a case assigner (which has been suggested by Kershaw 1992); either the conjuncts have default case, or they are caseless (cf. the discussion in Section 4.3.1.1.2).

Descriptively, what happens in EBC is that the case of a particular position, such as nominative in the Agr-S” of the Bergen variant of Norwegian (41), repeated from Chapter 2, is not assigned to the element in that position when the element is a CoP.

(41) [Meg og deg] hjalp no godt te’, då me.Acc and you.ACCc helped now well to then ‘But then me and you did help a lot, too.’

This could be explained by assuming that different case is assigned to different categories; e.g., nominative to a DP, and accusative to a CoP. Another explanation could be that the conjunction assigns case to both its conjuncts. However, both these explanations are unable to capture the generalization that it is the unmarked morphological case which takes part in EBC. Why should the conjunction assign case, and thus override the case of the position in which it is situated, if the case is the most unremarkable one?

A different explanation, and the one to be adopted here, is one which is an extension of the explanation for unbalanced coordination. First, we assume that the unmarked case (or the caselessness) only shows up in positions which are not a direct case position. This is where the similarity to UC shows up. Second, we assume that some languages or language varieties only assign case to categories of a special kind, such as "pure" DPs. A CoP[DP] would not be a possible receiver of case, and the conjuncts would be left without case or receive the default case (as before, the choice between the latter two options is irrelevant). This explanation is more general than the one above, since nothing needs to be said about CoP or the conjuncts. The only thing which does need to be said is whether the language is "CoP sensitive" or not (with respect to some feature), i.e., whether case and other features can be given to "unpure" categories such as CoP[DP] in addition to such "pure" categories as DP.

The account relies on the assumption that there is a difference between the categories DP, even DP[pl], and CoP[DP]. There is some evidence for this distinction in Chapter 3, where we have seen that in Norwegian, a phrase of coordinated pronouns may have a different syntactic position from simplex pronouns, even when the latter are polysyllabic.

Furthermore, the idea that what shows up in EBC constructions is default case (or lack of case) rather than case assigned from outside CoP is supported by facts such as the following (from Kershaw 1992; the judgements are his): 18

(42) a. %[Me and him] went out
   b. [He and I] went out
   c. %They know [he and I]
   d. *[Me and him] know [she and I]

The sentence (42a) is fine; it is an example of ordinary EBC ("ordinary" since it sounds normal or natural for most speakers). Sentence (42b) is fine; it is either an example of EBC, with overcorrected nominative case assignment on the complement conjunct, or ordinary balanced coordination, where the ordinary case-features have been distributed to both conjuncts. (The details of the mechanism of EBC will become clear later in this section.) The three sentences cannot be uttered by the same speaker within the same dialect/sociolect/idioloc, since they presuppose
different kinds of lexical entries for the conjunction and different case assignment (default vs. overcorrected). Importantly, therefore, (42d) is predicted to be out: the subject CoP has accusative conjuncts, which shows that the speaker has the EBC-parameter (i.e., is CoP sensitive), with accusative as default case. The object CoP could have nothing but accusative conjuncts here; either because the speaker also has the EBC-parameter for objects, and the default case is expected to be the same, or because the object gets ordinary case assignment, i.e. accusative. The converse argument can be made for nominative case. There is no way that the conjuncts could just swap ordinary case, as is done in (42d). This example supports the theory presented in this chapter. It also supports a default theory rather than a theory with the conjunction being a case assigner, since the latter option could in principle make possible an arbitrary choice of case for each position, there would thus be nothing in principle stopping (42d).

The analysis of EBC involving category-specific case assignment may seem to undermine some well-accepted analyzes, such as when subjects are assumed to have to sit in the position they do, or even exist at all (as in the case of weather verbs and passive), it is because INFL has to assign nominative case to something. The present analysis with category-specific case does not have to contradict these analyses. First, notice that while a CoP[DP] may not be pure enough to get case in EBC constructions, it does have DP features even so. These features must be visible to EBC-speakers, since sentences such as (43), with no such features, are never heard:

(43) a. *[CoP|pp] On the table and in front of the garden are outside
b. *[CoP|vp] Paint the wall and wash the clothes are waiting

Second, there are already well-known examples of subjects that we would not normally claim have case:

(44) a. [CoP] To be nice is the most important thing in her life
b. [CoP] That she was nice perplexed her neighbours

We must therefore conclude that subjects not receiving case is quite straightforward when the category is of a certain kind. With respect to the minimalist program, we must assume that while what discharges inflectional features from (wrongly) appearing at PF is usually a checking of features on the lexical item, there is an additional way of discharging such features: when the syntactic category is of a kind appropriate for the position but not for some of the accompanying features of that position, such as case. This explanation accounts for the facts in (43), (44), and the EBC, and presupposes that there are other features than case which determine which category is possible in a certain position. At the same time, it retains the insight that case is a trigger for the filling of lexical material in certain position.

We now have a parallel between UC and EBC: in both cases, a position is left without case. In UC, it is only one conjunct, the complement conjunct, which is left caseless, while in EBC, it is both conjuncts: the complement conjunct in the same way as the UC one, and the specifier conjunct for the reason that the whole CoP is unassigned case, thereby having no case by spec-head agreement, in contrast to UC and ordinary balanced coordination.

4.4.2. ORDINARY BALANCED COORDINATION

The previous sections have accounted for coordination which is in some sense unusual, in that either one conjunct or both conjuncts are different from what would normally be expected in a given position. But of course, it is often the case that conjuncts have the same features, as in ordinary balanced coordination (OBC). This is typically the situation in Oslo Norwegian with respect to case:

(45) a. Jeg gikk til skolen
I NOM walked to the school
'I walked to school.'

b. [Hun og jeg] gikk til skolen
she NOM and i NOM walked to the school
'She and I walked to school.'

(46) a. Jeg så deg
I saw you ACC
'I saw you.'

b. Jeg så [deg og dem]
I saw you ACC and them ACC
'I saw you and them.'
This situation is accounted for by features of the conjunction. The types of coordination we have seen so far have had nothing in the lexical entries of the head-conjunction to indicate anything about features in their respective arguments. However, ordinary balanced coordination can be accounted for by the kind of lexical entry below:

\[(47) og, \text{conjunction, arg}1[a \text{feature}], \text{arg}2[a \text{feature}].\]

The entry in (47) must be interpreted thus: whatever feature is received by one conjunct must also be present in the other conjunct. E.g., if the specifier conjunct receives case from the position in which the CoP is situated, the other conjunct also gets that case. Notice that the bracketed features in the lexical entry of a conjunction only make sense for receiving-type features. Features that are inherent in a conjunct, such as a particular number or gender on DPs or a particular tense on verbs, do not have to be the same in OBC constructions. More work has to be carried out with respect to determining the exact nature of the class of a features, the extent to which they vary across languages, etc.

In the next section, we shall see some justification for why this entry, in spite of it belonging to the "ordinary" kind of coordination, is more elaborate than those for UC and EBC.

4.5. UC, EBC, and OBC, and (parametric) variation

We have seen that there are two possible lexical entries which seem to be universal for conjunctions. The simplest one (48a) is the one that is used in UC and EBC contexts, English, while the slightly more elaborate (48b) is the one used in OBC, Norwegian.

\[(48) \text{a. and, conjunction, arg}1, \text{arg}2.\]

\[\text{b. og, conjunction, arg}1[a \text{feature}], \text{arg}2[a \text{feature}].\]

Languages vary with respect to which of the two entries is utilized for conjunctions. In addition, while languages differ with respect to whether they have UC, EBC, or OBC, there may also be language-internal variation. English is one example. While there is an abundance of cases of unbalanced coordination in nominal conjuncts, there are none in other categories:

\[(49) \text{a. *Mary [slept and dream]}\]

\[\text{b. *Martha is [sleeping and dream]}\]

\[\text{c. *Down the hill [walked a man and a woman ran]}\]

It therefore is necessary to extend the lexical entries of conjunctions to include categorial restrictions:

\[(50) \text{a. and, conjunction, arg}1_{NC}, \text{arg}2_{NC}.\]

\[\text{b. and, conjunction, arg}1_{NP}[a \text{feature}], \text{arg}2_{NP}[a \text{feature}].\]

It might seem almost counter-intuitive that ordinary balanced coordination is the only kind of coordination which is actually specifically marked in the lexicon. However, the situation is partly blurred by the names given to the different coordination types. The choice of the names Ordinary" and 'extraordinary" has been based on the conception in previous literature that coordination involves conjuncts that are alike in category and features (e.g., The Law of Coordination of Likes, Williams 1981a). It is nevertheless possible to imagine an alternative analysis of OBC within an X-bar type analysis of coordination, in which head-head agreement plays a crucial role. This analysis will be discussed and rejected in the section on multiple coordination.

The unbalanced coordination data, and more evidence from language acquisition and cross-linguistic sources, as well as from multiple coordination (all to be discussed in the subsequent sections), together show that likeness in categorial features does not have to be the norm. Indeed, all these phenomena are evidence for an X-bar theoretic conjunction phrase, in which one conjunct is specifier and one is complement, i.e., an unbalanced situation. Under this consideration, it is hardly surprising that what is called "ordinary balanced coordination" is in fact less common than might have been expected.
4.5.1. COORDINATION IN LANGUAGE ACQUISITION

The idea that UC and EBC are more basic than OBC seems to be further justified from the standpoint of language acquisition: if the lexical entries in the previous sections reflect ones that speakers have in their heads, the simplest one (used in UC and EBC) should be preferred to the more elaborate one of OBC. This seems indeed to be the case for English and Norwegian (the only two languages of which I have had information about children's usage). Of the English examples of EBC in Chapter 2, many are from children who have grown up in very different parts of the English-speaking world (Texas, California, London, and other parts of England).

Many linguists have informed me explicitly that children use EBC: Leanne Hinton (p.c.) writes: "Among children and teens in the United States, it is now extremely common to hear [EBC]." Susan Ervin-Tripp (p.c.) writes: "In child speech we commonly hear 'him and me + V long after 'me' has vanished as a unique subject." Malcolm Ross (p.c.) writes: "From my peers and other children I acquired structures like your [EBC]." Jorge Hankamer (p.c.) writes: "I am pretty sure the general rule for coordination of pronouns was an example of your [EBC]. We would say 'Him and me ate it all.' and would have to be taught to say 'He and I ate it all.' (which still sounds wrong and artificial to me)."

Helge Lødrup has informed me that his Norwegian children (in Oslo) used and use constructions like those in (51) (the adult pronoun is the one in brackets).

(51) a. [Meg og Julie] skal gjøre det [jeg]
   me.Acc and Julie shall do it 'Julie and I shall do it.'

b. dukkene til [Julie og jeg] [meg]
   the.dolls to Julie and I.NOM 'The dolls (belonging) to Julie and me.'

(Helge Lødrup, p.c.)

The examples show that EBC is the most common type in child language. What is then the status of UC in this context? If it is correct that the difference between OBC and EBC is that the former has a more complex lexical entry for conjunctions, we have an account of why EBC occurs in child language. But why does not UC seem to be as common as EBC? An answer can only be speculative. The difference between UC and EBC cannot lie in the lexical entry of the conjunction, which is the same for both, being completely unmarked for features. Rather, the difference can be assumed to lie in the different treatment of categories that can have case. Only DPs are typical case-receiving categories, therefore, only DPs receive case from the relevant positions. CoPs, even of the CoP[DP] type, are possibly not conceived of as typical DPs by the child. CoPs are thus "unpure" and cannot be checked for case. The only case the DPs in a CoP can get, then, is the default case (or no case).

To summarize so far; there are three main types of coordination: UC, EBC, and OBC. The first two, UC and EBC, are the expected ones. Speakers who have this kind of coordination utilize conjunctions which are lexically unmarked for morphosyntactic features. The complement conjunct in these constructions is always marked by default case (or have no case); the specifier either gets its features via spec-head agreement or by default (or has none). In OBC, on the other hand, the conjunction is specifically marked; both arguments get the same features, whatever they are.

There are thus two parameters that must be set: one concerns the syntactic features of possible case-receiving categories, in particular, whether CoP[DP] is a possible receiver of case. This distinguishes EBC from UC and OBC. The other concerns the make-up of the conjunction phrase, i.e., whether the arguments of the conjunction phrase have restrictions with regard to their features or whether they are unmarked. This distinguishes OBC from UC and EBC. Default case (or lack of case, which is the alternative explanation) can occur only in contexts where there is nothing else to provide case. Default case is the morphologically unmarked case in most languages, but in morphologically poor languages the default case is less predictable.

4.6. Multiple coordination

The examples of coordination we have considered so far have involved two conjuncts, which have fitted nicely with the theory of a conjunction phrase with two positions; one for specifiers and one for complementizers. An immediate problem arises as to the structure of coordinated constructions with more than two conjuncts (multiple coordination): if every conjunction phrase has the structure of a simple X-bar phrase, with a head, one specifier and one complement position, how is it that we often find coordination with several conjuncts?
Coordination

There are two possible analyses within the theory of binary coordination. Both are probably employed by in language, and both involve a situation in which one or more conjuncts is itself a coordinated structure. (52a) could be represented this way:

(53) a. \[CoP\[CoP\text{Lesley and Jackie} \text{and Dawn} \] \text{went to Keable's}\]

b. \[CoP\text{Lesley and} \[CoP\text{Jackie and Dawn} \] \text{went to Keable's}\]

A paired reading is less likely for (52b), where the conjuncts seem to have equal status within the top CoP. However, if we accept binary branching as in Kayne (1984), the default direction of branching is to the right in head-initial languages. In the present theory of coordination, this would mean that a semantically unmarked structure as regards pairing of conjuncts would be like (54). It would then represent both a situation in which all conjuncts have equal status, and one in which they were paired as in (53b).

(54) \[CoP\text{X conj } \[CoP\text{Y conj } \[CoP\text{Z . . .} \]\]\]

There is a question of whether a binary solution to multiple coordination is desirable. Would it not be better to assume a multi-headed structure? It might not be appropriate with respect to X-bar theory, but at least it would make transparent an analysis in which all the conjuncts are interpreted at the same level. The answer to the question is that a binary structure is still desirable. The reason is that there is usually only one conjunct with normal features in each multiple CoP (see below). In a multi-headed CoP for multiple coordination, we would have had to postulate an additional linearity principle to account for this: only the left-most specifier counts as a specifier for the overall, top CoP. With multiple coordination as binary structures, however, it is predicted that only one conjunct is normal.

In a structure such as (54) (an unmarked structure for head-initial languages like English), X (the first specifier) would be the normal conjunct; it would agree by spec-head agreement with the conjunction, and thus get the features from the top CoP. No other conjunct would be in such a privileged position. In the marked case, (55), in which the specifier is itself a CoP (etc.), it is still predicted that only one conjunct is normal:

(55) \[\{\text{CoP, X conj Y} \text{ conj Z }\]\]

CoP2 receives all features from CoP1 by spec-head agreement, and X receives all the features from CoP2 by spec-head agreement. Y and Z are not in specifier positions, and will not receive features. Below, we can see that empirically, this is what happens (the examples are from Chapter 2 unless otherwise stated).

**Different word order in Dutch**

Multiple coordination of subordinate clauses in Dutch tends to favor the situation in (56a), where only the first conjunct has ordinary subordinate clause word order, while the rest of the conjuncts have deviant (i.e., main clause) order. The situation in (56b), in which the first two conjuncts have subordinate clause word order is much less likely. (These are the intuitions in van Zonneveld 1992, and are supported by Alma Næss, p.c., although countered by Marjan Grootveld, p.c.) There is thus only one proper specifier in the multiple CoP.

(56) a. \[Als je gepakt wordt, je bent al eens veroordeeld \text{if you caught get you are already once convicted}

\text{geweest en je hebt geen goed verhaal,} \text{then hang you been and you have no good explanation then hang you}

'If you get caught and you have been convicted before and you have no good explanation, then you're a dead man.'

b. ?\[Als je gepakt wordt, je al eens veroordeeld bent \text{if you caught get you already once convicted are}

\text{geweest en je hebt geen goed verhaal,} \text{then hang you been and you have no good explanation then hang you}

je \text{you}

'If you get caught and you have been convicted before and you have no good explanation, then you're a dead man.'

(van Zonneveld 1992, quoted by Marjan Grootveld, p.c.)
Agreement in English
In English presentation constructions, the verb agrees with the post-verbal argument. When that argument is a CoP, the verb agrees only with the first conjunct—i.e., the specifier of CoP.

(57) There is/*are [a man, a woman, and a cat] waiting outside
   (Terry Langendoen, p.c.)

Case-marking in Estonian
In Estonian, only the final conjunct—the specifier—is case-marked if the case in question is among the CATE suffixes (see Chapter 2).

(58) [mehe, laste ja koeraga]
    man child and dog.COMITATIVE.SG.
    'With a man, a child and a dog'

Serial verbs in Fulfulde
In a serial verb construction, only one verb is allowed to have ordinary aspect features: the first one, which is the specifier. The rest of the verbs have serial suffixes with impoverished aspect-marking.

(59) Janngo [mi yahay, mi foonda ki, mi ndaara...]
    Tomorrow I go.SG.HAB I investigate.SG.SI it I see.SI
    'Tomorrow I shall go and investigate it and see . . .'

Different case in Old Irish
In Old Irish poetry, all the conjuncts but the first, the specifier, have a deviant (default) case.

(60) rí do rigni (-gne MS) [aéar n-úar ocus tene réil
    king has.made air. cold.ACC and fire clear
    róirad ocus talam bladmar brass]
    very.red.NOM and earth glorious great.NOM
    'The King made the cold air, and the clear red fire, and the glorious great earth.'

Finite and non-finite verbs in Siama Afo
In multiple serial verb constructions, only the last verb is finite and has a tense suffix. Since Sidaamu Afo is a head-final language, it again shows only one specifier conjunct.

(61) [kakkad-te-nna 'anga-te sei-se
    tread-3SG.F.having.done-and hand-for it was.ready-for her
    -ha 'ikki-kk-i ro k’ol-te
    -NOMINALISER-OBJ it was.not-if turn-3SG.F.having.done
    ka’te galagalch-te
    (empty.verb)-3SG.F.having.done do.again-8SG.F.having.done
    k’ish-te la’-tanno.]
    squeeze-3scF.having.done do.once look-NON.PAST.
    'If it is not ready for her hands (= feels good to knead) after she has trodden on it, she turns it and squeezes it again, and then looks at it (= investigates it again).'

Different case in Tamil
In UC constructions in Tamil, only the last conjunct, the specifier, has the normal case-marking.

(62) [viitú toottankutiraika[aiyum] kouttaan
    house garden.horses.co.ACC he.gave
    'He gave a house, a garden and some horses.'

Soft mutation in Welsh
Soft mutation in Welsh, which is triggered by the morphosyntactic, not the phonological, features of the preceding phrase, occurs only on the first conjunct, the specifier: the subsequent conjuncts are all treated like complement conjuncts.

(63) Bwytais i [fara, menyn a chaws
    ate 1 bread butter and cheese
    'I ate bread, butter and cheese'

Finite and non-finite conjuncts in Welsh
In a sequence of coordinate clauses, only the verbal head contained in the first conjunct, the specifier, is morphologically specified for tense, person, and number, the following ones containing a verbal noun instead of an inflected form, thus behaving like complements.

(64) [Aethant i ’r ty ac eistedd a bwytai
    go.PAST.3PL to the house and sit and eat
    'They went to the house, sat and ate.'
The structure of multiple coordination with overt conjunctions is then as in (65) (for reasons of simplicity, only the VO-type is given, but there is of course an equivalent OV-type), where either X or Y or both may be a CoP, but where the unmarked case is that it is the complement Y which branches into a new CoP. This is consistent with the usual ideas behind binary branching.

(65) \[ \text{Coordination Phrase} \]

At this point it is interesting to note that there are other ways of analyzing multiple coordination with the same theoretical assumptions. Zwart (1995) suggests that one should take the fact that many languages (such as Dutch, French, Greek, and Latin) seem to be allowed to have one conjunction per conjunct, as a sign that each conjunct has its own conjunction (in the next section, it will be argued against the view that the CoP initial words in these languages are conjunctions, even if they are homonymous with proper conjunctions). This would not only give a simple account of OBC (achieved by head-head agreement within CoP). It would also have as a consequence that group readings (i.e., where two conjuncts together are interpreted as a group as opposed to some other conjunct in the CoP) in multiple coordination would have a structural representation in which an additional conjunction had the group part of the CoP as its complement. Below, conjunctions appear in bold print, while conjuncts are represented as A, B, C:

(66) a. \[ \text{&P1} \text{&P \&1} \text{&P \&2 A \&P \&2 B \&P \&3 } \text{C}]\]

b. \[ \text{&P1} \text{&P \&1} \text{&P \&2 A \&P \&2 B \&P \&1'} \text{&P \&1' B \&P \&2' C}]\]

(Adapted from Zwart 1995:12)

The CoP in (66a) contains a multiple CoP in which all conjuncts are distributed evenly. The (66b) one, however, contains an additional conjunction (&1'), which ensures that the CoP following it is treated as a group. The difference in interpretation is illustrated below:

(67) a. A and B and C

b. A and [B and C]

The conjunction &1' would either be comparable to English both, which would give a distributive reading of the group (68a), or to an empty conjunction (in English and Dutch) in a non-distributive reading of the group (68b).

(68) a. A and both [[B] and [C]]

b. A and [[B and C]]

Although this analysis would give an attractive account of OBC, it involves some problems. First, an additional empty conjunction would have to be added to every non-distributive CoP (i.e., to every conjunct not preceded by a word like both). In all languages (as far as I am aware), this conjunction is always empty, an idea which is rather unattractive. Second, and most importantly, the analysis assumes that the element both is an ordinary conjunction. This point, however, is empirically questionable. In English, both cannot take a CoP consisting of CPs. In contrast, its suggested non-distributive counterpart, the empty 0, can take this kind of CoP (since 0 is always present in non-distributive CoPs). This is an unexpected gap. Furthermore, in Dutch, the distributive "conjunctions" en ("both") and of/Xeither) are impossible (or only acceptable with several question marks) in a triplet when heading the complement of a phonologically similar (though not identical—the distributive one is stressed) "conjunction", even when the distributive meaning is intended:

(69) a. *A en en Β en C kochten een auto

b. *A of of Β of C kochten een auto
c. A en of Β of C kochten een auto

(Alma Næss, p.c.)

According to the group analysis (68b), there is a conjunction position which is filled in either case (as long as a group reading is intended), by an overt distributive conjunction or an empty non-distributive one. If there were such a position available, it is difficult to understand why the overt conjunction should be unavailable, especially since the effect of the Prohibition is to add ambiguity to the construction.
The equivalent words that trigger a distributive reading in Norwegian and German will be discussed extensively in the next section. There is strong evidence against a conjunction analysis of these words—indeed, they have more in common with adverbs. This fact is a final argument against an analysis of multiple coordination as one in which each conjunct has its own conjunction.

In a series of conjuncts without conjunctions, the only interpretation is one where the conjuncts have equal status, and certainly not one where, e.g., the two left-most of three conjuncts are interpreted as a group. The interpretation is reflected in the structure—(70) rather than (71). All the conjuncts that are sisters to a null head are complements, and must be in the right-hand branch in a head-initial language.

However, a group reading is sometimes intended. Although there is no overt or covert conjunction present, the group reading can be expressed phonologically by a little break or additional stress on some suitable conjunction. In this, it looks very much like Focus Phrases, which are usually taken to be projections of a Focus head (see e.g. Brody (1990) for Hungarian). I suggest that group readings, when "focused," i.e., when contrasting with one or more conjuncts not in the group, have moved to the specifier position of a Group Phrase which has an empty head. The analysis of (67b) above would be:

\[(71) \text{[CoP A [CoP B and C], } \emptyset \text{ t]}\]

It is important to note that the Group Phrase does not occur in every group reading, such as when there are only two conjuncts. It is only used as a special disambiguating device, when there are at least three conjuncts altogether. In this respect it parallels the concept of focus. There is a focus in every clause, which usually coincides with an unmarked constituent. A Focus Phrase is only present whenever focus falls on an unpredictable item. In the same way, whenever there are two conjuncts, a group reading is predictable. The Group Phrase will only be necessary to disambiguate an otherwise ambiguous, multiple CoP.

To sum up, there are three possible kinds of phrases within multiple coordination: (i) the unmarked CoP, which is unspecified with respect to grouping between the conjuncts, (ii) the Group Phrase, which gives a group reading to the conjuncts in the phrase (these conjuncts should be interpreted as closer to each other than to other conjuncts in the overall CoP—usually accompanied by a break or additional stress), and (iii) the distributive reading, introduced by CoP adverbs such as both, either, and neither.

It has been considered a problem in the literature that multiple coordination rarely occurs with CoP adverbs, and never if the CoP is headed by an empty conjunction:

\[(72) \text{*both Kim, Lee and Sandy}\]
\[(73) \text{*Kim, both Lee and Sandy} \quad (\text{Borsley 1994:238})\]

How would we account for this here? Let us make certain assumptions explicit. First, the CoP of which the empty conjunction is a head, is Marked with a feature [+ empty]. Second, CoP adverbs like both have very specific requirements with respect to what kind of CoP they can adjoin to (both can only adjoin to CoPs headed by and, neither to nor,
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etc.; these must be [- empty]). Third, since they always co-occur with at least two (in English, exactly two) conjuncts, we can take it that they form a group out of the CoP they adjoin to. (72) can be accounted for by the assumptions just given: both needs a CoP that has the features [and] and [- empty]. The second of these requirements is not met. (73) is interesting because it is not the fact that the word both follows an empty conjunction which makes the phrase unacceptable, since (74) is fine. (To my knowledge, this has not been discussed previously in the literature. It would not be accounted for by, e.g., the elaborate rule schema for empty conjunctions and CoP adverbs in Gazdar et al. (1985:171), which is one of the most detailed accounts of the interplay between conjunctions and conjuncts in the literature.)

(74) Kim, both Lee and Sandy, and Mary.

(73) is impossible because the necessary interpretation cannot be given: empty conjunctions need an enumerative interpretation which can be found only if there are at least three conjuncts (of which the complement of the empty conjunction is not the last one) in the CoP. CoP adverbs like both create a group interpretation out of the following CoP. The two last conjuncts in (73) therefore must be a group. Enumeration would then only count two conjuncts altogether. In (74), there are three conjuncts, (of which the second one is itself a (Group) CoP)—it is therefore acceptable. (75) illustrates the unacceptable (73), which, from an interpretation point of view, consists of only two conjuncts, Kim and both Lee and Sandy.

(75) * CoP[and, + empty]

\[\begin{array}{c}
\text{Kim} \\
\text{Co'} \\
\text{Co} \\
\text{e} \\
\text{both} \\
\text{Lee} \\
\text{Sandy} \\
\text{and} \\
\end{array}\]

So far, we have established that in multiple coordination, there is one conjunct which is typically normal (a specifier), while all the subsequent conjuncts are complements. While it is evident how the specifier gets case (and generally interacts with the rest of the clause), since it is in the same way as for specifiers of binary coordination, it might not be quite as clear how the rest of the conjuncts get their features. The answer is simple. The same lexical entry accounts for multiple as for binary coordination:

(77) and, conjunction, arg 1, arg2.

As mentioned in Section 4.3.1.1.2, the conjunction licences case rather than assigns it. The specifier usually gets case from outside the CoP. In multiple coordination only one conjunct spec-head agrees with the conjunction. The rest of the specifiers (and the final complement) have nowhere to pick up case from, and therefore receive the default case. This is why only one specifier looks normal, and all the rest are deviant.

It is interesting to notice that a group reading within the CoP and the role and position of the specifier in CoP are unrelated phenomena. Thus, there are two different group readings of a three-member CoP, but, in
English, there is only one specifier that determines agreement, as noticed by Terry Langendoen (p.c.):

(78) a. There is/*are [[a man and a woman] and a cat] waiting outside.

b. There is/*are [a man, and [a woman and a cat]] waiting outside.

We have to remark that even if the unmarked case is for a single conjunct to be the specifier, we must account for how there seems to be two or more specifiers, since there is evidence (as mentioned above for Dutch) that this may happen, however marginally. The explanation offered here is that the conjunctions involved in the multiple CoP are of a different kind; the specifier of the topmost CoP is itself a CoP, whose conjunction is of the type used in OBC, i.e., one which explicitly requires its two conjuncts to have the same features. The conjunction of the top CoP, on the other hand, is of the ordinary unmarked kind. Since this seems like a rather unusual situation, we can assume that it is not common. In fact, this seems also to be the case empirically. E.g., the English (79a) sounds much worse than (79b):

(79) a.*[He and she and that their father went to France] worry me

b. [He and her and that their father went to France] worry me

We can conclude, then, that binary structures along with the general mechanisms already established (like spec-head agreement and licencing of case) can account for the empirical fact that only one conjunct is normal in multiple coordination. A multi-headed analysis would have had to postulate an additional linearity rule.

4.7. CoP adverbs

In the literature (Grootveld 1992; Kayne 1994; Zwart 1995), there have been suggestions that "initial conjunctions" (such as either, neither, both) are actually conjunctions. I will argue instead that they are adverbs. There are several arguments in favor of this analysis. Let us first, however, take a look at some of them, exemplified by English and Norwegian (80)—(81) (the negative adverb ikke is superfluous for the meaning of (75a)).

(80) a. I didn't see neither [Peter nor Paul]

b. She likes both [walking and cycling]

(81) a. Jeg så (ikke) hverken [Per eller Pål]
   I saw (not) neither Per or Paul
   'I didn't see either Peter nor Paul.'

b. Hun liker både [å gå og å sykle]
   she likes both to walk and to cycle
   'She likes both walking and cycling'

There is no position within CoP in which these particles naturally belong, since each CoP can only have one head, and we do not want an analysis in which they also head CoPs (as was briefly discussed in the previous section). But in order to discuss their position, it is important to determine what kind of category they are.

It soon becomes clear that they are not conjunctions in an ordinary sense of the word, since they do not conjoin anything. On the contrary, they have to be initial to an extreme extent: they must be at the top of a CoP which is itself not preceded by a conjunction, as shown by (82b) and (83b).

(82) a. neither [CoP heat, nor [CoP frost, nor thunder]

b. *neither heat, neither frost, nor thunder

(83) a. hverken [CoP varme eller [CoP frost eller torden]

b. *hverken varme hverken frost eller torden

Furthermore, both in Norwegian and German, these particles behave like adverbs rather than conjunctions with respect to word order when they occur with CP conjuncts: they trigger subject-verb inversion. Let us consider Norwegian main clauses first.
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(84) a. Per gikk til jobben, og Marit tok trikken til skolen.
   Peter walked to the work, and Mary took the tram to school.

b. Både gikk Per til jobben, og Marit tok trikken til skolen.
   'It is both the case that Peter walked to work, and that Mary went by tram to school.'

c. *Både Per gikk til jobben, og Marit tok trikken til skolen

d. *Både gikk Per til jobben og tok Marit trikken til skolen

In (84a), there is an ordinary coordinated CP with normal V2 word order (here: subject-verb) in both clauses. In (84b), både triggers subject-verb inversion in the first conjunct, just as if some constituent (e.g., an adverb) had been fronted, giving the order både-verb-subject. The second conjunct is not affected by this, and retains its original order. (84c,d) shows that neither the original word order nor the både-triggered one can occur in both conjuncts. The other two initial particles enten ('either') and hverken ('neither') behave in the same way:

(85) a. Enten har Per gått til jobben eller Marit har tatt trikken,
   'Either Peter has walked to the work or Mary has taken the tram.'

b. Hverken har Per gått til jobben eller Marit har tatt trikken
   'Neither has Peter walked to work, nor has Mary gone by tram.'

The similarity between these particles and constituents in general with respect to V2 can be seen by comparing the word order in the first conjuncts of (84) above with the one in the sentences below—both types require a restructuring of the clause in order for the verb to occupy the second position of the clause.

(86) a. Per gikk til jobben
   Peter walked to the work

b. I går gikk Per til jobben
   'Yesterday, Peter walked to work.'

c. Jobben gikk Per til
   'To work, Peter walked.'

The Conjunction Phrase

There is, in contrast, never an inversion effect following subordinating or coordinating conjunctions in general. The latter can be seen in the second conjunct in (84a,b) and (85) above, and the former, below:

(87) a. Hvis Per ikke går til jobben, blir han syk
   'If Peter doesn't walk to work, he gets ill.'

b. *Hvis går ikke Per til jobben, blir han syk
   It is clear, then, that these CoP initial particles are syntactically more like adverbs, since they trigger inversion in exactly the same way as proper constituents. Interestingly, a certain urge for parallelism in the structures actually gives (88) as a common alternative to (85a): a semantically rather empty adverb så ('then') has been inserted in front of the second conjunct, probably in order to gain the order verb—subject there as well.

(88) a. Enten har Per gått til jobben eller så har Marit tatt trikken,
   'Either Peter has walked to the work or then has Mary taken the tram.'
In German, too, CoP initial particles affect word order, although the situation, described in Wesche (1995), seems more complex than in Norwegian. Some of the initial particles trigger V2 in the first conjunct (like Norwegian) (89), others trigger inversion in both conjuncts (90):

(89) a. Entweder kocht Hans heute oder Maria ruft den Pizzaservice. 'Either Hans cooks today or Maria calls the pizza-service.'

b. Nicht nur kocht Hans heute sondern Maria ruft nicht nur den Pizzaservice, also ruft auch noch die pizza-service. 'Not only cooks Hans today but Maria also calls the pizza-service.'

(90) Weder kocht Hans heute noch ruft Maria den Pizzaservice, neither does Hans do the cooking today nor does Maria call the pizza-service. 'Neither does Hans today nor does Maria call the pizza-service.'

Like other adverbs, CoP adverbs do not trigger inversion in subordinate clauses; they adjoin to some inflectional projection. In German, too, adjunction is the only possibility in subordinate clauses:

(91) [CoP [CP Adv [C Verb [IP Subject. . .]]] [Co' and [CP Subject [C Verb . . .]]]]

Having decided that the CoP initial particles are actually CoP adverbs, we can also explain their position in subordinate clauses. Asubordinating conjunction blocks C, and the verb is left in a lower I position. As adverbs, there is only one possibility for the CoP adverbs, and that is to adjoin—the adjunction site being partly determined by what kind of adverbs they are. Sentential adverbs can adjoin to IP and to I, exemplified by the Norwegian *ikke* 'not':

(92) a. Hun spurte [CP om [IP ikke [IP Per har gått til jobben]]] the work 'She asked whether Per hasn’t walked to work.'

b. Hun spurte [CP om Per [Γ ikke [Γ har gått til jobben]]]

(93) a. . . . [CP om [IP enten [IP Per har gått til jobben]] eller Marit har tatt trikken] whether either Per has walked to the work or Marit has taken the tram. ' . . . whether either Per has walked to work or Marit has taken the tram.'

b. . . . [CP om Per [Γ enten [Γ har gått til jobben]] eller Marit har tatt trikken]

The V2 order is usually assumed to result from the finite verb sitting in C while any constituent can occur in the only position to the left of C: [Spec,CP]. If we now assume that the initial words are adverbs, the behavior of the first CP conjunct is accounted for; the initial CoP adverb sits in the [Spec,CP] of the first conjunct, and since the verb must sit in C, it follows that the subject must find its place further down in the tree. (This would not readily explain the fact that the German (90) has inversion in both conjuncts. However, notice that its English translation also has inversion. The explanation is possibly linked to so-called negative inversion.)

(94) . . . [CP dass [IP entweder [IP Hans heute kocht]] that either Hans today cooks oder Maria den Pizzaservice ruft] or Maria the pizza-service calls ' . . . that either Hans cooks today or Maria calls the pizza-service.'

The idea that these particles are adverbs makes sense from a semantic perspective. While the main role of conjunctions is to link one constituent
to another, CoP adverbs have no such function. Rather, they modify the 
contents of the CoP they adjoin to: både 'both' makes the conjunctive 
function of og 'and' very explicit; enten 'either' makes the disjunctive 
function of eller 'or' explicit—and they both add a distributive reading 
to the modified CoP. The adverb hverken 'neither' adds a negative aspect 
to the disjunctive CoP.

Adverbs in general usually have a limited number of categories they 
can adjoin to, such as either a clause (CP), a predicate (IP or I'), or an 
adjectival or adverbial phrase (AdjP/AdvP). We do not have evidence for 
the position of CoP adverbs in relation to the different kinds of CoP 
categories. Although we have seen that with CP and IP coordination, CoP 
adverbs sit in the same positions as other adverbs, we know little about 
their placement in other phrases:

(95) a. Jeg ønsker enten melk eller brus  
I want either milk or fizzy.water

b. Jeg sa at jeg enten ønsker melk eller brus  
I said that I either want milk or fizzy.water

In (95a), the adverb is clearly next to the nominal CoP, but we do not 
know whether it is adjoined to the CoP itself or to the first conjunct 
within the CoP. In (95b), the adverb looks as if it is detached from the 
nominal CoP, but an alternative account is one in which the CoP is verbal 
([CoP ønsker melk eller brus]), with a deleted verb in the second con-
junct. In the latter case, we still do not know whether the adverb is ad-
joined outside or inside CoP. However, since we do know from clausal 
coordination that CoP adverbs adjoin to a category inside the CoP (i.e., 
in the specifier conjunct), we might assume that this is also the case for 
other kinds of coordination.

The adverb account is compatible with the fact that there is a close 
relationship between the CoP adverb and the conjunction within CoP. It 
is not uncommon for adverbs or adverbial phrases to have their adjunc-
tion site determined by functional or lexical features. For example, an 
adverbial denoting 'a certain length of time' cannot be adjoined to a verb 
of an aspectual type like achievement: 'He reached the top for five days. 
The CoP adverb is sensitive to the type of CoP it attaches to (determined 
by the head of CoP), so that, e.g., both can only attach to a CoP headed 
by and: either can only attach to one headed by or, etc.:
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b. Jean connaît [Paul] et [Michel]
   Jean knows and Paul and Michel
   ‘Jean knows both Paul and Michel.’
   (Kayne 1994:58 and Antin Rydning, p.c.)

There are two or three things that count against a conjunction analysis of the initial particles even in these languages. First, the initial particles contribute strongly to change the meaning of the CoP. The translations given are the English CoP adverbs *either* and *both*—and like the English counterparts, the meaning is to give a distributional interpretation of the conjuncts in the CoP. The point is explicitly given in Joseph and Philippaki-Warburton (1987:58): "The coordinators *ke* ['and'] and *i* ['or'] can occur at the beginning of both conjuncts to give a more emphatic sense, i.e. *ke* . . . *ke* 'both . . . and' (literally "and . . . and"), . . .], and . . . *i* 'either . . . or' (literally "or . . . or")." If the initial particles were the same as the ordinary conjunctions, these differences in meaning would be rather surprising.

Second, the initial particle is different phonologically, in that it is emphasized or stressed (for Greek, see Mackridge 1987:240). For a functional category (which conjunctions have been argued to be) regularly to carry stress is no less surprising. Third, the initial particle can affect word order, as in (99a) vs. (99b). As discussed extensively above for the Germanic languages Norwegian, English and German, this fact is something one does not expect from conjunctions.

I conclude on the basis of the above discussion that no initial particle is a conjunction. Their actual categorial status may differ in each language, but in no language are they ordinary conjunctions.

4.8. Alternative approaches to conjunction phrases suggested in the literature

The idea that conjunctions are heads follows from the emergence of functional categories (Chapter 3). Various other versions of a CoP have therefore been suggested; Johannesen (1990), Larson (1990), Hartmann (1991), Tait (1991), Grootveld (1992), and Munn (1987a, 1987b, 1992) are some examples. However, few of these works have taken seriously the role of the conjunction as a head in its phrase, with the corollary of one conjunct being more complement-like syntactically than the other (I disregard the only partly developed solution in Johannesen 1990). For example, the complement-like conjunct in Munn (1987b, 1992) is in fact the only argument of the conjunction, while every conjunct, on the other hand, is a complement in Grootveld (1992); Larson (1990) and Tait (1991) only mention the CoP in passing. The suggestions in Munn (1987a, 1987b, 1992) and Grootveld (1992) will be discussed in this section. We shall also look at a position that takes the opposite view of these—that of Borsley (1994)—which is opposed to the idea that conjunctions are heads and to CoP as it is presented here.

Below are illustrated the suggested CoPs in Munn (1987b, 1992), (101a), and Grootveld (1992), (101b), as well as the one suggested in this book, (101c). As can be seen, both (101a) and (101b) assume that there is only one conjunct within the projection of the conjunction.

4.8.1. Munn's theory

Munn's analysis (Munn 1987b, 1992) stresses the fact that the conjunction and the second conjunct form a strong unit together. The conjunction, B (for Boolean), takes the second conjunct as a complement, and Projects to a BP, which is in turn either a complement of the first conjunct (Munn 1987b: 16) or adjoined to it (Munn 1992:18).

The UC data have shown us that there is a special relationship between the conjunction and its complement. Munn (1987a, 1987b, 1992) has no
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UC data, but refers to Ross (1967/86) for such evidence. Structurally, Munn’s analysis is reminiscent of the one advocated in this book; it therefore has the potential of accounting for many of the phenomena discussed here in the same way. However, the lack of a coordinate-alpha transformation and the categories of CoP ("CoP" is to be interpreted here as a projection of the conjunction including the specifier and complement, not in the sense of BP) in his theory leads to several problems.

4.8.1.1. Some advantages of Munn’s theory

The similarity between Munn’s analysis of coordinated structures and the one advocated in this book shows up in the fact that UC (but not EBC) constructions can actually be accounted for in Munn’s theory (though not mentioned by him), due to the hierarchical structure of the CoP. Take agreement as an example. In the Czech (17) (above), only the first conjunct determines the agreement features of the verb. This can be straightforwardly accounted for by Munn’s analysis; the category of the first conjunct (the specifier), including all its morphosyntactic features, is inherited by the top node, which in turn determines verb agreement. The same reasoning goes for case; whenever the whole CoP is in a case position, only the top category receives case. This category is (presumably) the same one as the specifier conjunct, which, therefore, receives the same features. The complement of the conjunction has no direct connection with the specifier or the top node, and therefore does not get any of those features. With a theory of default case (or lack of case), the case on the complement can be accounted for.

4.8.1.2. Some problems in Munn’s theory

A very important difference between Munn’s theory (Munn 1987b, 1992) and the one advocated in this book is the categories of CoP. In Munn’s theory, the conjunction and its complement together form a BP (which is either adjoined to the first conjunct or is a complement of it, see above). The first conjunct is not part of the whole conjunction phrase (it belongs to the CoP by way of being one of two arguments which are, he says, theta-marked by the conjunction, see Munn 1987b: 136). Also, importantly, the top node of the CoP is identical to the first conjunct. While this point has the same advantages as those mentioned for the theory of the present book, by accounting for UC, the fact that the top node is not marked as a CoP leads to difficulties, some of which we shall see below.

Munn (1992:18) defends the choice of having no conjunction features on the top level by the claim that there is no category that selects for a CoP. Nevertheless, there are, as I have shown, at least four reasons to assume the necessity of a top CoP. One reason has to do with semantics; coordinated singular DPs usually have a plural interpretation (see (102)).

(102) [A man and a woman were arrested

This requires a CoP to receive the plural features (forced by the lexical entry of the conjunction). It is inconceivable to assume that the top category inherited from the first conjunct should select and perhaps change features depending on some category that is either adjoined or the complement of a conjunct, as would be necessary for Munn’s analysis.

Second, there are cases where a CoP has a different syntactic position from both singular and plural simplex DPs. (103) (repeated from Chapter 3) shows an example from Norwegian. Such examples would remain unexplained without a CoP category.

(103) a. Silja så han / henne / dere ikke
   Silja saw him / her / you not
   ‘Silja didn’t see him / her / you.’

b. *Silja så [han og meg] ikke
   Silja saw him and me not
   ‘Silja didn’t see him and me.’

Third, I have shown how EBC constructions are best explained in the same way as UC constructions, but that the difference is that in the former case the syntactic context in which the CoP occurs treats CoPs differently from simplex categories. The Norwegian (41) shows an example where both subject DPs have got accusative case. The fact that it is the default case in a language which occurs in an EBC construction, can be easily accounted for by assuming that the CoP is deprived of normal case assignment. It is not easy to see how a theory without CoPs could account for it.

Fourth, in the case of CoP adverbs ("initial conjunctions"), we have seen that they adjoin to a CoP marked for the relevant conjunction features. Thus, both adjoins to CoP[and], neither to CoP[nor], etc. There is probably no way of accounting for the distribution of such adverbs,
unless one has access to a maximal category marked by conjunction features, i.e., a CoP.

There are other problem cases, too: how would Munn’s theory account for the fact that the conjuncts have to be similar, if not identical, category-wise, i.e., [DP and DP] or ordinary OBC? It seems implausible for a grammar to state such a principle explicitly, and implausible to have to state it for two categories that belong to different categories, and have little more in common than that one is part of the complement or adjunct of the other.

Furthermore, the status of conjunctions is not clear. They are supposedly non-lexical and not able to be proper governors (Munn 1992:22-3), but they are still able to theta-mark, as mentioned above. Since we know that, apart from theta-marking, Munn’s conjunctions only relate to their complement conjunct, it seems difficult for the conjunctions to be able to require things like kind of category in the other conjuncts.

The lack of an equivalent of a coordinate-alpha transformation (to be presented in Chapter 5) in Munn’s theory also makes some phenomena unaccounted for; it is not clear where the conjuncts come from. Traditional problems such as non-constituent coordination, gapping, unlike categories, etc., therefore have no immediate explanation.

4.8.2. GROOTVELD’S THEORY

Grootveld (1992) proposes three-dimensional structures to account for coordination (figure (63b) above). Each conjunct is a complement in a phrase in which a conjunction (empty or not) is head. A CoPhrase (I shall not use the term CoP for the phrases in her theory; ”CoP” is restricted to mean a phrase with two conjuncts and a conjunction, as before) therefore consists of only one conjunct; a coordinated structure with two conjuncts would be represented by two CoPhrases, where the second CoPhrase is represented behind the first one. In Grootveld’s theory, the concept of behindance is as important as precedence or dominance.

4.8.2.1. Some advantages of Grootveld’s theory

Grootveld’s theory has some of the same advantages as other CoP theories; it can account for the fact that different choice of conjunction causes different syntactic behavior, and it can account for different interpretation caused by different linear order of the conjuncts (the CoPhrases behind will be realized after the front ones at PF). EBC constructions can possibly be accounted for in the same way as in the coordinate-alpha theory; the presence of a CoPhrase whose coordination features are visible for the rest of the clause may be considered deviant from a “pure” simplex category with otherwise the same syntactic category features.

4.8.2.2. Some problems in Grootveld’s theory

One of Grootveld’s reasons for having a conjunction position for each conjunct is the possibility of it being the host of pre-coordination elements (in the present book called CoP adverbs) like both (1992:68). However, I have shown that these elements must rather be considered adverbs. In addition, they are not always directly followed by the nearest conjunct (something which is a problem in a non-transformational approach like Grootveld’s):

(104) Hun har både likt [å gå og å sykle]
    she has both liked to walk and to cycle
    'She has enjoyed both walking and cycling.'

It is not clear whether the CoPhrase is the top node, in some sense. However, it seems reasonable to assume that the front phrase has priority over the phrases behind. In that case, it is possible, in principle, that the first conjunct is in a privileged position, e.g., to receive or assign case in a UC construction. However, since the behindance relation is clearly something other than a hierarchical relation, it is not clear what constrains the other conjuncts from either getting the same features as the first conjunct, or completely different ones in an unconstrained way.

4.8.3. BORSLEY’S VIEW

Borsley (1994) argues against conjunctions being heads, and against conjunction phrases in general—amongst them an earlier version of the one presented in this book. I will present and answer some of his criticisms against my approach. Let it first be said that Borsley does not present an alternative theory, but expresses support instead to the view suggested in Pollard and Sag (1994) (Borsley 1994:243). However, there is very little about coordination in Pollard and Sag’s book—they simply make it clear that there are no heads in conjunction phrases; the mother category subsumes (i.e., is less specific than) the daughter categories (Pollard and Sag
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1994:203). This is a very simple theory, whose main goal is to be able to account for conjuncts that have different categories. However, as we saw at the beginning of this chapter, this may lead to severe difficulties in finding a category for the mother at all—if the conjuncts are very different from each other. Also, it lacks a way of determining for the grammar what categories are constrained from being coordinated, and which are not. Of course, the types of coordination presented in this book—UC and EBC—are also unaccountable for.

Borsley accepts that Pollard and Sag's theory is not enough, but what he argues for, is not quite clear. On the one hand, he maintains that "a single conjunct is sometimes the head of a coordinate structure in some languages" (Borsley 1994:243), to account for the unbalanced coordination data in Johannessen (1993c). On the other, he thinks it is plausible that "conjunctions are heads of conjuncts" (1994:244). The reason for the latter is to accommodate the facts from languages which have conjunctions that are homonymous with (what is called here) CoP adverbs. The order between conjunction and complement correlates with that of other heads and complements in these languages, therefore Borsley calls conjunctions heads. But he makes a point of the lack of effect this has: "the categorial makeup of the mother" is determined by the complement, not the head (ibid.). One might ask what it means for something to be a head in Borsley's sense. There is no hint to this in his paper.

Another problem for Borsley (1994:227) is my approach to spec-head agreement—in which major category features (not just φ-features) are projected from the specifier to the projection of the head conjunction. This is discussed in Section 4.2—it is claimed that conjunctions lack proper category features.

Borsley (1994:228) believes it is a problem for my analysis that it is the second conjunct in English which is marked with the possessive 's. This, in my opinion, depends on the status of the possessive. Borsley refers to Zwicky (1987), who argues that it is an inflectional affix. However, this stand is at best controversial. Zwicky’s reason for assigning it inflectional status is that certain morphophonological facts are easier formulated in GPSG rules that way. The fact that the possessive is always attached to the right-hand periphery of the whole nominal phrase, irrespective of the part of speech of the last word (e.g., People who hurry's ideas), still is a weighty argument for its status as a clitic. As such, my analysis with respect to the possessive is unproblematic.

Borsley (1994:224) finds it a problem that in my analysis, CoP specifiers are head-final in head-final languages, while other specifiers in the same languages are often head-initial, when Kayne (1994) claims that specifiers are universally head-initial. This point, which is not a problem, is discussed in Section 4.2, where I claim that Kayne’s idea is a hypothesis rather than a conclusion.

Borsley (1994:231) says that the fact that conjunctions sometimes have different categorial status is a problem for an analysis like mine. However, the opposite is true. Both my (previous) merging analysis and my (present) deletion analysis account for unlike category coordination in a principled way. This is in fact a rather important aspect of the theory (see Section 4.2 and Section 5.4), and one of the main reasons for (i) the idea that CoP inherits the whole category from its specifier conjunct (no underspecified category), and (ii) the idea that the input structures to coordination are always full CPs.

Borsley (1994:233) also questions the idea that complements (and specifiers) of conjunctions can be non-maximal. I have commented on this in Section 4.2. He also discusses multiple coordination and what I call CoP adverbs in this book. These are accounted for in 4.6 and 4.7. I conclude that none of the problems that Borsley points out are left unaccounted for.

4.9. Summary

In this chapter, we have seen a theory in which coordinated structures are represented in simple X-bar conjunction phrases. The conjuncts are placed in different positions; one is specifier and one is complement of CoP, while the conjunction is head. The theory can account for the existence of UC and EBC constructions: the former is a result of the different ways in which the conjuncts relate to the clause outside CoP; the specifier is in a spec-head agreement with the conjunction (the head), and gets direct access to the top node, whether it assigns or receives features. The complement conjunct, on the other hand, has no direct contact with the rest of the clause. The features it receives—if any at all—are either default features (licenced by the conjunction), or features inherited from the specifier because of a special conjunction entry thus specified. In rare cases, the conjunction can itself assign case, which is how overcorrection in English is explained.

EBC constructions are explained partly in the same way as UC
Coordination constructions; the entry of the conjunction is the same. EBC and UC constructions differ from each other not because of internal CoP structure, but because the language (or variety) in which EBC occurs is particularly sensitive and does not accept grammatical features to or from "unpure" categories. An example of an unpure category is CoP[DP] (compared to, e.g., an ordinary plural DP). If the CoP does not receive case, the specifier does not get any. It will therefore get default case (or none at all), just like the complement conjunct. OBC constructions are assumed to be due to a particular feature of the entry of the conjunction, where it is specified that both conjuncts should have the same features. If the specifier gets features from outside CoP, the complement gets the same features. (EBC constructions can also appear this way.) This way, OBC turns out to be the most complicated and marked type, which seems to be correct, according to child language data.

The present theory can furthermore explain the regularities to be found; that UC constructions pattern as head-complement structures with other word-order phenomena, and that in multiple UC, only one conjunct is normal, while irregular features are present at the complement conjunct(s) rather than the specifier one. "Initial conjunctions" are regarded as CoP-modifying adverbs.

We have seen examples of two other theories that also support a CoP analysis (albeit different from the one suggested in this book). Some of their features make them able to account for either UC or EBC, but probably not both. Both theories will have problems accommodating the facts concerning CoP adverbs discussed in this chapter.

Notes

1. Since this book is written within the minimalist program, the structures in (1) should ideally have been presented as in the figure below, in which there is an agreement projection where agreement between specifier and head can take place, and one where the particular case-licensing of the complement, to which we will return later, happens. However, since nothing ever intervenes between the specifier and the complement (apart from the conjunction), such structures will be avoided in this thesis. The types in (i) may however be regarded as abbreviated versions of this structure:

2. There seems to be a general consent in the literature for the assumption that the position of specifiers, as opposed to that of complements, is less closely linked to that of other elements. E.g., in Greenberg (1963), subjects play little role among the categories that behave in a universal manner. Furthermore, it is controversial or at least disputable in which position the subjects are generated. It is not clear whether they are specifiers of VP or of IP (see references in, e.g., Haegeman 1991), and it is not even clear that they are specifiers at all. Contreras (1991: 64), e.g., suggests that subjects are adjoined at D-structure to the predicate in which they occur. There may even be more than one subject position in the same language; e.g., in Spanish, there are two positions (Contreras 1991:64-5):

Georgopoulos (1991), on the other hand, sticks to the traditional specifier analysis of subjects. She even assumes the existence of a "specifier parameter," which is independent of the head-complement parameter, but which is consistent within each language, and determines the position of all specifiers in terms of direction in relation to the X'-sister. The specifier of CoP does not seem to follow
any such generalization; in an SOV language like Japanese, the [Spec, IP] (the clausal subject) is presumably to the left of T, but the [Spec,CoP] is to the right of Co'.

3. In the present theory, multiple conjunction is seen as repeated binary coordination (see Section 4.6), so there would never be a tripartite CoP to share features, but the fact remains that the number of features of CoP would vary depending on the similarity of the conjuncts; and a CoP might still end up with no syntactic features as when a CoP would consist of AP and PP conjuncts.

4. As mentioned in Chapter 2, Section 2.2.1, there is good reason to assume that the first conjunct has accusative case, since substituting the DP with a nominative case-marked pronoun yields a completely unacceptable result.

5. The verb is only temporarily sitting in Agr-O; it will move further up to T and Agr-S, (maybe) among others.

6. The tree is simplified. The fact that the CoP is a DP, while the category that is in a case position is a DP may look like a problem. It is not, though, since in any DP-analysis, there must be a way that the categories within DP (such as DPs and AdjPs) get to agree with each other. Usually, one assumes that there are many more positions in the whole DP, in which its components have moved and been in a spec-head relation with each other. The tree here can be thought of as the top of the DP tree in which D and CoP[DP] have spec-head agreed at an earlier stage in the derivation.

7. The verb is only temporarily situated in the Agr-S position.

8. It must be emphasized here that the discussion concerns agreement which is determined by syntactic position alone. Agreement which involves computation of both conjuncts, such as when two singular conjuncts give plural agreement, is determined by language-specific resolution rules, and are briefly discussed in Chapter 2.


10. This idea has been suggested by Peter Svenonius (p.c.), but it has also been discussed by others, such as Paul Kershaw (p.c.), who eventually rejected it, and Schwartz (1985: 164).

11. Greek usually has a clitic object in addition to the lexical object, which makes it difficult to draw the distinction between left dislocation and topicalization.

12. Incidentally, than is regarded as a conjunction in Napoli (1983).

13. The sentence could also be analyzed as the Fulfulde sentence further be-

14. I am grateful to Rolf Theil Endresen for having provided me with data on Fulfulde.

15. Neither the imperfective nor the perfective serial suffixes have a two-way distinction, in contrast to their non-serialized counterparts. The serial imper-

fective suffix is also used in subjunctive moods, while the serial perfective suffix is the one used in non-coordinated relative constructions (such as focus constructions).

16. For the purpose of clarity, I have left out the third conjunct in the figure. Multiple coordination will be discussed in Section 4.6.

17. [Spec,CP] can be filled by a wh-phrase in, e.g., relative clauses:

   (i) [CP Hvem [C som sa det]] er ikke kjent
       who who said it is not known
       ‘Who said it is not known.’

   (ii) Jeg vet ikke [CP hva [C som ble spist]]
       I know not what which was eaten
       I don’t know what was eaten.’

18. The overcorrection in (c) is explained in the section on overcorrection in English above.

19. Later in this section, we shall see that there are various kinds of lexical entries for conjunctions, and the extent to which the different ones are distributed in one speech community may vary.

20. The bracketed [a features] must be taken to mean ‘morphosyntactic feature(s)’ (specified for each language), not including semantic features or major category features.

21. I follow general practice in referring to these words by the term "initial", although they are final in some languages (e.g., Latin and Japanese).

22. They do not have a complete overlap with adverbs, since they cannot sit in a clause-final position.

23. The theory cannot explain why enumeration with non-empty conjunctions is also disallowed in these variants. However, native (British) English speakers of these variants have informed me that the CoP modifiers are less unacceptable in such examples, i.e., enumerations cases in which the conjunctions are realized.

24. Since the arguments of Ross are, then, still in use I would like to point out that his major syntactic evidence, from German, is not very convincing. Ross claims that aber but’ is a conjunction associated with the second conjunct in (i). However, there is very little evidence that aber is really a conjunction here; as seen in (ii), it patterns with an adverb rather than a conjunction in that position. What looks like a conjunction aber is more like a homophonous adverb.

   (i) a. Sie will tanzen, ich will aber nach Hause gehen
       she will dance I will but to house go
       ‘She wants to dance, but I want to go home.’

   (Gazdar et al. 1985:174)
Coordinate-Alpha

5.1. Introduction

Having seen the structural representation of conjunction phrases in Chapter 4, we are ready to consider how the conjuncts become attached to the CoP. It will be shown how a generalized transformation, coordinate-alpha, takes two fully projected CP structures and attaches them to the two positions in the CoP. Any two categories can in principle be coordinated, but the result—at possible deletion—must not violate the most general principles of X-bar structure (Section 5.2). Since the input components to coordinate-alpha are full CPs, we need a way that can reduce these components to smaller conjuncts such as DPs or Ps. A deletion approach is suggested, and other approaches in the literature are discussed (Section 5.3). Finally, evidence is presented in support of the idea that the coordinate-alpha components must be full CPs rather than smaller conjuncts. Some theories that do not share this assumption are also discussed (Section 5.4). A summary is given in 5.5.

5.2. The coordinate-alpha transformation

In this section, we shall examine how conjuncts are attached to CoP by a transformation: coordinate-alpha. This part of the theory is as important as that in the previous chapter: the structure of CoP. It should be noted, however, that the two components are in principle independent of each other. It would be possible to imagine coordinate-alpha attaching conjuncts to a different kind of CoP, just as it would be possible to maintain the structure of CoP in an approach without coordinate-alpha.

The transformation that attaches the CoP to its conjuncts, coordinate-
alpha, is a very general one. While move-alpha "can move anything anywhere" coordinate-alpha can coordinate any category with any other category at any stage in the syntactic derivation.

In fact, the general character of the transformation is maybe closer to what Chomsky (1955, 1957, 1965, 1992) calls generalized transformations: rather than being a singulary substitution operation like move-alpha, coordinate-alpha is binary. In the terminology of Chomsky (1992:8), it takes a phrase-marker K (any phrase-marker to become a conjunct), inserts it in a designated empty position Ø (a specifier or complement position) in a phrase-marker K' (a conjunction phrase), in such a way as to satisfy X-bar theory.

The input structures on which coordinate-alpha operates are fully projected CPs (the importance of this will be clarified later). Coordinate-alpha may, however, attach to any category within either of the CPs. The idea of fully projected input structures which are since reduced is not new. Chomsky (1957:35-6) suggests that coordination happens by a rule which takes two grammatical sentences S1 and S2, which differ in that X appears in S1 where Y appears in S2, and X and Y are constituents of the same type. S3 is a sentence which results by replacing X by X + + Y in S1. The description is too crude, but the basic idea is the same as in the present theory. Other linguists have suggested similar solutions, some of which are Gleitman (1965), Ross (1967/86:101), Goodall (1987), and van Oirschot (1987), Wesche (1995), and Wilder (1994, 1995).

Some examples are in order. In (1), a conjunction phrase has been attached, by coordinate-alpha, to two CP structures. Whether they were attached to the CoP before or after their separate derivations is impossible to tell; either is possible. I.e., the two CPs might have been underived or derived at the point where CoP attached to them. (Strictly speaking, the CoP is now a CoP[CP]. Here and in the rest of this chapter, structures will be simplified for reasons of exposition and clarity.) The resulting sentence is shown in (2).

---

**Coordinate-Alpha**

1. Mary saw a mouse and Martha heard an elephant

When CoP attaches to the topmost nodes in the input structure, as above, the resulting extended structure is always generated by the grammar. In all other cases, well-formedness depends on whether the extended (resulting) structure is accepted by X-bar theory, and principles of deletion (which will be discussed below).

### 5.3. Reduction

Any approach to coordination that assumes the input to coordinated structures to be full CPs must have some way of accounting for the fact that not all CoPs seem to have CP conjuncts. Sometimes the conjuncts are categories such as V or PP, and sometimes the conjuncts seem to consist of non-constituents, such as verbless clauses ("gapping"), subject + verb combinations ("right node raising"), etc.

In this section, we shall present a deletion account of this problem, but also discuss other ways that have been suggested in the literature. We shall see how coordinate-alpha can attach the CoP specifier and complement to categories that are further down in the component trees. Deletion makes it possible for the conjuncts to share identical structures. It has a very desirable consequence; it makes superfluous the need to have to
state explicitly which categories can be coordinated with which; as long as they occur in the same position in their respective trees, they can be coordinated and the rest can be deleted.

5.3.1. DELETION

Deletion has been suggested at various times in the literature, from Gleitman (1965) to the more recent van Oirschot (1987) (to be presented in the next section), Kayne (1994) and Wilder (1994, 1995). The latter is the most explicit and theoretically well-founded approach, and will be the one upon which the present account is based. We shall, however, depart from Wilder in important ways. First, we shall be much more liberal with respect to what count as possible conjunct categories and second, we shall suggest an additional operation, which will make it clear how we can get other conjuncts than CP ones. We shall also assume, without developing this point, that the deletion rules that are formulated here are really constraints on LF, rather than rules operating in the syntax as such. This assumption is partly theoretically motivated, aimed at keeping within standard assumptions of the minimalist program (e.g., Chomsky 1995), but is also believed to be due to considerations such as recoverability of deleted items.

Wilder, like van Oirschot, makes use of two deletion accounts—Forward Deletion (FWD) and Backward Deletion (BWD), which both work on a CoP with the structure suggested in the previous chapter. FWD deletes in the second conjunct, hence is the one used for gapping (3), and some types of coordination that looks like "small conjunct" coordination (coordination in which the conjuncts are not CPs) (4):

(3) \[
\text{CoP [John drinks beer] [Co' [Co and] [CP [C e [IP [DP Mary] [I e [VP [V John [DP wine]]]]]]]]]}
\]

(4) [John came in [and [John sat down]]] (Wilder 1995:10-12)

Elided material should be visible for LF interpretation and be semantically interpreted. Wilder (1995: §3, §6) gives two types of conditions on ellipsis: content identification and formal licencing. The first type includes content-identity (5) (the contents of the elided material must be identical—but not with respect to phonological and morphosyntactic make-up—to that of the antecedent), context-identity (6) (the antecedent of ellipsis site E stands in the same hierarchical relation to its conjunct (root CP) as E), and locality (7) (the antecedent of an ellipsis site must be identified by the most local conjunct).

(5) a. [John came in [and [John / *Mary sat down]]]
   b. [John drinks wine [and [his kids drink / *drinks coca cola]]]

(6) *[The book pleased John [and [John bought it]]]

(7) *[John came in and [Mary sat down and [Mary / *John read a book]]]
   (Adapted from Wilder 1995:11-13)

The second type (formal licencing) consists of the head condition on FWD (an ellipsis site may not be c-commanded by an overt head in its domain (= conjunct)) (8), and the major constituent condition (a deletion site may not span a string which extends to a subpart of a major constituent) (9).

(8) *[John bought the book [and [Mary read the book]]]

(9) *[Three blue cars arrived [and [three red cars departed]]]
   (Adapted from Wilder 1995:13-15)

BWD accounts for structures that look like right node raising and head-coordination:

(10) [John looked at today's copy of the Times]
    and [Mary read today's copy of the Times]

(11) Can you do it and will you do it? (Wilder 1995:22-8)

BWD has two conditions which take care of the right-peripherality: an ellipsis site must be right-peripheral in its conjunct, and the licencing string must be right-peripheral in its conjunct. Wilder also notes that there must be form-identity between ellipsis site and antecedent in BWD.

(12) John said that I _
    and Mary said that we love jazz /she loved jazz /*she loves jazz
   (Wilder 1995:26)
5.3.1.1. Small conjunct coordination

While Wilder argues against "small conjunct" coordination, i.e., the possibility of conjuncts being other categories than CP (and also DP), I shall argue for a less restrictive approach here. There are empirical reasons to accept "small conjunct" coordination generally. To be fair, Wilder (1995:§2.2.2, 2.3) mentions agreement and pronoun-binding as two arguments in favor of nominal conjuncts (DPs) as an addition to CP conjuncts.

(13) a. There were [DP a man and a cat] in the kitchen
    b. [There was [DP a man] in the kitchen] [and there was [DP a cat] in the kitchen]

(14) a. [every dog] and [its owner]
    b. *[his dog] and [every owner] (Wilder 1995:5-6)

The two different analyzes in (13) account for the two possible agreement facts—singular as well as plural (both of which are found), Wilder says. He then refers to Aoun, Benmamoun and Sportiche (1994), who discuss some types of coordination in Arabic that look like DP coordination while they are probably better analyzed as clausal coordination.²

There are no other categories than DPs and CPs that can occur as conjuncts in Wilder's theory. This means that all other heads and categories can only take part in clausal coordination with deletion. This, however, does not seem to be right. Consider the German example (15) of unbalanced coordination (repeated from Chapter 2). Begrüssen normally assigns Accusative and helfen Dative.

(15) Maria [begrüsste und half] dem /*den Mann
    Mary greeted and helped the.DAT the.ACC man

'The children come with and without raincoats.'

Again, there are two possible clausal analyses; the first one violates the PF condition on BWD, and the second contains a preposition assigning the wrong case:

(16) a. [Maria begrüsste den Mann [und [Maria half dem Mann]]]   b. [Die Kinder kommen mit [und [die Kinder kommen ohne Mäntel]]]

As clausal coordination, it would have to be analyzed either as (16a) or as (16b), in Wilder's theory.

The sentences find a neat solution if we accept V and Ρ head coordination, respectively:

(17) Die Kinder kommen [mit und ohne] Mäntel
    the children come with and without raincoats.ACC

/*Mänteln
raincoats.DAT

'Again, there are two possible clausal analyses; the first one violates the PF condition on BWD, and the second contains a preposition assigning the wrong case:

(18) a. [Die Kinder kommen mit Mänteln [und [die Kinder kommen ohne Mäntel]]]

b. [Die Kinder kommen mit Mäntel [und [die Kinder kommen ohne Mäntel]]]

The conjunct that is the actual case assigner in these instances is the
specifier of CoP, which, by spec-head agreement, gives its case to Cop itself. The "wrong" case assigner is buried deep down in the complement position of CoP, and does not count.

A second argument for "small conjunct" coordination comes from Norwegian CoP adverbs (CoP initial particles). When these adverbs (både 'both', enten 'either', hverken 'neither') modify CPs, they trigger V2, just like other fronted constituents would do. When other categories are coordinated, they do not trigger V2 in their clauses. This is illustrated below. (20a) has CP coordination with verb-subject inversion in the first conjunct, (20b) has CP coordination without V2, and (20c) shows that V2 would be impossible with DP coordination.

(20) a. [Både gikk Per til jobben, [og [Marit tok trikken
both walked Peter to the.work, and Mary took the.tram
til skolen]]]
   'It is both the case that Peter walked to work, and that Mary
   went by tram to school.' (Repeated from Chapter 4)

b. Både [Per og Marit] gikk til jobben
   both Peter and Mary walked to the.work
   'Both Peter and Mary walked to work.'

c. *Både gikk [Per og Marit] til jobben

If coordination is always CP coordination, (20b) ought to have resulted from (21).

(21) [Både gikk Per til jobben [og [Marit gikk til jobben]]]

However, (21) cannot be an acceptable deletion account, since the BWD of gikk in the first conjunct would violate both BWD conditions: an ellipsis site must be right Peripheral in its conjunct, and the licencing string must be right peripheral in its conjunct. The fact that (20b) is perfectly acceptable, and much better than (20c), shows that at least DPs must be included among the categories that can be coordinated, and that a pure CP account does not give the right results.

The same point can be made for adverbs. (22a) shows CP coordination with inverted verb-subject in the first conjunct, contrasted with (22b), which has AdvP coordination and no V2. (22c) shows V2 order with AdvP coordination.

(22) a. [Både kjører Per fort, [og [Marit kjører uforsiktig]]]
   both drives Peter fast and Mary drives recklessly
   'It is both the case that Peter drives fast and that Mary
   drives recklessly.'

b. Både [fort og uforsiktig] kjører de
   both fast and recklessly drive they
   'They drive both fast and recklessly.'

c. ?Både kjører de [fort og usikkert]

(The reason why (22c) seems better than (20c), is not quite clear to me, but it does not affect the argument). If all coordination were CP coordination, (22b) should have been derived from a deletion analysis based on (23).

(23) [Både fort kjører de [og [de kjører uforsiktig]]]

But there is no deletion that would arrive at either of the sentences (22b,c). We must conclude that the Norwegian word-order facts would be a mystery, unless we accept coordination of categories other than just CP—the two examples show the necessity of small conjunct coordination, viz. of DPs and AdvPs.

A third, and different, kind of argument—but as important—for coordination of categories other than CP and DP comes from languages in which different categories are coordinated by different conjunctions: Sissala, for example, distinguishes between CP, VP, and non-verbal coordination with three different conjunctions (including an empty one). Nguna distinguishes CP and VP coordination. (Both languages are discussed in Chapter 3.) If all cases of coordination other than of DPs were CP coordination, this division of different conjuncts would be inexplicable.

It should be mentioned that there are other suggestions in the literature apart from Wilder's that also wish to restrict the types of categories that can occur as conjuncts. Kayne (1994) and Wesche (1995) (the latter to be discussed in Section 5.3.2.4) suggest that conjuncts must be maximal Projections. Kayne (1994:59-63) has both a theoretical and an empirical motivation for this stand. The theoretical one is that it follows from his antisymmetry requirement; a constituent such as [and X0] would violate it, since the conjuction and the complement would c-command each
other. The empirical one is based on French pronouns, where, Kayne claims, restrictions on the possibility of coordinating pronominal clitics can be accounted for if one accepts a general prohibition against heads as conjuncts:

(24) *Jean te et me voit souvent
  'Jean sees you and me often.' (Kayne 1994:59)

The fact that it has been shown in the literature (Benincà and Cinque 1990) that some pronouns actually can be coordinated (25) is explained thus by Kayne: what looks like clitic head coordination must be analyzed as right node raising (RNR), which requires that the empty category precedes its licencer. This would also explain the difference between the possible acceptability of preverbal clitics (25) and the impossibility of postverbal ones, (26).

(25) ?Je lui [e] et vous [ferais un plaisir],
  'I would do him and you a pleasure.'

(26) *[Donne] lui et [e], moi un livre
  'Give me and him a book.' (Kayne 1994:60)

However, French pronouns do not conformly follow this pattern. My informants dismiss both (25) and (26), but judge (27) as acceptable (albeit a bit strange) and (28b) as fine. (27) differs from (26) only in the order in which the pronouns occur. Importantly, the empty category follows its licencer, contrary to what Kayne suggests is the rule for RNR.

(27) ?[Donne] lui et [e], moi un livre
  'Give him and me a book.'

(28) a. ?Ma soeur [voit souvent], lui et [e], moi
  'My sister often sees him and me.'

b. Ma soeur nous [voit souvent], [e], lui et moi
  'My sister often sees us, him and me.'

Finally, unless Kayne's claim is only intended for French, there is counter-evidence in other languages. For example, in Norwegian, which has been argued to have pronouns that are heads rather than maximal phrases (they can be modified by relative clauses, prepositional phrases, etc., see Hestvik 1992), pronouns can be coordinated:

(29) a. [Han og hun I den omfavnelsen der] er de søeste
  'The male and the female (engaged) in that embracing over there are the sweetest ones.'

b. Jeg så [han og hun som hadde sittet sammen på den
  'I saw the male and the female who had sat together on that
  benken I natt]
  'I saw the male and the female who had sat together on that
  bench last night.'

Kayne's account of RNR is a deletion one, but he says little about it. However, without a restructuring part, a deletion account probably means that the deleted items are retrievable and thus available at LF. For the Norwegian (29a,b), this would not give the right interpretations since it is crucial that the pronominal modification is the same for both pronouns. I conclude that Kayne's arguments are not convincing, and that the data here and previously in this chapter show the need to accept conjuncts of all categories.

How can we account for the possibility of coordinating categories other than CP when we want to keep the insight that the input structures for coordination are CPs? Wilder gives no clue as to how DP coordination (the only other coordination than CP coordination that he accepts) takes place. However, when we want CP structures to be the starting-
point, and yet allow small conjunct coordination, there must be some operation at work that makes it possible for the conjuncts to share whatever is not conjoined, and for the CoP to be situated somewhere below the top CP nodes. Consider first the result of Forward and Backward Deletion. If CoP had attached its specifier and complement to the P positions, we would obviously have an X-bar violation with several mothers, as described above, and illustrated in (30)—(31):

(30) a. [CP Die Kinder kommen [CoP mit Mäntel]]
    b. [CP die Kinder kommen [und [ohne Mäntel]]]

(31)

In order to avoid this X-bar violation, we must allow the conjuncts to share structures:

(32) **Operation Share:**
If material above and/or below CoP attachment is deleted in one of the input CPs in accordance with FWD and BWD, the remaining material can be shared. The two CPs are rearranged into one CP by removing deleted material and inserting the CoP in the attachment position. The resulting structure must not violate X-bar theory.

The resulting structure will be:

![Diagram](Coordinate-Alpha)

The tree in (33) is possibly not quite right. We recall that BWD requires phonetic identity. The deleted word in the first component tree must then have the accusative case form *Mäntel*, since both the deleted word and its antecedent must have the same form. In some sense, the dative-assigning preposition *mit* in this case must accept an accusative complement. In a minimalist theory, this is not a problem, however, since case and other features are not literally assigned at a certain point, but rather checked. If coordination and share take place before case checking, and the preposition responsible for dative case is in the CoP complement position, case checking of the accusative DP will be fulfilled by the accusative-assigning preposition in specifier position.

Deletion is optional. This means that like material can be coordinated, e.g. for emphasis, without being shared and without violating the grammar:

(34) a. [Mary saw a mouse] and [Martha saw a mouse]
    b. [Mary saw] and [Martha saw] a mouse

Of course, this makes it possible to coordinate identical material without sharing, sometimes with pragmatically odd results, as in (35) (assuming that they denote the same referent, i.e., have the same indices). This should not be seen as a syntactic violation, however, since coordinating like material is sometimes used as a means of conveying a particular meaning, as in the Norwegian and English (36).
(35) a. (!)Mary saw a mouse and Mary saw a mouse
   b. (!)Mary and Mary saw a mouse

(36) a. Karl ventet og ventet, men Mona kom ikke
   b. Karl waited and waited, but Mona did not come

The fact that deletion is optional is also necessary for pairs such as (37) below. It is clear that the interpretation of some boys need not be the same; in (37a), we may have two sets of boys doing different things, in (37b), the same boys do both the walking and the talking.

(37) a. Some boys walk and some boys talk
   b. Some boys walk and talk

So-called right node raising involves the situation in which CoP has attached to the top of the component sentences while the shared material is at the bottom:

(38) \([\text{CoP} \text{CP]} \text{Mary saw a mouse and Martha heard a mouse}\]

Deletion has taken place according to the requirements of backward deletion; both the licencing string and the ellipsis site are right-peripheral. Since CoP has attached to the top of the input CPs, we cannot rearrange it. Neither can the non-deleted material be structurally shared by the two CPs, since this would violate X-bar theory—the DP a mouse having two mothers.

However, the possibility remains of actually leaving the tree as it stands. This violates nothing:

(39)

The coordination types that have traditionally been considered problematic in the literature represent no problem in this approach. Gapping is accounted for by the same means as coordination of "small conjuncts," as in (5b) in the beginning of this section, simply by applying FWD. Right node raising (10) is accounted for by BWD. Other non-constituent coordination is handled by FWD. No extra apparatus is needed.

5.3.2. OTHER APPROACHES TO REDUCTION

It is necessary for any theory of coordination that assumes full sentences as input for coordination to have some way of reducing identical
material. If there were no such way all coordinated structures would have to have CP conjuncts. Below we shall take a look at some alternative ways to reduction that have been suggested in recent literature and discuss them with respect to several aspects of coordination. We shall discuss how they have tried to solve the reduction problem, and what constraints there are on the component structures. We shall see how they might handle the UC and EBC cases, but also look at some traditional problems like gapping and non-constituent coordination.

5.3.2.1. Van Oirsouw’s deletion approach
Van Oirsouw (1987) proposes a theory which is very much like the one later suggested by Wilder. Crucial in the theory is the notion of deletion sites, based on a purely linear graphic representation (van Oirsouw 1987:123ff). They are meant to suffice to account for most types of coordination, combined with Ross’s (1970) directionality constraint: leftmost sites delete forward (i.e., subsequent occurrence of identical material disappears), rightmost sites delete backwards (i.e., the antecedent occurrence of identical material disappears). Van Oirsouw’s peripherality constraint—the idea that a deletion target site is only accessible to deletion if it is peripheral (immediately left-adjacent or right-adjacent to its S-boundary)—is built into the representation.

(41) Leftmost sites: 
\[s[\ldots (XX) X] \text{CONJ\,} [\ldots (XX) X]\]

(42) Rightmost sites: 
\[s[\, X (XX) \ldots ] \text{CONJ\,} s[ X (XX) \ldots ]\]

The interpretation is: X is any constituent unlike one in the other conjunct, … is identical material, CONJ is the conjunction, \(s\) are S-boundaries, \(s\) indicate optionality. Left-peripheral sites delete forward, yielding (43), and rightward sites rightwards (44):

(43) a. John ate a hamburger and 0 drank a beer
b. *0 ate a hamburger and John drank beer

(44) a. Peter 00 and Harry drink red wine
b. *Peter drink red wine and Harry 00

The fact that the sites must be absolutely peripheral is shown in (45a), where, in the second conjunct, an unlike initial adverbial destroys the left-periphery of the possible deletion site, and in (46a), where the deletion site in the first conjunct is set firmly between the verb and the second object.

(45) a. *Yesterday John ate like a pig but the day before 0 was very modest
b. John ate like a pig yesterday but 0 was very modest the day before
c. *Yesterday John ate like a pig and 0 0 got blind drunk

(46) a. *John gave 0 a book and Peter sold the girl in the red sweater a record
b. John gave a book 0 and Peter sold a record to the girl in the red sweater

Traditionally problematic types such as gapping and non-constituent coordination do not represent a problem. Although there is a special gapping rule (47), the deletion account follows the general principles: verb sites (gapping) delete forward. Since the verb is part of the deletion site, other constituents being adjacent to the verb can be deleted with it, as in (48).

(47) Verb-sites:
\[s[0 \ldots -V- \ldots (XX)] \text{CONJ\,} [0 \ldots -V- \ldots (XX)]\]
(0 is an ignored constituent, \(-V-\) is a verb which occurs somewhere in the deletion target site)

(48) John sometimes eats fish and Bill 00 rice

Non-constituent coordination is no problem in the theory. Right node raising has been demonstrated in (46b), and an example of double object coordination, which follows ordinary forward deletion, is shown in (49a):

(49) a. John gave Mary a book and 00 Sue a record
b. *00 Mary a book and John gave Sue a record
However, the peripherality constraint in van Oirsouw’s theory is too strict: when a verb moves, e.g., in questions, and thus precedes the subject, the subject is no longer peripheral, and deletion is hence no longer possible:

(50) a. I am ill and 0 must sleep

b. *Am I ill and must 0 sleep?

This may work for English, but the peripherality requirement is too strong for, e.g., Norwegian, where non-peripheral material can be deleted both in questions and V2 related rearrangements:

(51) a. Er jeg syk og må 0 sove?
   am I ill and must sleep
   ‘Am I ill and must sleep?’

b. I går var Jon syk og 0 fikk ikke 0 sove
   yesterday was Jon ill and could not sleep
   ‘Yesterday, Jon was ill and couldn’t get to sleep.’

More serious than this is the fact that van Oirsouw assumes all component sentences to be grammatical structures: "[It] derives well-formed non-S coordinations from well-formed S-coordinations by means of deletion" (van Oirsouw 1987:123). Van Oirsouw’s theory shares this feature with many others, e.g., that of Chomsky 1957:36-7. This requirement makes it very difficult to account for many of the examples of UC and EBC presented here. Take, for example, the Czech UC case example below (repeated from Chapter 2).

(52) Půjdu tam [já a ty]
   will.go-1SG there I and you
   ‘You and I will go there.’

If (52) were derived from well-formed sentences, then (53a,b) would have to be considered well formed, which they are not:

(53) a. Půjdu tam já
   will.go-1SG there I

b. *Půjdu tam ty
   will.go-1SG there you

Similarly, the English EBC example (54) would require (55a,b) to be well formed:

(54) [Them and us] are going to the game together

(55) a. *Them are going to the game together

b. *Us are going to the game together

5.3.2.2. Goodall’s three-dimensional approach

Goodall’s (1987) extension of the GB theory assumes that coordinated structures exist as parallel structures (to be explained below). Each sentence has a Reduced Phrase Marker (RPM) (Lasnik and Kupin 1977)—at each level of representation—based on the relations of precedence and dominance between the terminals and non-terminals in that sentence. Coordination is seen as a union of two or more composite sentences’ RPMs, which will only be possible if the RPMs are strictly parallel, as in (57), for the component sentences in (56).4

(56) a. Jane saw Bill

b. Alice saw Bill

(57) [S, NPl saw Bill, Jane VP, Jane V Bill, Jane saw NP, Jane saw Bill, NP2 saw Bill, Alice VP, Alice V Bill, Alice saw NP, Alice saw Bill} (Goodall 1987:2.21)

In (57), each element, word or phrase, is in a relation of precedence or dominance to each of the other elements, except that NPl and NP2 have no relation to each other. Given that the RPM for each of the component sentences (56a,b) is identical to the other (the first and the second line of (57)), NPl and NP2 must be at exactly the same position in the resulting tree. The only way this can be realized is in a three-dimensional tree. (58) is the tree-representation and (59) the linearization, which has emerged
through a specific Linearization Principle. The PF realization of (5s must of course insert a conjunction between the first (top) and the second (bottom) conjunct.

No deletion or other reduction is necessary: the fact that the component sentences are represented in one tree, with the conjuncts in different levels, means that the construction of the tree from the RPM reduction actually involves unifying the identical material in the two different components.

Non-constituent coordination generally, e.g. NP + PP, can be coordinated (60) as can right node raising (61)-(62):

(60) a. Elaine took [[NP Mary] [PP to the airport]] and [[NP Jane] [PP to the beach]]
   b. Elaine [[NP Mary] [PP to the airport]]
      [[NP Jane] [PP to the beach]]

(61) Mary kissed and Jane hit that tall man in the black suit

(62) a. Mary kissed that tall man in the black suit
   b. Jane hit that tall man in the black suit

Gapping, (66) below, presents problems for a pure pattern-matching approach like Goodall’s, but it is solved. Ordinary linearization would only give (64), then (65a,b), from (63a,b), but not (66), since it requires each element coordinated from the first string to precede the coordinated element from the second string.

(63) a. Mary eats apples
   b. John eats oranges

(64) Mary eats apples
    John eats oranges

(65) a. Mary eats apples and John eats oranges
   b. Mary and John eat apples and oranges

(66) Mary eats apples, and John oranges

A linking operation must be added to link x and z—(68a) rather than the one used for ordinary coordination—(68b):

(67) In the union of the phrase markers for the sentences xyz and vyw, link x and z.

(68) a. x y z
   b. x y z

There is an additional requirement for the well-formedness of the result of the linking operation, and that is that x, y, v, and w are constituents. This rules out sentences like (69a), while the constituent requirement is not needed for ordinary linearization, (69b).

(69) a. *[NP Simon] [AdvP quickly] dropped and [NP Jack] [AdvP suddenly] the gold and the diamonds
   b. Simon quickly and Jack suddenly dropped the gold and the diamonds
Unlike category coordination is not a problem in Goodall’s theory. As long as two categories are at the same place in the phrase-marker, they are conjoinable. The theory has many advantages, but also a few shortcomings that are partly due to explicit requirements in the theory and partly to the fact that it is vague at critical points.

**UC and EBC**

Like that of van Oirschouw, Goodall’s approach depends on the grammaticality of the component sentences. This leads to the same difficulties in accounting for UC and EBC.

**Conjunctions**

The exact position of conjunctions in Goodall’s theory is not clear. On the one hand, conjunctions are inserted at PF as linearization is taking place. They can be inserted in front of each conjunct or only in front of the last one (in English). On the other hand, since conjunctions obviously have some meaning, in that a construction of two conjuncts combined by *and* does not mean the same as one combined by *but*: they have to be represented in the syntax.

Goodall therefore introduces an extra layer of representation, in which the terminals in the phrase-marker are represented as an ordered set within the larger unordered set, and where the conjunction marks the set:

\[(70) \{ \ldots \text{and(John drank the poison, John died)} \ldots \}\]

This structure is meant to be interpreted at PF by the linearization principle. However, how this is possible, and how it interacts with the other requirements of the phrase-marker, is a mystery (this will also be discussed below, in the section on linearity).

The status of the conjunction in this theory is vague and not compatible with the head properties that conjunctions are shown to have in this book. We shall not repeat those results, only mention some central properties, such as the fact that different conjunctions subcategorize for different categories (in English, *for* does only take full CPs; in Cayuga, only DPs can be coordinated by *hni*), that different conjunctions lead to different semantics (e.g., number of the CoP), and that conjunctions have predictive power with regard to word-order facts (UC). These properties, which are among those that show the head-status of conjunctions, are left unaccounted for in Goodall’s theory. The lack of an account of conjunctions also makes it impossible to explain how coordinated structures with some conjunctions can have only a limited number of arguments compared with others, and how CoP adverbs are distributed and constrained.

**Semantic interpretation**

Since sentences are linearized at PF there is no predictable difference in interpretation between sentences like (71a) and (72b), which are two alternative linearizations of the same component sentences. It would have been desirable that the different interpretations were reflected in the syntax by there being different structures assigned to the two sentences. As the theory stands, it remains a mystery why only (71b) can have an interpretation where John bought (or Mary sold) less than ten cars.\(^5\) (See also the discussion in Moltmann 1992.)

\[(71) \begin{align*}
a. & \text{ [John bought a total of ten cars and Mary sold a total of ten cars]} \\
b. & \text{ [John bought and Mary sold] a total of ten cars}
\end{align*}\]

Similarly, two verbs that are coordinated can also lead to different interpretation of the construction, as in (72). Goodall’s theory cannot account for the fact that only (72a) has an interpretation involving two different chickens.

\[(72) \begin{align*}
a. & \text{ Judith [cooked a chicken and ate a chicken].} \\
b. & \text{ Judith [cooked and ate] a chicken.}
\end{align*}\]

**Linear order**

In Goodall’s theory, linearization only happens at PF. Linear order is, however, important on many levels, both syntactic and interpretative. Goodall therefore offers an extension of the theory, in which terminal strings of two underlying sentences are given as an ordered pair marked by its conjunction type. The difference between sentences like (73) is represented as in (74).

\[(73) \begin{align*}
a. & \text{ John drank the poison and died} \\
b. & \text{ John died and drank the poison} \quad \text{(Goodall 1987:31)}
\end{align*}\]

\[(74) \begin{align*}
a. & \{ \ldots \text{and(John drank the poison, John died)} \ldots \} \\
b. & \{ \ldots \text{and(John died, John drank the poison)} \ldots \} \quad \text{(Goodall 1987:31)}
\end{align*}\]
Coordination

There are two problems with this extension, however. First, the syntactic status of the ordered pair is not explained. The elements are not in a clear precedence or dominance relation with each other, as the reduced phrase-markers ought to be. In the three-dimensional tree the conjuncts occur at the same level, in fact, if the tree were two-dimensional, the conjuncts would be superimposed, one upon the other. And yet, the difference between the conjuncts must have a structural counterpart which is visible, not only at PF, in order to give a genuinely syntactic explanation for these facts. Another difficulty of this revised approach to phrase-markers, where ordered pairs are included, is the status of the conjunction preceding the ordered pair.

Linearity is not only necessary for the interpretation of temporality, as in Goodall's example. In UC constructions, it is essential that the direction of head and complement is like that of other head-complement structures in the language. Furthermore, pronominal reference shows that linear order (and not only c-command) is necessary for determining antecedence. In (75a), the pronoun in one conjunct can have an antecedent in the other conjunct, but not vice versa, as seen in (75b).

(75) a. Peter and his wife were watching the telly (DP & DP)

b. His wife and Peter, were watching the telly (DP & DP)

Collective and respectively reading

The linearization principle, which states how linearization at PF occurs, does not state how the conjuncts should be linearized if the component sentences lead to more than one parallel structure, i.e., if there are more than one coordinated structure within one union of phrase-markers. It only states that elements from the first part of the ordered pair in the union should come before elements from the second part. E.g., if (76) is a linearized sentence the component sentences can be either as in (77) or as in (78), i.e., one collective and one respectively reading.

(76) [John and Mary] saw [the horse and the cow]

(77) a. John saw the horse

b. John saw the cow

c. Mary saw the horse

d. Mary saw the cow

(78) a. John saw the horse

b. Mary saw the cow

This leads to the sentence (79) being grammatical in Goodall's theory, although only in the respectively reading, the equivalent of (78), since the collective reading would violate agreement conditions (component sentences must be well formed).

(79) ??John and Mary saw himself and a cow (respectively)

(Goodall 1987:60)

However, (79) is impossible for most speakers. A translation to Norwegian is interesting. In Norwegian, the 3rd person anaphor is ambiguous between singular and plural, and so the translation of (79) should at least give the respectively reading, but it ought also to be ambiguous. In fact it is not; the only interpretation of the anaphor is the plural, collective, one.

(80) Per og Kari så seg selv og en ku

Per and Kari saw 3 P self and a cow

'Per and Kari saw themselves/*himself and a cow'

The purely mechanical derivation of a respectively reading also seems wrong when the conjuncts have different thematic roles. The example (81) (also discussed in Chapter 7) shows how two structurally similar sentences that differ only with regard to their thematic roles cannot be coordinated, not even with a respectively reading.

(81) *[Marit og jeg] luktet [gass og parfyme]

'Marit and I smell gas and perfume.'

One might argue that even if there are certain problems with the respectively reading, i.e., for when it should apply, it is still an advantage that the theory accounts for it structurally. However, the respectively reading seems to be a purely pragmatic choice that does not only apply
to coordinated constructions, but to all (or most) plural DPs. In this respect it belongs to the same category as the adverb *alternatively*. Consider the extract (82) from a postcard from a person who attended a summer school in linguistics:

(82) ... jeg nyter sommeren og sitter ved gurueres fotter.  
I enjoy the summer and sit by the gurus' feet,  
vekselvis.  
*alternatingly.*

It is obvious that the person enjoys sitting at several gurus' feet, but not by all at the same time, and not by one foot at the time, but by two—given what we know about gurus and feet. The relevant DP above is not a coordinated DP, and neither does it need to be for *respectively*; Furthermore, in (83), the object is a simplex plural DP, and yet the *respectively* reading is perfectly legitimate, meaning that Mary kissed Mary's boyfriend, and Martha Martha's.

(83) Mary and Martha kissed all their boyfriends, respectively

5.3.2.3. *Johannessen's (1993c) approach*

Deletion presents some disadvantages. The most serious one is the fact that coordination becomes subject to several rules or principles that are more empirical than theoretical. This criticism hits the approach in the present book. In Johannessen (1993c), I preferred merging (not unlike the fusion approach suggested by McCawley 1988) to deletion. Thus, instead of deleting one occurrence of material that was identical to another, the two occurrences would be merged or fused.

The difference between merging and deletion is that in merging, no structure has priority over the other. The component structures become one structure, shared equally by both conjuncts. Conceptually, it can be seen as unification (see, e.g., Shieber 1986) where compatible categories can be unified. Two categories are compatible if they do not have conflicting contents. E.g., a [Spec, CP] filled with the lexical contents Mary is compatible with an unfilled [Spec, CP], as well as another [Spec, CP] filled with Mary. It can be merged with either. On the other hand, a [Spec, CP] filled with Martha would have conflicting contents. Merging can happen at all levels in syntax. Merging can be formulated simply as (84):

(84) Unifiable material in the same syntactic position can be merged

Merging has many advantages, since there need be no rules or principles like Forward and Backward Deletion, and the rules associated with these. However, there is one great disadvantage that accompanies merging—the fact that certain structures violate X-bar structure. Consider, e.g., (85), a RNR structure. The DP *mouse* has two mothers, thereby violating the usual requirement that every category should only be dominated by one category at the most local level.

(85) Mary and Martha kissed all their boyfriends, respectively.

![Diagram](attachment:image.png)

One might have included a rule to disallow this kind of structure, but then the question would remain how to analyze RNR sentences. If deletion is necessary for this kind of sentence, then it seems reasonable to include it for other kinds, too.

5.3.2.4. *Wesche's sharing approach*

Wesche's (1995) theory is based on two assumptions. The first one is that X-bar structure allows ordered lists as well as single items in the individual positions. She extends the usual X-bar schema to allow several items to appear in each rewritten category. These items are contained in an ordered list. There is a separate X-bar schema for coordinated structures:
The conjuncts sit in the same tree (this is akin to Goodall 1987), except that Goodall suggests three-dimensional trees while Wesche's trees are two-dimensional—with the conjuncts sitting instead as ordered lists in the same positions in the tree. Conjunctions as such do not have a place in the tree. Rather, an abstract coordination lexeme (Wesche 1995:105) is adjoined to the maximal coordinate projection (the vertical lines indicate a shared element):

The prepositions in (87) are contrastive, while the shared noun is the same for both conjuncts. This is a result of the requirement that each coordination ranges over a maximal projection. It is somehow interpreted twice, and will, e.g., be assigned case twice. The PF (Phonetic Form) representation of coordinated structures arises after the application of two linearization rules: one for gapping and one for other kinds of coordination.

The second assumption is that a coordination structure always ranges over maximal phrases. Even if a coordinated structure seems to include only lexical heads, it is still considered to include maximal phrases. Thus, a phrase such as (88), which is seemingly just adjective (lexical head) coordination, is analyzed as DP (maximal phrase) coordination. The prepositions in (88) are contrastive, while the shared noun is the same for both conjuncts. This is a result of the requirement that each coordination ranges over a maximal projection. It is somehow interpreted twice, and will, e.g., be assigned case twice. The PF (Phonetic Form) representation of coordinated structures arises after the application of two linearization rules: one for gapping and one for other kinds of coordination.

Wesche's theory is interesting in that the choice of phrase structure makes it possible to choose a solution which is neither deletion nor fusion. However, it also has a few problems.

**UC and EBC**

Since the shared element is to be interpreted as equally important for both conjuncts (e.g., a noun would be assigned case twice by two coordinated case-assigning verbs), it is hard to see that there is a way in which UC and EBC can be accounted for. To be fair, the theory does not intend to accommodate data other than symmetric ones, but in my opinion, it is a serious problem for this theory.

**Conjunctions**

The fact that the position of the conjunction is rather abstract with respect to the actual coordination tree makes it impossible for the theory to account for the facts that are related to the position and head-status of conjunctions. For example, the idea that conjunctions have predictive power with respect to word order cannot be accommodated in this theory.

**Unlike categories**

The theory says nothing about how to account for coordination of unlike categories. It is difficult to imagine how this could be done, given the fact that each contrastive pair—even at X° level—is dominated by the same syntactic category.

There are problems and advantages in this theory, some of which are
discussed in Johannessen (forthcoming), but the most important is, in my opinion, that it is too simple to account for UC and EBC.

5.4. CoP components—full CPs or simplex categories?

There are different opinions in the literature as to what constitutes the input categories of coordinated phrases. Here, it is argued that the input categories for coordination are full CP structures rather than V, DP, pp or other categories. There are a number of reasons for this.

First, there is simply no available level where syntactic categories can float around either unattached to a syntactic host (for categories like DPs) or without argument positions (for categories like VPs). Second, coordinate-alpha is a syntactic transformation which does not have access to the lexicon, but only to syntactic structures (making X° categories unavailable).

Third, given free category coordination, a CP component analysis makes it possible to explain how so-called non-constituent coordination, i.e., coordination of sequences such as subject + verb (right node raising). object + adverbial, object1 + object2—all represented in (90)—can occur.

(90) a. [Mary likes] and [Jane would go anywhere to find] antique horse-brasses from the workshop of that genius in metalwork, Sam Small. (Hudson 1976:535)

b. Jack loves [his mother passionately] and [his brother affectionately].

c. Dawn gave [Billy some milk] and [Edvard some squash].

Fourth, coordination of unlike categories can be accounted for. If we assume that the input structures are full CPs, then all elements in each CP have been licenced by the subcategorization requirements in that CP. Take the familiar example with a that-complementized object clause in English (91), or the French example (92):

(91) a. Pat was annoyed by [the children's noise and that their parents did nothing to stop it]

b. *Pat was annoyed by that their parents did nothing to stop it

(92) . . . qu'ils soient [malades ou en bonne santé] . . .

that they are ill or in good health

(Haff 1987:216)

The that-clause is an acceptable object in (91a) because it is one of the realizations of the thematic role Proposition, for which the preposition subcategorizes. (As mentioned in Chapter 4, the reason it is not acceptable as an object in (91b) is that it gets case from the preposition—and it is acceptable in (91a) because it does not get case.) The adjective and PP coordination in (92) is likewise fine, since a copula verb subcategorizes for a Predicate. If conjuncts were just picked randomly in the lexicon by coordinate-alpha and put randomly into a conjunct, there would be no way of constraining complement-conjuncts. However, empirically, we know that there must be constraints. Take, for example, (93), where the verbs are semantically very similar, but still subcategorize differently. Coordination of unlike categories that are not subcategorized for is impossible, as seen in (94).

(93) a. Kim turned out a success / political / to like anchovies / *doing all the work

b. Kim ended up a success / political / *to like anchovies / doing all the work

(94) a. *Kim turned out [a success and doing all the work]

b. *Kim ended up [a success and to like anchovies]

As long as we require the coordination components to be full CPs, unacceptable sentences like those in (94) would not be derived.

Fifth, we avoid having to make explicit statements as to what kinds of categories and sequences of categories can be coordinated. Furthermore, no explicit statement is needed to ensure the effect that only categories of the same bar-level can be coordinated.

5-4.1. OTHER APPROACHES TO INPUT CATEGORIES

Theories in which coordination is seen as a conjoining of simplex
Coordination
categories run into problems with respect to the points discussed in the
previous section. We shall take a look at some approaches here, but eval-
uate them with respect to other traditional and untraditional problems
too, for the sake of completeness.

5.4.1.1. Phrase-structure theory

Phrase-structure approaches such as Jackendoff (1977) and Gazdar et al.
(1985: ch.8) assume that there is a phrase-structure rule such as (95),
which gives a tree such as (96).

(95) \( X \rightarrow X \ [\text{conj} \ X] \)

(96)

\[
\begin{tikzpicture}
  \node {S} [grow'=up, aspect=1.5, align=flush center]
  child { node {NP} }
  child { node {VP} }
  child { node {NP} }
  child { node {NP} }
  edge from parent [draw=none]
  edge from parent node[right] {\text{saw Bill}}
  child { edge from parent node[left] {\text{conj}}
    child { node {Jane} }
    child { node {and} }
    child { node {Alice} }
  }
\end{tikzpicture}
\]

Phrase-structure based theories have certain advantages, such as simpli-
city (few, if any, deletion processes). Most, or all, of the phenomena
from the problems list can be accounted for by rules. However, the rule
schema in (95) must quickly be abandoned, as we shall see. The follow-
ning problems also apply to Grootveld’s (1992) theory (discussed in Chap-
ter 4), which is also a phrase-structure approach.

Non-constituent coordination

Phrase-structure theories must resort to many specific rules in addition
to the general schema above to account for non-constituent coordination.
The general rule schema presupposes that the conjuncts consist of one
constituent only. Therefore, the categories of conjuncts of non-constituent
coordination must be stated explicitly. This is a major problem, since
almost any kind of categories can be coordinated thus, and each combina-
tion will have to be explicitly stated. Thus, a sentence such as (97) can
only be accepted by an additional rule such as \( S \rightarrow NP \ V \ NP \ \text{AdvP} \ \text{conj} \ NP \ \text{AdvP} \).

(97) Jack loves [his mother passionately and his brother
affectionately]

Sometimes the categories to be coordinated are not of the same type, as
in gapping: the unreduced conjunct is a full clause, while the reduced
conjunct lacks a verb:

(98) Mary saw a mouse and Martha an elephant

Since the reduced clause is only allowed in a coordination context, its
category is not that of an ordinary clause. Gapping, too, must therefore
be expressed by a rule of its own, rather than by the rule schema above,
e.g. by \( S \rightarrow S \ \text{conj} \ NP \ NP \).

Unlike categories

Phrase-structure theories also have problems accounting for unlike cat-
egory coordination, given that the rule schema \( X \rightarrow X [\text{conj} X] \) presu-
poses that the conjuncts have the same category. In order to account for
a sentence such as (99), they must resort to a different, functional per-
spective.

(99) Zoe is [a woman, rich and in the lucky position of owning a
castle] (NP&AP&PP)

The conjuncts are seen as having some sort of function, role, or relation
in common, expressed in addition to the syntactic category. This sugges-
tion can be found in GPSG, as in Gazdar et al. (1985:175), where the
feature (PRD, +) (predicative) is introduced. Preuß (1989) introduces an
extra level above the syntactic one where a category such as Pred em-
braces the syntactic categories involved. However, these additional cat-
egories are not defined, and it is not clear whether they are syntactic or
semantic. Neither is it clear how many such additional categories are
needed.

"Discontinuous conjunctions"

"Discontinuous conjunctions", i.e., sets containing a CoP adverb plus a
conjunction, such as both . . . and, neither . . . nor, are not considered
to be a problem within a phrase-structure framework; the following
schemas (among those given to take care of coordination) are taken
from Gazdar et al. (1985:171-2):

\[
(97) \text{Jack loves [his mother passionately and his brother affectionately]}
\]

Sometimes the categories to be coordinated are not of the same type, as
in gapping: the unreduced conjunct is a full clause, while the reduced
conjunct lacks a verb:

\[
(98) \text{Mary saw a mouse and Martha an elephant}
\]

Since the reduced clause is only allowed in a coordination context, its
category is not that of an ordinary clause. Gapping, too, must therefore
be expressed by a rule of its own, rather than by the rule schema above,
e.g. by \( S \rightarrow S \ \text{conj} \ NP \ NP \).

Unlike categories

Phrase-structure theories also have problems accounting for unlike cat-
egory coordination, given that the rule schema \( X \rightarrow X [\text{conj} X] \) presup-
poses that the conjuncts have the same category. In order to account for
a sentence such as (99), they must resort to a different, functional per-
spective.

\[
(99) \text{Zoe is [a woman, rich and in the lucky position of owning a
castle] (NP&AP&PP)}
\]

The conjuncts are seen as having some sort of function, role, or relation
in common, expressed in addition to the syntactic category. This sugges-
tion can be found in GPSG, as in Gazdar et al. (1985:175), where the
feature (PRD, +) (predicative) is introduced. Preuß (1989) introduces an
extra level above the syntactic one where a category such as Pred em-
braces the syntactic categories involved. However, these additional cat-
egories are not defined, and it is not clear whether they are syntactic or
semantic. Neither is it clear how many such additional categories are
needed.

"Discontinuous conjunctions"

"Discontinuous conjunctions", i.e., sets containing a CoP adverb plus a
conjunction, such as both . . . and, neither . . . nor, are not considered
to be a problem within a phrase-structure framework; the following
schemas (among those given to take care of coordination) are taken
from Gazdar et al. (1985:171-2):

\[
(97) \text{Jack loves [his mother passionately and his brother affectionately]}
\]

Sometimes the categories to be coordinated are not of the same type, as
in gapping: the unreduced conjunct is a full clause, while the reduced
conjunct lacks a verb:

\[
(98) \text{Mary saw a mouse and Martha an elephant}
\]

Since the reduced clause is only allowed in a coordination context, its
category is not that of an ordinary clause. Gapping, too, must therefore
be expressed by a rule of its own, rather than by the rule schema above,
e.g. by \( S \rightarrow S \ \text{conj} \ NP \ NP \).

Unlike categories

Phrase-structure theories also have problems accounting for unlike cat-
egory coordination, given that the rule schema \( X \rightarrow X [\text{conj} X] \) presup-
poses that the conjuncts have the same category. In order to account for
a sentence such as (99), they must resort to a different, functional per-
spective.

\[
(99) \text{Zoe is [a woman, rich and in the lucky position of owning a
castle] (NP&AP&PP)}
\]

The conjuncts are seen as having some sort of function, role, or relation
in common, expressed in addition to the syntactic category. This sugges-
tion can be found in GPSG, as in Gazdar et al. (1985:175), where the
feature (PRD, +) (predicative) is introduced. Preuß (1989) introduces an
extra level above the syntactic one where a category such as Pred em-
braces the syntactic categories involved. However, these additional cat-
egories are not defined, and it is not clear whether they are syntactic or
semantic. Neither is it clear how many such additional categories are
needed.

"Discontinuous conjunctions"

"Discontinuous conjunctions", i.e., sets containing a CoP adverb plus a
conjunction, such as both . . . and, neither . . . nor, are not considered
to be a problem within a phrase-structure framework; the following
schemas (among those given to take care of coordination) are taken
from Gazdar et al. (1985:171-2):
Coordination

(100) Binary coordination schema (CS\textsuperscript{2})
\[ X \rightarrow H[\textsc{conj} \ a_O], H[\textsc{conj} \ a_1] \]
where \( a \) is in \{(both, and), (either, or), (NIL, but)\}

(101) Coordination LP schema (CS\textsuperscript{LP})
\[ [\textsc{conj} \ a_0]<[\textsc{conj} \ a_1] \]
where \( a_0 \) is in \{both, either, neither, NIL\}
and \( a_1 \) is in \{and, but, nor, or\}

However, as shown in (102), repeated from Chapter 4, the first part of a discontinuous pair is often found far away from the CoP. It is less clear how a phrase-structure rule would account for this kind of structure.

(102) Jeg sa at jeg hverken sk [Per eller Pål]
I said that I neither saw Per or Paul.

The number of arguments of a particular conjunction is not a problem, however; it is given in the rules. E.g., in GPSG, a rule labeled CS\textsuperscript{2} indicates there can be only two conjuncts. Multiple coordination, too, can be given simply by a rule label: CS\textsuperscript{+} (Gazdar et al. 1985:171).

A serious objection to these schemata is the fact that the first part of the "discontinuous conjunctions" really should be analyzed as adverbs (see 4.7).

UC and EBC
Unbalanced and extraordinary balanced coordination have not, to my knowledge, been discussed in phrase-structure rule approaches, so the presentation here is my own suggestion. UC and EBC do not seem to be unaccountable for in phrase-structure rule theories, but hardly in a principled manner. For example, in the Czech example (52), the first conjunct alone determines verb agreement. This could plausibly be represented in a rule which encodes features in the conjuncts in terms of variables, so that the CoP could be represented as NP\textsubscript{1}\( \rightarrow \) NP\textsubscript{2} conj NP\textsubscript{3}. The same type of rule could also account for receiving-type features such as case; the first conjunct gets the same case as the top-level category, while the second conjunct receives nothing (and must take default case, defined elsewhere).

The EBC example (54), where both subject NPs have deviant case, could likewise be accounted for by means of features in the phrase-
structure rules: S \( \rightarrow \) CoP[acc] VP, CoP[acc] \( \rightarrow \) NP[acc] conj NP\textsubscript{facc}.

It is possible, then, to account for UC and EBC constructions in these theories without serious problems. The difficulty, as I see it, is rather that any permutation of variable assignment is possible; it is hard to find a principled theory where the properties of unbalancedness or extraordinary balancedness follow from independent facts.

5.4.1.2. Categorial grammar

(103) \[ X + \textsc{conj} X \rightarrow X \]
\( X \) stands for any category, \(+\) for "one or more," \textsc{conj} for any conjunction. The definition could have based more directly within a categorial framework, along the lines of Lambek (1958), in which the conjunction would rather have been given a lexical entry \( X/X\backslash X \). (The forward slash has the meaning "Take the following category to your right," and the backslash "Take the following category to your left.") In Steedman's theory, two syntactic rules are, in principle, all that is needed in a linguistic description:

(104) a. Functional application: \( X/Y \rightarrow X \)

b. Functional composition: \( X/Y \rightarrow X/Z \)

Non-constituent coordination
CG uses the same mechanisms to derive non-constituent coordination (106), as ordinary constituent coordination (105). The former, right node raising, is an example of how CG employs unorthodox constituents: a category can be atomic, e.g. NP, or complex, as a functor, e.g. S/NP. A functor can be projected from the lexicon or it can emerge through syntactic combination with an adjacent category. In (106), the category of Harry, S/NP (a category type raised to appear as a category needing a VP to become a sentence), is combined with the category of cooked, VP/NP, by the rule of functional composition. The same has been done for the categories of Mary and ate, so that these two "non-constituents" can then be coordinated with each other.
CG handles the above "non-constituent coordination" well because these particular conjuncts are regarded as constituents. A combination of object + adverb as in (107) does not have a simple solution in CG, though:

(107) Jane loved [Harry madly] and [John passionately]

There is no category combination which makes a constituent out of every conjunct. (Neither would it be desirable.) The solution therefore has to be to add a rule which allows constituents to be parallelly coordinated. This has been done by Barry and Pickering (1990):

(108) Parallel constituent coordination schema: Two (or more) strings may be coordinated to give a string of type X iff each has type X, and for some \( \eta > 1 \) and some types \( X, \ldots, X_\eta \), each has a division into \( \eta \) maximal dependency constituents of type \( X, \ldots, X_\eta \). (Barry and Pickering 1990)

Unlike categories
Coordination of unlike categories is solved the same way as in phrase-structure grammars: CG labels some categories by additional categories or features. This has been done by Barry and Pickering (1990) for adjective-phrases and noun-phrases, which are there regarded as PredPs.

Semantics
A very important feature in CG is the fact that its semantics builds up as the syntax builds up, compositionally. There is no additional interpreting semantics elsewhere. It will therefore be a problem when the semantics of a coordinated structure is different from the one of its parts. This is, of course, the case whenever two singular NPs are coordinated into a plural category.

UC and EBC, and other problems
The points mentioned for phrase-structure rule theories above also apply to categorial grammar. There is nothing in principle which would make it impossible to have a CG description of UC, although there are practical problems. A first change would be for the coordination rules to no longer require the same syntactic categories or features of the conjuncts. The restrictions that would empirically be necessary would therefore have to be expressed differently, maybe as a list of prohibited category combinations. What seems more difficult is to give a principled account of the distribution of UC and EBC.

5.4.1.3. Transformational theories
Theories that take whole sentences as input to coordination avoid the problems that phrase-structure rule type theories face; those of having to specify all the various categories or category combinations that can be coordinated. Thus, as we have seen in a previous section, transformational theories such as that of Goodall, van Oirsouw, and the present theory do quite well with respect to non-constituent coordination and coordination of unlike categories. The fact that they are transformational makes it possible to "remove" what is superfluous when two full sentences (CPs) are coordinated.

5.5. Summary
This chapter has been devoted to the coming into existence of the CoP. The input to any CoP are full propositional structures that may since undergo deletion and sharing, which in turn result in head coordination and coordination of conjuncts smaller than CoP. The deletion and sharing are preferable to, for example, merging or fusion, since the result of such operations violates a basic feature of X-bar: the restriction that the number of mothers is only one for each node. Advantages and disadvantages of other approaches are discussed, with some emphasis on the Problems presented in this book: those of unbalanced and extraordinary balanced coordination. The idea that there is only one kind of input category to CoP—full propositional structures or CPs—is contrasted with
the other alternative: that of the input simplex categories (small conjuncts). There are several reasons for the CP approach, and these are pointed out.

Notes

1. This means that questions can be coordinated with declarative sentences etc., contrary to, e.g., Gleitman (1965), who put an asterisk in the sentence below:

   (i) *[What are you doing] [and [shut the door]] (Gleitman 1965:262)

   However, in spite of it obviously being odd for some speakers, there is no reason that it should be syntactically wrong. In some languages, this kind of structure is in fact quite common, such as Modern Greek:

   (ii) [ti bori na tus efekte i ifijenia] [ke [thelun tora what can.3SG to them harmed.3SG the Iphigenia and want.3PL now to thanato tis]]
   'What harm can Iphigenia have done them now to desire her death?'
   (Mackridge 1987:242)

2. Although I might agree with Aoun et al. in a clausal analysis there (Johannessen 1996), it is not the case that every instance of the kind of coordination they discuss should be analyzed as clausal. Basically, Aoun et al. claim that in the Arabic varieties they discuss, singular verb agreement co-occurring with a CoP DP must be due to the CoP actually being a disguised clausal CoP. This is supported by the fact that words like ‘both’ and ‘together’ cannot co-occur with the “clausal” coordination type.

   In Johannessen (1996), it is shown that many languages can indeed have partial agreement co-occurring with words like ‘both’ and other words which force a group reading onto the conjunct, indicating that the conjuncts form a nominal CoP rather than a clausal one:

   (i) . . . als sei in ihren weiten Hindernisspringen [Roß as were.3SG in their great jumps horse.??.SG und Reiter] zusammengewachsen, and horseman.NOM.SG grown-together
   'as if horse and horseman were grown together in their great jumps’
   (F. Werfel, quoted in Findreng 1976:135)

   Partial agreement of this kind (called “assigning-type of nominal unbalanced coordination” in this book) is only one kind out of many, of unbalanced coordination. And indeed, UC is a very important argument in favor of DP coordination. Another example is when two DPs have different case, as in Section 2.2.2.1. Without DP coordination, this would sometimes be classified as FWD and sometimes as BWD, which in itself would be somewhat suspicious. In addition, case checking would have to happen conjunct-internally, which would mean that a verb or preposition would have to check deviant case. If CP coordination were the only possible type, in the Eastern Mari example below, the verb of the first conjunct would have to check the deviant case of its object DP, and in the English example, a clause would have to be the complement of a preposition:

   (ii) [CoP Mej agetan murem [den [mej kukula murem]]]
   I sing.isG and I cuckoo.coMP sing.iSG
   'I sing like a cock and a cuckoo.'

   (iii) [CoP Pat was annoyed by the children’s noise [and [Pat was annoyed by that their parents did nothing to stop it]]]

   Without DP coordination, the Eastern Mari example (ii) would contain a DP (that of the first conjunct) with no case-marking, which presumably would violate LF, since morphological case-features of the verbal head would not be checked against a DP. In (iii), a preposition would have to try to check its accusative case against a finite clause, which is not possible. Again, case-features would, wrongly, survive at LF.

   With DP coordination, the deviance of the conjuncts would not matter, since the relevant conjuncts would be complements of the conjunction, and not available for case checking:

   (iv) Mej [CoP agetan den kukula murem]]
   I cock and cuckoo.coMP sing.iSG

   (v) Pat was annoyed by [CoP the children’s noise and that their parents did nothing to stop it]

   3. There seem to be exceptions to this, however. This sentence is OK:

   (i) Yesterday John ate like a pig and today 00 like an ox

   4. The category NP rather than DP will be used here and wherever it refers to work in which it has been used, in order to avoid anachronisms.

   5. I am grateful to David Milward (p.c.) for pointing out this kind of problem.

   6. I am grateful to Bob Borsley for pointing this out to me, and for the examples, based on examples in Pollard and Sag (1987:123).
Extraction out of CoP

6.1. Introduction

It has been widely accepted in the literature that linguistic theory ought to account for the contrast between the sentences in pairs such as (1) and (2).

(1) a. *What do you like [apples and t]?
   b. What do you like?

(2) a. *What do you [drink wine and eat t]?
   b. What do you [drink t and eat t]?

Since Ross (1967/86) the two types are assumed to violate the Coordination Structure Constraint with the Across the Board exception. In this chapter, we shall see that these two principles appear to be too strong, and that the desired results must be constrained on semantic rather than syntactic grounds.

In Section 6.2, we shall investigate the principles themselves, and see that there have in fact been several examples in the literature which seem to violate them. In Section 6.3, it will become clear that there are two kinds of extraction, the acceptability of which is determined by different factors. Section 6.3.1 contains an analysis of what appears to be extraction of whole conjuncts. It is inspired by facts from unbalanced coordination, and is basically what was presented in Johannessen (1993b). In this analysis, the position of the extracted element within the CoP is of prime importance. Section 6.3.2 contains a revised analysis of the data in 6.3.1, arrived at because of some serious problems in the first analysis. The revised analysis suggests that what goes on is CP coordination with merging rather than extraction. Section 6.3.3 discusses extraction of parts of conjuncts, which will be shown to be acceptable. Both the impossibility of extracting whole conjuncts and the possibility of extracting parts of conjuncts will be suggested to be semantically based. A summary is presented in Section 6.4.

6.2. The CSC-ATB principles and examples of violations

The Coordinate Structure Constraint (CSC) with the Across the Board exception (ATB) (Ross 1967/86), (3a,b) have received a lot of support in the linguistic literature.

(3) a. Coordinate Structure Constraint: In a coordinate structure, no conjunct may be moved, nor may any element contained in a conjunct be moved out of that conjunct.
   (Ross 1967/86:98)

b. … unless the same element is moved out of all the conjuncts.

Most theories of coordination (such as Schachter 1977; George 1980; Gazdar 1981; Gazdar et al. 1985; Steedman 1985; Goodall 1987) pride themselves of being able to derive them automatically, which enables them to avoid sentences like (1a) and (2a). In this chapter, we shall see that the CSC-ATB do not follow automatically by the theory of coordinate-alpha, but that neither should they, since the data show that some extractions must be allowed.

6.2.1. EXAMPLES OF VIOLATION OF THE FIRST PART OF THE CSC-ATB

The first part of the CSC says that no conjunct may be moved, unless all conjuncts are moved. There are a number of examples which seem to show that this rule must be too strict. Below, we shall see examples of topicalization and right dislocation, both types of which seem to show extraction of one conjunct only. All of them are examples of what can be descriptively called split coordination, which typically seems to violate the CSC by extracting a whole conjunct from the CoP. The extent to
Coordination which this is possible varies in different languages; in Old Norse it is very common, and also in Swedish (according to Andersson 1982), while it is less common in English and Norwegian. However, the fact that the phenomenon exists, and is widely attested, shows that the CSC does not hold.

The Norwegian (4a) shows topicalization of one conjunct only. The Swedish (4b) is an example of the same phenomenon. The result is a split direct object. (4c) shows "right dislocation", or rather, movement of one subject-conjunct only. So too the English (4d), from a novel, the Dutch (4e), the Old Norse (4f, g). The result is a split subject.

(4) a. Per så jeg [t og Ola] Per saw I and Ola 'Per, I saw, and Ola.'


c. Per vasket klær [t og Ola] Per washed clothes and Ola. 'Peter washed clothes, and Ola.'

d. All the heaviness had gone [t and the height] (Morrison 1988:148)

e. Jan gaat naar huis, [t en Peter] Jan goes.SG to home and Peter 'Jan goes home, and Peter.' (de Vries 1992:109)

f. þa klocc hann mæð myklum harmi [t oc allr then was.moved.SG he with much grief and all hæRr hans] army his 'Then he and his men were moved by much grief.' (Lødrup 1977:30)

g. [Skegg-Ávaldi] átti búð saman [t ok Hermundr] [...] Beard-Avald.SG had.SG hut together and Hermund.SG 'Beard-Avald and Hermund lived together.' (Nygaard 1917:13)

To sum up, what these examples have in common is that they seem to be violations of the CSC; a whole conjunct is extracted out of the CoP.

6.2.2. EXAMPLES OF VIOLATION OF THE SECOND PART OF THE CSC-ATB

In addition to split coordination, it is also possible to extract part of a conjunct. Consider the sentences from English (5)-(6), Lakhota (7), German (8), and Dutch (9).

(5) a. How many courses can you [take t for credit, and still remain sane]?

b. What kind of cancer can you [eat herbs and not get t]?

c. What kind of herbs can you [eat t and not get cancer]?

(6) a. Here's the whisky which I [went to the store and bought t]

b. Which dress has she [gone and ruined t] now

c. The screw which I've got to [try and find t] . . .

(7) ix?é-thakaki wicháshaki nuwá-he k'éyash wa-yáke-shni rock-big the man the swim-coNT but STEM-see-neg 'The big rock, the man was swimming but didn't see.' (Van Valin 1985)

(8) a. Die Briefmarken hat Claus gekauft und will sie jetzt the stamps has Claus bought and wants them now wieder verkaufen again sell 'The stamps, Claus bought, and now (he) wants to sell them again.'
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b. Das Gepäck liess er fallen und rannte zum Hinterausgang
   'The baggage, he let fall, and ran to the rear exit.'
   (Heycock and Kroch 1992:1-2)

(9) 'Na Zwolle rijdt deze trein verder als intercity naar Groningen
    and will only stop in Assen
    'After Zwolle, this train goes on as an intercity to Groningen
    and will only stop in Assen.'
    (Zwart 1991, quoted in Heycock and Kroch 1992:4)

In the examples (5)-(6), an "element contained in a conjunct" is moved out of one conjunct of the CP without having moved out of the other. Their oddity is explained in Section 6.3.3; they require a relevant semantic context in order to sound unmarked. In (7), there is a topicalised object, extracted out of the second conjunct only. The sentences in (8) are examples of what is often called SLF-coordination (Subjekt-Lücke, subject-gap, in a clause where the verb is Finite/Frontal, finite and fronted) (Heycock and Kroch 1992:1). In both cases, a topicalised object is extracted from the first conjunct. (9) is plausibly an extracted adverbial from the first conjunct. (The question mark is from the original paper from which the example is taken (Zwart 1991) and contrasts there with a different example marked by an asterisk.)

6.3. The analysis of CSC-ATB violations

The theory accounts for two very different ways of accounting for the two types of what seems to be violations of the CSC-ATB. First, we shall consider an analysis of split coordination in terms of extraction (of whole conjuncts). This analysis is inspired by the analysis of unbalanced coordination (Chapter 4). It was presented in Johannessen (1993b), but some otherwise unanswerable questions have led to a revision of the analysis. In the second section, we shall, therefore, reconsider the extraction analysis of split coordination, and present one based on the coordination of CPs plus deletion, rather than extraction. Third, we shall consider extraction out of parts of conjuncts, which will be shown to be acceptable.

6.3.1. THE ANALYSIS OF SPLIT COORDINATION AS EXTRACTION OF WHOLE CONJUNCTS

Let us analyze (4c), repeated below, as an example of split coordination. We will take the analysis step by step.

(10) Per vasket klær [t og Ola]
    'Peter washed clothes and Ola.'

We assume the starting-point to be two underived propositions prior to coordinate-alpha.

(11) a. [VP Per [vasket klær]]
    b. [VP Ola [vasket klær]]

Coordinate-alpha attaches the subject of (11a) to [Spec,CoP] and the subject of (11b) to the CoP complement:

Forward deletion deletes the like material vasket klær from the first conjunct in accordance with the conditions on content identity and formal licensing (Chapter 5, Section 5.3.1):

(13) Per vasket klær og Ola vasket klær
The tree in (12) is an X-bar violation and is as such unacceptable. Operation Share (Chapter 5) therefore helps out, by removing the deleted material and inserting CoP in the attachment position, here: [Spec, VP]:

In order for the propositional structure above to be turned into an interpretable structure for PF and LF (by providing appropriate positions for checking morphological features), the introduction of functional categories into the tree is necessary. We assume that there are two Agr-projections; one for the subject and one for the object. The Agr-projections are triggers for obligatory movement: the verb moves to both Agr-positions, but in each case needs something to agree with, therefore something has to move to the specifier positions—something which has nominal features and is a maximal projection. The first conjunct in the CoP is a possible candidate, so it moves from its base position in [Spec, VP] to the [Spec, Agr-S"], i.e., the subject position, and then further to [Spec, CP].

The analysis is supported by languages that have subject-verb agreement. Consider the Dutch and Old Norse sentences above. In all of (4e,f,g), the subject DP is obviously a CoP rather than a simplex DP. Nonetheless, only one conjunct has moved from the base position, and, crucially, that one is the only one agreeing with the finite verb. In all three cases, the conjunct is singular, and the verb is singular, in spite of the fact that verbs in these languages usually agree with the whole subject, i.e., the whole CoP, by semantic resolution rules. The agreement facts follow from the analysis in figure (15); the conjunct in the appropriate position in Agr-S" determines agreement, while the the rest of the CoP is left in the base position, thereby being unable to influence the agreement features of the verb.

Notice that it is impossible to extract the other conjunct. This is emphasized in Andersson (1982:nl), and exemplified in the Norwegian (16). (16a) is not a possible topicalization (or split object), and (16b) not a possible right dislocation (split subject).
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(16) a. *Ola så jeg [Per og t]
   Ola saw I Per and
   ‘Ola, I saw, Peter and.’

   b. *Per vasket klær [Ola og t]
   Per washed clothes Ola and
   ‘Peter washed clothes, Ola and.’

This follows from the analysis in (15), and is due to case. In (16a), the first conjunct stays in the canonical object position, and gets case in the ordinary way. The second conjunct, however, is not in a case position. Neither has it been case-marked before movement to [Spec,CP], since the complement position in a CoP is never case-marked. (The case licensing is linked to that position only. Once an element leaves it, it has to be assigned case from somewhere.) The converse remarks can be made for (16b); here, the complement conjunct has moved to a case position, but the specifier conjunct is not assigned case, as a violation of the case filter. A complement conjunct, therefore, has to stay in its base position; as a sister of the head of CoP.

6.3.2. A REVISED ANALYSIS OF SPLIT COORDINATION

If the constructions in Section 6.3.1 are analyzed as extraction of whole conjuncts, several questions need to be answered. First, we need to know why it is that the part of the CoP that remains in situ in the extraction analysis above must be sentence final.

(17) a. *Per så jeg [t og Ola] i går
   Per saw I and Ola yesterday
   ‘Per, I saw, and Ola yesterday.’

   b. *Per vasket klær [t og Ola] i går
   Per washed clothes and Ola yesterday
   ‘Peter washed clothes, and Ola yesterday.’

This also entails that the main verb must move in order for the rest of the CoP to be sentence final, to avoid cases like (18).

(18) *All the heanness had [t and the height] gone

Second, there are some unresolved facts that have to do with case. In the extraction analysis, the explanation for the possibility of the DP staying in situ is that as a complement conjunct, it does not need to have case. However, there is reason to question this claim. Indeed, the Oslo dialect of Norwegian, which does have split coordination, does not allow unbalanced coordination of nominal constituents. This is quite surprising, given that the first analysis is based on the same explanation as unbalanced coordination; that of a conjunction licencing the lack of certain otherwise obligatory features, such as case. In fact, it also turns out that the Oslo dialect of Norwegian does require the complement conjuncts in split coordination to be case-marked (19) (the asterisks are for the split subject/object interpretation), a fact which is incompatible with the extraction analysis in Section 3.1.

(19) a. Per, vasket klær [t og jeg] / *meg
   Per washed clothes and I.NOM / me.ACC
   ‘Peter washed clothes, and I.’

   b. Per, så jeg [t og dem] / *de
   Per saw I and them.ACC / they.NOM
   ‘Per, I saw, and them.’

Third, extraction of categories other than DPs does not behave in the expected manner. Given the analysis of VPs in unbalanced coordination, we should expect that in extraction of verbs, only the specifier conjunct could move, and that, parallel to what is the case with extraction of DPs, the specifier conjunct is the one which has the normal and expected features while the complement conjunct might be deviant. In the case of verbs, we should expect, then, that if only one conjunct has tense features, it ought to be the specifier one, which can move to a tense position. In topicalization of verbs (or rather VPs), however, we see that it is the verb of the complement conjunct—not of the specifier conjunct—which must have finite features, contrary to expectations. (In Norwegian, a topicalized verb can also inherit the features of the dummy verb, so that, here, it is optionally finite, see Lødrup 1990, and the example below.)

(20) a. Spise / spiser gjør Ola og drikker
   eat.iNF / PRES do.PRES Ola and drink.PRES
   ‘Eat, Ola does, and drinks.’
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b. Spise(r) gjør Ola og drikke(r) ikke
eat.INF(PRES) doPRES Ola and drink.INF(PRES) not
'Eat, Ola does, and doesn’t drink.'

An extraction analysis of (20a) would be something like (21).

(21)

It is clear that this analysis has defects. An acute mystery is how it is that the verb of the second conjunct has tense features when it is not in a tense position. There is usually only one way for a verb to get tense features, and that is to go to the tense position. Since there are two verbs with tense features in (20a), there should have been two tense positions.

Coordination must, then, happen at least as high up as TP. There is, however, reason to believe that CoP attaches as high as CP. The reason is that when a sentential adverb, such as ikke 'not', is adjoined, it has scope only over the last conjunct, and not over the whole sentence. Had the conjuncts been TPs rather than CPs, and the sentential adverb had been adjoined above CoP[TP]—as it should do, being sentential—the adverbal would have been expected to have scope over all the sentence, contrary to fact.

Extraction out of CoP

(22) Spise(r) gjør Ola og drikke(r) ikke
eat.INF(PRES) doPRES Ola and drink.INF(PRES) not
'Eat, Ola does, and doesn’t drink.'
(NOT: 'Ola doesn’t eat and drink.')

We have to conclude, then, that the structure of (20a) is something like (23)—in which both conjuncts are CPs—and with the component sentences (24), yielding the tree in (25).

(23) [CoP[CP]Spise(r) gjør Ola] [og [CoPdrikke(r)]]

(24) a. [CP Spise(r) gjør Ola]
b. [CP Drikke(r) gjør Ola]

(25)

The fact that there is only one subject and one auxiliary verb in (20a) means that the subject and the auxiliary verb of the second conjunct will be deleted. This is done via FWD, in accordance with the conditions on content identification (content identity, context identity and locality) and formal licencing (the head condition and the major constituent condition).

(26) [CP Spise(r) gjør Ola] [og [CP drikke(r) gjør Ola]]

Notice that the major constituent ("a deletion site may not span a string which extends to a subpart of a major constituent") is not violated here in spite of the fact that only the head of CP, and not the specifier of CP,
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is deleted in the second conjunct. This is as it should be, since CP is the whole conjunct. The major constituent condition therefore has to be understood "downwards": a deletion site may not span part of a constituent below itself in the tree.

The sentence (27a), analyzed by extraction in the previous section, is easily analyzed as deletion (27b). The danger of extracting the wrong conjunct out of a CoP[DP] is not a problem here, since there is no extraction. (28) and (29) would therefore not be possible derivations.

(27) a. Per vasket klær og Ola.
   b. [CP Per vasket klær] [og [CP Ola vasket klær]]

(28) *Per, vasket klær [Ola og t]
(29) *Ola, så jeg [Per og t]

An analysis of split coordination as CoP[CP] with deletion rather than as extraction (Section 6.3.1), then, accounts for the difficulties we started out with in this section. First, the reason that there can be no shared element after the (remains of) the second conjunct, is that the second conjunct is simply the whole rest of the clause. There is thus no position in which a clause-final adverbial shared by both conjuncts could sit. Notice, however, that it is possible for an adverbial to follow in the second conjunct, but this will always only be interpreted as part of the second conjunct, as discussed for the negator ikke above. Thus, while we have seen that (30a) is impossible with the sentence-final shared adverbial, (30b), with an adverbial belonging only to the second conjunct, would not be out:

(30) a. Per så jeg [t og Ola] i går
   Per saw I and Ola yesterday
   'Per, I saw, and Ola yesterday.'
   b. [Per så jeg] [og [Ola så jeg i går]]
   Per saw I and Ola yesterday
   'Per, I saw, and Ola yesterday.'

The second problem, that of case on the second conjunct, is also solved. The fact that both conjuncts in subject position must have nominative case in Oslo Norwegian follows from the fact that both are subjects in their own clause:

(31) a. Per vasket klær, og jeg / *meg
   Per washed clothes and I / me
   b. [CP Per vasket klær [og [CP jeg vasket klær]]]

The third problem of the extraction analysis, that of tense in coordinated verbs, has been given a deletion analysis above. What, however, determines the fact that (32c) is out?

(32) a. Spiser (PRES) gjør Ola, og drikker (PRES)
   b. Spise (INF) gjør Ola, og drikker (PRES)
   c. *Spiser (PRES) gjør Ola, og drikke (INF)
   d. Spise (INF) gjør Ola, og drikke (INF)
   'Eat does Ola, and drink.'

It is usually assumed (Lødrup 1990) that in the cases in which the topicalized verb is tensed, it has inherited its tense from the auxiliary verb. In minimalist terms, we will assume that there is spec-head agreement between the topicalized verb and the auxiliary head. It is often assumed that the type of a clause is determined by the element in C. We can assume that when there is a dummy verb in C it is not strong enough to determine the clause-type on its own, and gets help from whatever is in [Spec,CP]. Rather than inheritance of features, we can imagine that there is a straightforward checking of features between the two.

On the other hand, when the topicalized verb is non-finite, we may assume that the grammar accepts the features of the dummy verb as strong enough to determine the clause-type on its own, without the help of the specifier. We then have two different kinds of C—one requiring feature checking with the specifier, and being self-contented.

Coordinating clauses of the same type with each other is unproblematic (in the examples below, the topicalized verb is taken to sit in [Spec,CP] and the dummy verb in C):
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(33) a. [CP Spiser (PRES) gjør Ola, [og [CP drkker (PRES) gjøf Ote]]]
   b. [CP Spise (INF) gjør Ola, [og [CP drikke (INF) gjør Ola]]]

Coordinating the two types with each other is possible in principle. However, as we know, only (34b) is possible.

(34) a. *[CP Spiser (PRES) gjør Ola, [og [CP drikke (INF) gjøf Ote]]]
   b. [CP Spise (INF) gjør Ola, [og [CP drikker (PRES) gjøf Ote]]]

It is not quite clear why this should be. Presumably it has something to do with the fact that the second conjunct in (34b) still contains a finite verb after deletion, while this is not the case in (34a).

To sum up, in this section we have seen examples that look like violations of the first part of the CSC-ATB principle. However, since an analysis in terms of extraction leaves certain problems unanswered, it was suggested that they should be analyzed not by means of extraction, but by deletion.6

6.3.3. THE ANALYSIS OF EXTRACTION OF PART OF CONJUNCTS

The first point to establish when considering extraction of parts of conjuncts is that there is no unbalancedness, as was the case with (what seemed to be) "extraction of whole conjuncts." E.g., in (5)-(9) above, there are examples of extraction out of either conjunct. Extraction out of parts of conjuncts is constrained, however, but it will be shown that the constraints are semantic rather than syntactic.

The fact that extraction can happen out of either conjunct can be easily accounted for in the theory presented here. Let us see how extraction out of the first conjunct can happen. The component sentences of (5c), repeated in (35), can be assumed to be the ones in (36). (I have to stress that at pre-LF level, the sentences do not have an interpretation. The components are therefore simply syntactic construals generated by the transformational component.)
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Extraction out of the second conjunct has the same analysis. Take sentence (40). It must have the components in (41):

(40) What kind of cancer can you eat herbs and not get?

(41) [CP Can you eat herbs] [and [CP What kind of cancer can you not get]]

We first look at the point at which coordinate-alpha has operated:

As before, since the structure is a violation of X-bar structure, we resort to Operation Share:

We can conclude, so far, that there is no syntactic restriction against extracting from any of the conjuncts. Deletion and sharing will always be possible. However, there are some constraints against extraction: the sentences in (44) seem to be completely unacceptable.
Given the well-formedness of the sentences in (5-9), it is clear that the constraints must be semantic rather than syntactic. I shall not attempt to give a full semantic account, but let us start by suggesting a model-theoretic approach with operator-variable binding.

Assume, e.g., that part of the role of the conjunction is to force an operator to bind a variable in each conjunct. This does not happen in (45), but we could assume that a purpose predicate was inserted into the formula, giving (46), in which there is now a variable in each conjunct bound by the same operator. (Other possible predicates might be e.g. cause, time, and "despiteness."

(45) For which x [x: cancer]
(\[Eat(you, herbs) \&_{\text{cancer}} \neg \text{Get(you, x)}\])

(46) For which x [x: cancer]
(\[\text{Purpose}(\text{Eat}(you, herbs), \neg \text{Get(you, x)}) \&_{\text{cancer}} \neg \text{Get(you, x)}\])

This explanation, unfortunately, cannot be right, since another suitable predicate to interpret (5b) might be "consequence," i.e., that something follows from something else. In (47), an extended formula for such a coordination is given. It is immediately clear that here, the operator binds only one variable in one conjunct, and none in the other.

(47) For which x [x: cancer]
(\[\text{Eat}(you, herbs) \&_{\text{cancer}} [\text{Consequence} \neg \text{Get(you, x)}, \text{Eat}(you, herbs)]\])

A model-theoretic account is, therefore, not feasible. Instead, I believe that the constraints are based on facts to do with context and the interpretable relationship between the conjuncts. Lakoff (1986) has made an attempt to find the solution within a cognitive semantics framework. He has divided the sentences above into two main types, Scenario A and Scenario B, which have different extraction constraints (Lakoff 1986:153 ff).

Type A is coordination "in which the sequence of events fits normal conventionalized expectations" (sentence (6)). Type B is coordination "in which a conventionalized expectation is violated" (sentence (5a)). Only Type B permits there to be no extraction from the final conjunct. I do not think the types and constraints which Lakoff puts forward are the ultimate ones. E.g., a sentence such as (48) seems fine, even though it violates Lakoff’s Type B constraint:

(48) What kind of car can you drink vodka and still drive?

There are, therefore, many loose ends, but I do think the constraints for possible extraction of parts of conjuncts are to be found within semantic generalizations; i.e., those where the relationship between the conjuncts determines possible extractions. To see that it is the context that is the sole determinant of acceptable extraction out of parts of conjuncts, we can try to find a suitable context for the sentences in (44), repeated here:

(49) a. *What kind of herbs can you eat and Mary see a mouse?  
    b. *What kind of mouse can you eat herbs and Mary not see?   
    c. *How big a meal did he eat and feel satisfied?  

To make (49a) acceptable, we can consider a situation in which Mary, who has a slight mental defect, always sees an animal when someone eats herbs. A friend of hers tells you that Mary actually sees different animals; each herb triggers its own animal. In this context, you could ask her friend the question in (49a). She does not see every kind of mouse, though, so that (49b) is a possible question to find out which one is impossible for her to see. (49c) is felicitous to ask in a situation in which you have just heard about a giant who for the first time has eaten enough food to feel satisfied, and you wonder how big that meal was.

To sum up, extraction out of parts of conjuncts is possible when a link can be established between the conjuncts which can be described in terms of cause, consequence, despiteness, or time (there may be other relationships, too). Ordinary model-theoretic semantics will not capture this generalization, since there is nothing formally wrong with a representation in which an operator binds only one or even no variable in the conjuncts. Inserting a predicate into the formula to achieve bound variables in
each conjunct does not help, since only some predicates have this effect.

We have to answer the important question, however, of how it is that the conjunction forces the above interpretations only in extraction constructions where the CoP is within the scope of the extracted element. The answer must have to do with LF interpretation. The extracted element has scope over the CoP, and therefore over both conjuncts. The conjunction has as part of its meaning the function of joining two propositions together by predicates such as the mentioned cause, etc. The extracted element, which has scope over both conjuncts, triggers one of these functions, which is a way for both conjuncts to be influenced by the extracted element. The reason the same functions do not necessarily come out in ordinary unextracted coordination of propositions, is that there is nothing to trigger them. Each proposition is a self-contained unit, which is not influenced by the conjunction in other ways than maybe time-wise.

The analysis is supported by extraction from verbal coordination. We have already seen that serial verb constructions in which only the verb of the specifier conjunct has normal inflection can be analyzed as extraction. The example from Fulfulde (Chapter 2) is repeated here:

(50) Janngo mi yahay, mi foonda ki, mi ndaara...
    Tomorrow I go.SG.HAB I investigate.SG.SI it see.SI
    'Tomorrow I shall go and investigate it and see ...'

Since the verb has moved out and now has scope over both conjuncts it should trigger a special relationship between the conjuncts. This is exactly what happens: the conjuncts in serial verb constructions are closely knit together (see the brief description of serial verbs in Chapter 2) semantically.

Notice that in order to get the special readings mentioned, both conjuncts have to be within the scope of the extracted element. If the CoP had attached to the very top of the component conjuncts, there would have been no way to obtain this special kind of interpretation.

We can assume that the semantic constraints on extraction of parts of conjuncts also help constrain extraction of whole conjuncts. When something is extracted a special relationship is triggered between two elements. However, when a whole conjunct is extracted, there are no longer two available elements between which such a relationship could exist, and extraction must be ruled out. Thus, the semantic factors not only constrain extraction of parts of conjuncts, but constrains extraction of whole conjuncts—to such an extent that the latter is not possible. This conclusion is in accordance with what was said about split coordination earlier in this chapter—it is deletion, not extraction.

6.4. Summary

To sum up, I have shown that there are two kinds of constructions that seem to be violations of the CSC-ATB. The first kind looks like extraction of whole conjuncts, "split coordination," i.e., violation of the first part of the CSC-ATB. The second type is extraction out of part of a conjunct, i.e., violation of the second part of the CSC-ATB.

I have presented two alternative analyzes of split coordination, one which is constrained by syntax, in very much the vain of unbalanced coordination, in which the position within the conjunction phrase is crucial, and a second one based on coordination of full CPs to which deletion applies. Only the second analysis avoids a series of problems, such as having to explain why the CoP in situ is always sentence-final, why case is necessary in both DP conjuncts, and why it is the verb of the second conjunct which has to have tense features. Violations of the second part of CSC-ATB, in which the extracted element is only part of a conjunct, are shown to be acceptable. In these constructions, extraction can happen from either conjunct. They are semantically constrained, though. The same semantic constraints also would make it impossible to allow extraction of whole conjuncts. We can conclude that the first part of the CSC-ATB
cannot be violated, since what looks like extraction is rather deletion, but the second part can.

Notes

1. The brackets are put around what is taken to be the coordination phrase from which the conjunct has been extracted.
2. Paul Postal (p.c.) takes the view that the sentences in (6) are not CSC violations; rather than having an extraction site in one conjunct only, he claims that there is an empty resumptive pronoun in the position in which I have indicated a trace. The reason for this point of view is that according to Postal, it is not possible to "extract" a phrase which cannot leave a pronoun, such as a color:

(i) What did you go and paint your house?

However, many (British) English-speaking informants have opposed his judgements, claiming instead that there is nothing wrong with "color-extraction."

3. I am grateful to Eric Hoekstra for pointing this out to me.
4. I am grateful to Bob Borsley for this point.
5. Avoiding (13) is a problem. An analysis is possible and in accordance with all the FWD and BWD principles, as shown in (i). However, it ought to have been ruled out.

(i) [All the heaviness had gone] [and [the height had gone]]

FWD has deleted *had* from the second conjunct, while BWD has deleted *gone* from the first conjunct. Notice that if either the head condition on FWD or the major constituent condition on FWD also had applied at BWD, then (i) would have been correctly ruled out, since either *gone* of the first conjunct would have been c-commanded by an overt head, or since *had* of the second conjunct had been deleted without the rest of its constituent. However, both these conditions have been left out for BWD, in order to accept right node raising sentences. It remains a question for future research whether right node raising should be accounted for in a different way, thus extending these two conditions to BWD, or whether there might be some other reason for (i). Maybe there is a general constraint against switched antecedents and deletions next to each other.

6. A third possible analysis, suggested to me by Steve Harlow, is one in which the afterthought bit is just an added category adjoined somehow to the "first conjunct." I do not see this as a possible alternative within the present theory, however. First, why should adjunction happen only sentence-finally? Second, how would the adjoined category get its morphosyntactic features? Third, what would cause the conjunction to be inserted before it?

7. I am grateful to Kjell Johan Sæbø for suggesting this way of formalizing the semantic idea.

Semantic and Thematic Issues

7.1. Introduction

In this chapter, we shall take a look at some semantic and thematic issues. The first part, Section 7.2, deals with semantic issues. We shall discuss the difference between coordination and subordination, and show that the difference may not be as marked as one might have thought. Evidence is taken from a number of languages, in which the distinction between coordination and subordination is drawn at different places. Also, coordinating conjunctions have often developed from subordinating ones. We shall also discuss issues that have been viewed as problematic for some theories of coordination. These issues are of a large extent not a problem for the present theory (or for other modern approaches), but they are still interesting, and well worth looking at.

The second part of the chapter, Section 7.3, deals with thematic aspects of coordination. It seems clear that there are some constraints on coordination that have to do with thematic roles or properties. We shall investigate what these might be and how they might affect coordination with special reference to the theories of Grimshaw (1990) and Dowty (1991).

7.2. Semantics

Section 7.2, on semantics, is organized in the following way. In Section 7.2.1, it will be shown that the maybe disturbing similarity between subordinated structures and the structure of the CoP developed in this book is supported by semantic facts. In Section 7.2.1.1, it seems that, rather than there being a sharp universal distinction between coordination and subordination semantically there is a gradation from one extreme to the
other. This can be seen from the fact that the extent to which languages uses coordinating conjunctions rather than subordinating ones varies. In Section 7.2.2, support for the close relationship can be seen from the fact that coordinating conjunctions often have developed from subordinating ones.

In Section 7.2.3, we shall have a brief look at some problems raised by semanticists concerning coordinated structures. The problems will not be discussed to any great depth; it will merely be pointed out that the syntactic structures created by coordinate-alpha are a good starting point for doing semantic analysis. The asset of the theory in this respect (as in other theories in which syntax is interpreted by semantics) is the fact that there is no semantic interpretation until coordinate-alpha has applied; there is a CoP which at its top-level has the features of the conjunction, including semantic specifications and constraints from its lexical entry, and defined positions for the conjuncts, which means that there is easy access to the components of the CoP too, when that is desirable, e.g. for the analysis of entailment relations. Section 7.2.4 concludes the first part of this Chapter.

7.2.1. COORDINATION AND SUBORDINATION

The conjuncts in conjunction phrases are usually considered to have the same semantic status. The definition in Dik (1968) is a representative example:

(1) A coordination is a construction consisting of two or more members which are equivalent as to grammatical function, and bound together at the same level of structural hierarchy by means of a linking device. (Dik 1968:25)

Subordination is taken to be a completely different matter, in which the elements surrounding the subordinator are not semantically equivalent. Thus, a coordination [M1 co M2] is (most often) semantically equivalent with [M2 co M1], while a subordination [M1 sub M2] is never semantically equivalent to [M2 sub M1] (Dik 1968:37).

However, I have shown that there are good reasons to analyze CoP as a basically asymmetric structure, in which the two conjuncts have different positions in the phrase, leading them to have different syntactic behavior in some languages. There is no principled difference between a coordinated and a subordinated structure in the theory presented here. This ought not to be seen as a defect, but rather as a virtue: although there are cases which are clear-cut coordination and others which are clear-cut subordination, there are also cases which semantically fall in between.

7.2.1. Cross-linguistic variation in the distribution of conjunctions

In Endresen (1992a), the semantic distinction between coordination and subordination (infinitive) is not one between two main groups, but is rather one of degree, where several semantic steps lead from one extreme to the other. The hypothesis of a semantic scale is further supported by the fact that not all languages draw the division line at the same point. Endresen's hypothesis is that there is a polysemous relationship between the Norwegian coordinating conjunction og loi, and the infinitival marker å loi. The scale is given below; number I is the most coordinative, and IX the most subordinative (from Endresen 1992a:29-35).

Number I: Mental parataxis of two equivalent things to one gestalt:

(2) Ho kjøpte mjølk /o/ brød
    'She bought milk and bread.'

Number II: Mental parataxis of two equivalent atemporal relations to one gestalt—the relations have the same subject.

(3) Strømpene er blå loi gule
    'The stockings are blue and yellow.'

Number III: Mental parataxis of two equivalent processes to one gestalt—the processes have the same subject.

(4) Han røyker sigar og drikk raudvin
    'He smokes cigar and drinks red wine.'

Number IV: Mental parataxis of two sequential processes to one gestalt—the processes have the same subject—the two processes do not have the same flow of energy.

Number V: Mental parataxis of two processes to one gestalt—the processes have different subjects.

(5) Han røyker sigar og hun drikk raudvin
    'He smokes cigar and she drinks red wine.'

Number VI: Mental parataxis of two processes to one gestalt—the processes have different subjects—the two processes do not have the same flow of energy.

Number VII: Mental parataxis of two different events to one gestalt.

(6) Han røyker sigar og hun drukk raudvin
    'He smokes cigar and she drinks wine.'

Number VIII: Mental parataxis of two different events to one gestalt—the two events do not have the same subjects.

(7) Han røyker sigar og hun drukk vin
    'He smokes cigar and she drinks wine.'

Number IX: Mental parataxis of two different events to one gestalt—the two events have different subjects—the two processes do not have the same flow of energy.
Coordination

(5) Han tok av seg kleda \(\textit{loi} \) hoppa ut i elva
  he took off himself the.clothes and jumped out in the.river
  'He took his clothes off and jumped into the river.'

Number V: Mental parataxis of two sequential processes to one gestalt—the processes have the same subject—the two processes have the same flow of energy—the second process describes the aim of the first one, which describes a movement—the second process extends the first one. (This kind of construction is discussed in Chapter 2 as pseudo-coordination.)

(6) Han sprang \(\textit{lo}/\) kjøpte billettar
  he ran and bought tickets
  'He ran and bought tickets.'

Number VI: Mental parataxis of two processes to one gestalt—the processes have the same subject—the two processes have the same flow of energy—the second process extends the first one.

(7) Han prøvde \(\textit{lo}/\) reparere motoren
  he tried to mend the.motor

Number VII: Mental parataxis of two processes to one gestalt—the processes have the same subject—the two processes have the same flow of energy—the second process extends the first one—the first process assigns a potential flow of energy from the subject to the second process.

(8) Han greier \(\textit{lo}/\) sykle
  he manages to cycle
  'He manages to cycle.'

Number VIII: Mental parataxis of a process and a complex atemporal relation to one gestalt—the processes have the same subject—the two relations have the same flow of energy—the process assigns a psychological relation between the subject and the complex atemporal relation—the complex atemporal relation extends the process.

(9) Han foretrekker \(\textit{lo}/\) stå
  he prefers to stand
  'He prefers to be standing.'

Number IX: A complex atemporal relation which is not the sink of any flow of energy.

(10) \(\textit{lo}/\) sitte på brygga med ein pils, det er livet
  to sit at the.pier with a lager, that is the.life
  'To sit at the pier with a lager, that is life.'

Although I agree with Endresen's point that semantically there may be cases that are not clear-cut, I do not agree that this can simply be represented as a scale. This is because the scale reproduced above does not reflect other cases where coordination is used for subordinate meaning. While it may be possible to describe English and Norwegian on a scale that goes from coordination to infinitive, this is not the case, it is not all the story. For example, in Greek, some of the meanings of the conjunction fit into the first part of the scale, but then there are other meanings that do not fit into it at all. Consider (11)-(15).

(11) vlepoke hamojelas
  I. see and you.smile
  'I see you're smiling'

(12) ton akusa ke fonaze
  him I.heard and he.shouted
  'I heard him shouting.'

(13) m'ekanes ke se pisteepsa
  me.you.made and you I.believed
  'You made me believe you.'

(14) ti epathes ke dhe milas
  what you.suffered and not you.speak
  'What's the matter with you since you don't speak?'

(15) bori na mi vriski erghases ke dhen erhete
  it.may.be to not he.finds workmen and not he.comes
  'Maybe he doesn't come if he doesn't find workmen.'

(Mackridge 1987:242)

(11)-(13) contain conjuncts with one subject each. On the scale, this should mean that they denote two equivalent events, like I, but in fact,
the constructions have more of a subordinate meaning; where one event depends on or is part of the other. The causality and consequence meanings of (14) and (15) also seem difficult to fit into the scale.

However, whether the semantics of coordination and subordination are analyzed in terms of scale or not, it is clear that different languages draw the line at different points:

(16)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construct Number</th>
<th>Polish</th>
<th>Zulu</th>
<th>Japanese</th>
<th>Standard English</th>
<th>Written Norwegian</th>
<th>Informal English</th>
<th>Greek</th>
<th>Spoken Norwegian</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>bee</td>
<td>-a</td>
<td>to</td>
<td>and</td>
<td>og</td>
<td>and ke</td>
<td>ke</td>
<td>lo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>(ye)</td>
<td>si</td>
<td>and</td>
<td>og</td>
<td>and ke</td>
<td>ke</td>
<td>lo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>(ye)</td>
<td>si</td>
<td>and</td>
<td>og</td>
<td>and ke</td>
<td>ke</td>
<td>lo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>and</td>
<td>og</td>
<td>and ke</td>
<td>ke</td>
<td>lo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VI</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(and)</td>
<td>ke</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VII</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ke</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIII</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IX</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Endresen 1992b)

The fact that coordination and subordination are both relations between two arguments, is, of course, clear. However, the fact that the relations between the arguments are of different types is also clear, as is commonly recognized. What the table does, is show us that, although empirically, the same semantic relations are categorized differently in different languages. There is, therefore, no construction about which it is possible to claim that it is semantically coordinated or subordinated, and this is reflected in the syntax.

Interestingly, the lack of a clear semantic fence is accompanied by lack of a clear syntactic fence. E.g., one characteristic property of coordination is that the presence of a conjunction and its complement is not required by the first conjunct, as in (17). This contrasts with the conjunction and its complement following verbs that subcategorize for subordinate structures, as in (18).

(17) a. Peter sang and danced
    b. Peter sang

(18) a. Peter prefers to sing
    b. *Peter prefers

Interestingly, the English constructions that can have either *and or *or, i.e., that are both coordinating and subordinating, are also those in which the conjunction plus complement can be dropped, i.e., a characteristic of coordinations:

(19) a. Peter will try and/to sing
    b. Peter will try

(20) a. Can you manage and cycle over there?
    b. Can you manage?

However, the same constructions are subordinating in that they require an infinitival verb-form in the second conjunct (21), as well as in the fact that conjunction and its complement can be moved out of the construction (22):

(21) a. *Peter tried and sang
    b. *Peter managed and cycled over there

(22) a. To sing is what Peter will try
    b. *And sing is what Peter will try
    c. To cycle is what Peter can manage
    d. *And cycle is what Peter can manage
7.2.2. THE ORIGIN OF CONJUNCTIONS

While probably all languages have ways of expressing semantic coordination, the way they do it varies considerably. Some languages have conjunctions, and some have not, some have different ones for different syntactic categories, and some use various kinds of different syntactic structures. In this section, it will be pointed out that many conjunctions have originated as subordinating elements. The fact that this is possible is a supporting factor for the "subordinate" coordinate structure suggested in this book; it makes the transition possible. Many of these languages have had coordination without conjunctions until very recently.

In Sarcee, DPs are usually coordinated asyndetically, as in (23a), but they can also be coordinated by means of a comitative/instrumental postposition ih + ila (23b). In spite of the choice of "conjunction," the latter construction probably is coordination rather than subordination, since the verbal suffix used is -là 'to handle plural objects'. This clearly suggests that the object DP is plural, which it would not have been, had the construction been one of subordination.

(23) a. [dítòo dóó-?ì] iná áání-là
own.father own.mother.DET she.told
'She told her father and mother'

(b) [tcágúá k’iyydjí istlá ka-åhhìlà kàdîlà-là
weasel coat legging shoe-with he.brought.out
'He brought out weasel coats, leggings, and shoes.'

The Ga conjunction kè (in (24), repeated from Chapter 2) originated as a comitative verb. Mithun (1988:340) in fact assumes that the reason for the unbalancedness of coordinated subject noun-phrases, where only the first conjunct determines verb agreement, is a reflection of the fact that the first conjunct alone was a subject of the comitative verb.

(24) mì kè lè tà / *trà
1 sit.SG / sit.PL
'I and he sit.'

In Cayuga an adverb hni‘ meaning 'also' or 'too' is often used as a coordinating conjunction. The difference can be seen in (25a,b); in the first instance, the particle has retained its original meaning; in the latter it has a pure coordinating meaning.

(25) a. A-ye akwè; onèhè’ osahe’ tâ’ ohôn’atâ’ò hni’
it.seems all corn bean potato.guess also
‘Oh, I guess everything, corn, beans, potatoes, and squash.’
(Mithun 1988:341)

b. Ne’ tshô: ne’ onèhè’ sahe’ tâ’ hni’ òk’ñâwèhìwè hne:
‘No, we only planted corn and beans.’
(Mithun 1988:342)

7.2.3. PROBLEM AREAS DEFINED BY SEMANTICISTS

Semanticists have noticed several areas in which simplex sentences differ from coordinated sentences. In each of the cases in (26) below, two simplex component sentences have a different semantic interpretation from the coordinated one.

(26) a. [John and Mary] were carrying four baskets
a’ John was carrying four baskets and Mary was carrying
four baskets
b. The glass is [red and blue]
b’ The glass is red and the glass is blue

c. [John and Mary] are married
c’ John is married and Mary is married
d. The old man left all his money to [Bill and Tom]
d’ The old man left all his money to Bill and he left all his
money to Tom

(Dik 1968:88)

First, this would constitute a problem if the properties of the coordinated sentence were believed to derive from a Boolean operator and. The Boolean operator has at least the two properties commutativity and associativity, which are exemplified in (27a,b), respectively.
Coordination

(27) a. walk and talk = talk and walk
     b. (eat and drink) and be merry = eat and (drink and be merry)
     (Hoeksema 1987)

Natural language coordination cannot be reduced to Boolean coordination, some examples of which will be shown below.

Second, sentences such as (26) are a problem if coordination is assumed to consist of component sentences that are already fully interpreted semantically—as was the case in early generative grammar. If the levels are kept apart, as they have been since Chomsky (1981), so that there is a computational level distinct from the interpretational levels, the apparently unexplainable differences between the simplex and coordinated sentences is no problem.

A. Entailment relations

Hoeksema (1983,1987) shows how coordination in natural language is not always Boolean, as in (28) (in which the conjuncts are proper names), where (28a) does not entail the proposition in (28b), in contrast to the VP coordination in (29), in which there is such entailment. (The examples are taken from Hoeksema 1987.)

(28) a. [Henry and Lynne] drank all my liquor
     b. NOT —> Henry drank all my liquor

(29) a. Henry [ate and drank]
     b. —> Henry ate

B. Singularity and plurality

Coordination of singular terms counts as a plural term, as in (30a), but there are exceptions to this with certain singular quantifiers (e.g. each and every), as seen in (30b):

(30) a. [A man and a woman] were / *was arrested
     b. [Every day and every night] were / was spent in bed
     (Hoeksema 1987)

C. Multiple coordination

A different problem is discussed by Link (1984) and Lønning (1989: §6). Associativity in multiple coordination is not free; e.g., strings of DPs grouped in different ways give different interpretations. This is illustrated in (31).

(31) a. [George and Martha] and [Nick and Honey] hate each other
     b. [George and Martha and Nick] and [Honey] hate each other
     c. [George and Martha and Nick and Honey] hate each other
     d. [George] and [Martha and Nick and Honey] hate each other
     (Link 1984:246)

D. Pair-wise association

Link (1984:246) also mentions conjunction phrases which must be interpreted as ordered pairs:

(32) [George and Martha] are [husband and wife]
     (Link 1984:246)

E. Anaphoric relations

Heim, Lasnik, and May (1991) discuss the multiple ambiguity caused by, on the one hand, the fact that the subject is a CoP, and on the other, the fact that the object is a reciprocal pronoun. Their example is (33), which has at least the readings in (34):

(33) [John and Mary] told each other that they should leave

(34) a. John told Mary that he should leave & Mary told John that she should leave
     b. John told Mary that she should leave & Mary told John that he should leave
     c. John told Mary & Mary told John: we should leave
     (Heim, Lasnik, and May 1991:63-4)

I shall not attempt to give an analysis of these or other semantic issues here. They have been treated by, among others, Hoeksema (1983), Partee
Coordination and Rooth (1983), Link (1984), Hoeksema (1987), Lønning (1989), Heim, Lasnik, and May (1991), Lang (1991), and Lasersohn (1995), to which the reader is referred. However, it is important that there is a place for the semantic analysis, i.e., that the theory of coordination and the syntactic structures can provide an analysis in principle.

A crucial characteristic in the theory is that coordinate-alpha works on structures which are not yet interpreted semantically. Coordinate-alpha works, as explained in Chapter 5, in the syntactic component ("the computational system," Chomsky 1992:4), in which the structures are nothing more than formal, non-interpreted units. They do not get an interpretation until the interface levels LF and PR. This means that the theory avoids paradoxical situations in which the component sentences have one interpretation that is later altered as a result of them partaking in a coordinated structure. Let us first assume that the conjunction and has the lexical entry below.

\[(\text{35}) \text{ and. Conjunction, arg}1, \text{ arg}2.\]

\[
\text{Semantically conjunctive:} \\
[X_{-[N]} \text{ and } Y_{-[N]}]: [X_{-[N]} \land Y_{-[N]}] \\
[X_{-[N]} \text{ and } Y_{+[N]}]: [X_{-[N]} \land Y_{+[N]}] \\
[X_{-[N]} \text{ and } Y_{-[N], \text{sg.quantifier}}]: [X_{-[N]} \land Y_{-[N], \text{sg.quantifier}}] \\
[X_{-[N]} \text{ and } Y_{+[N], \text{sg.quantifier}}]: [X_{+[N]} \land Y_{+[N]}]
\]

In relation to problem A, entailment, there is nothing in the lexical entry which gives a clue to why there should be the seeming asymmetry exemplified in (26)-(27). However, the entry does say that all ordinary \([+N]\) categories that are coordinated form a semantically plural category. Taking this at face value, it means that there is in principle no difference between a CoPf+D and a plural DP. The lack of entailment in (28) above therefore parallels that of (36). The task for semantics then is to describe the entailment differences between singular and plural subjects in general, not only coordinated ones.

\[(\text{36}) \text{ a. My children drank all my liquor} \]

\[\rightarrow \text{b. NOT } \rightarrow \text{ My daughter drank all my liquor}\]

Similarly, a verb that involves more than one action (the "equivalent" of a simplex plural DP) entails each of the actions, just as an overtly coordinated VP does. (37a) entails (37b), in the same way as (29a) above entails (29b). The task for semantics must then be to describe the entailment relations between actions in general, not overtly coordinated ones in particular.

\[(\text{37}) \text{ a. Henry walked} \]

\[\rightarrow \text{b. } \rightarrow \text{ Henry moved his left leg} \]

The singularity/plurality distinction in B is accounted for by the lexical entry of the conjunction. Singular quantifiers have an intrinsic singular value, which is inherited by the CoP. The task for semantics is to study the properties of the quantifier, not of CoP. The fact that singular quantifiers have a real semantic singularity which they let be inherited by CoP is supported by entailment relations. We have seen that all coordinated DPs are treated like semantically plural entities when it comes to entailment relations. Singularly quantified DPs do not fall under this generalization; the CoP keeps the singularity inherited by its conjuncts.

\[(\text{38}) \text{ a. Every man and every woman solved the crossword puzzle} \]

\[\rightarrow \text{b. Every man solved the crossword puzzle} \]

(Hoeksema 1987)

In relation to problem C, multiple coordination, the present theory allows for different associativity by a purely syntactic device only when the CoP is a left-hand group—as in (39a). It does not distinguish explicitly between CoPs that are right-hand grouped (in right-branching languages, and vice versa for left-branching languages), and those where the conjuncts are simply listed—when the conjunction is overtly expressed for each CoP. I.e., while the theory makes a distinction between (39a) and (39b), it does not structurally distinguish between (39b) and (39c).

\[(\text{39}) \text{ a. } [[\text{A and B}] \text{ and C and D and E}] \]

\[\rightarrow \text{b. } [[\text{A and B} \text{ and C and D and E}] \]

\[\rightarrow \text{c. } [[\text{A and B} \text{ and C and D and E}]] \]

However, explicit grouping can be made by the introduction of a Group projection. Multiple coordination is discussed in more detail in Section 4.6. Notice also that there are structural differences that reflect the
semantics: while there is in general the possibility of deleting all but the last conjunctions in a multiple coordination structure, it is only possible as long as the next CoP is not a semantic group. Therefore, while it is possible to delete all the conjunctions but the last one in (39b), it is not possible to delete the one before the CoP group in (39c).

The paired reading between the CoPs in problem D is probably not easy to account for in a purely semantic analysis. However, the syntactic analysis makes the basis for such a reading available. The basic asymmetry of the conjuncts in CoP ensures the possibility of interpreting two CoPs parallelly. I.e., the members of the first CoP can be defined as having the same relationship with each other as the members of the second CoP, relationships which can then be used in semantics/pragmatics: pair the specifier of one CoP with the specifier of the other CoP and do the same with the complements.

The various interpretations in problem E also can be accounted for with the syntactic structures provided by the theory presented here. The CoP[DP] is basically the same as a plural DP. A reciprocal pronoun needs a plural DP as its antecedent. The reason it can force different readings onto the CoP[DP], is that it can pick out individual members from its antecedent. The members that are present in the CoP, i.e., the conjuncts, are of course available. An ordinary plural DP would also be available for picking out members to which the reciprocal could refer, though obviously with fewer ambiguities.

Also, it should be noted that the distinction between syntactic strings and operations on these ("the computational system") on the one hand and different interpretational interfaces on the other (which is basically the conception of grammar since Chomsky 1981) is essential in order to avoid many problems having been put forward prior to the time that this distinction was introduced.

7.2.4. SUMMARY

The conjunction phrase suggested in this book shows that the conjuncts do not have equal status; only one is a complement of the conjunction (although both conjuncts are arguments). This makes coordinated structures more like subordinated structures. In this section, we have seen that there are several phenomena that support the similarity in structure between coordination and subordination. One factor is the variation between languages with respect to where the distinction between coordination and subordination is drawn. Another factor is that coordinating conjunctions often have started out as subordinating conjunctions. We have looked at various problems suggested for coordination in the literature, and concluded that most of them are not a problem in the present theory, because of the separation between the computational and the interpretational levels.

7.3. Thematic properties

We have seen that there is no explicit constraint against which categories can be coordinated with which. Any two categories are in principle conjoinable; only very general principles such as X-bar theory can prevent a CoP from being grammatical in a certain context. There is reason to think that there are constraints belonging to the thematic dimension. We shall see that two conjuncts must not be different with respect to thematic roles or features.

The section is organized in the following way. Section 7.3.1 contains a general outline of the relationship between the lexicon, thematic roles, and syntactic categories. Section 7.3.2 shows how, in general, conjuncts of the same CoP cannot be interpreted as having different thematic roles, but it also presents some cases where the conjuncts are best analyzed as being different in this respect. In Section 7.3.3, we shall see that employing Grimshaw’s (1990) theory, which distinguishes between two types of dimensions—a thematic and an aspectual one, does not provide a solution to the problem. A solution using Dowty’s (1991) thematic features is more promising. A summary is given in Section 7.3.4.

7.3.1. THEMATIC ROLES AND THE LEXICON

We have seen how sentences with UC constructions like (40) can be accounted for by appealing to two parts of the theory: the structure of CoP, and the fact that any two categories can be coordinated if the material outside CoP can be merged.

(40) Mary thought about [the mouse and that she wanted to buy an elephant]

However, we have not yet seen how it is that the that-clause is situated
as the complement of a preposition in the component sentence. This will become clear now that we shall look at the way the lexicon is organized, and get an idea of how lexical elements are projected to the syntax.

The structure of the lexicon has been given a lot of discussion in recent years. Here, I take it that specification of argument structure is given in terms of thematic roles rather than specific syntactic categories. Following Grimshaw (1981), Pesetsky (1982), Chomsky (1986b: 86-92), and Rothstein (1992a), I assume that a certain category \( s \)-selects the thematic roles of its arguments. Each thematic role has a canonical structural representation (CSR) which indicates which syntactic categories realize it. Take as an example \textit{about}:

\begin{equation}
(41) \text{about, preposition } \{\text{Theme, Proposition}\}
\end{equation}

We can further suppose that the CSRs for Theme and Proposition are as below:

\begin{equation}
(42) \text{Theme: } \text{DP} \\
\text{Proposition: } \text{CP[that]} \\
\text{CP[wh]} \\
\text{VP[SC]} \\
\text{DP["with cognate noun"]}
\end{equation}

With this kind of general information we can get the following sentences (including the unacceptable (43b)).

\begin{equation}
(43) \text{a. Mary thought about the mouse} \\
\text{b. *Mary thought about that she wanted to buy an elephant} \\
\text{c. Mary thought about what she wanted to buy} \\
\text{d. Mary thought about the mouse eating} \\
\text{e. Mary thought about the fact/point/idea/question that the mouse was eating a lot}
\end{equation}

The idea of the lexicon subcategorizing for thematic roles rather than syntactic categories makes it more general than it would otherwise have been. In addition, it makes it possible to account more intuitively for the fact that some categories are obviously subcategorized for and yet do not show up in simplex contexts. An example is the difference between (40) and (43b).

7.3.2. THEMATIC PROBLEMS

In the previous chapters, we have seen that any two syntactic categories, whether the same or different, can be coordinated if only the rest of the structure is unifiable, i.e., like in some sense.

However, it has been known for a long time that there are constraints on the acceptability of some of these structures. E.g., Chomsky (1965), Fillmore (1968), Schachter (1977), Sag et al. (1985), Gazdar et al. (1985), and Goodall (1987) all have stressed that it is important that the conjuncts must have some thematic or semantic properties in common, whether it is deep case, semantic features, archecategories, semantic function, or something else. In the following sections we shall see some examples that support this general point, but also some counter-examples, which should be accounted for.

7.3.2.1. Conjunctions with unacceptable different thematic roles

In this section, we shall see some examples which seem to show that it is impossible for conjuncts to have different thematic roles. Thematic roles have been discussed by a variety of linguists, and different roles have been suggested by most. Some of the more influential ones are Gruber (1976), Williams (1981b), Marantz (1984), Andrews (1985), di Sciullo and Williams (1987), as well as Rappaport and Levin (1988), Zubizarreta (1987), and Grimshaw (1990). Most of the thematic roles to be used in the examples in this section are quite uncontroversial, I believe, at least as far as the typical argument roles like Agent, Theme, Source, and maybe Instrument, are concerned. I have included roles for non-arguments, i.e., adjuncts, some of which may be less common, the point of which is simply to label all kinds of participants in the sentence. These are Instrument, Manner, Comitative, Time, Direction.

Some examples of unacceptable coordination are given in (44). Notice that, apart from (44b), all conjuncts belonging to the same CoP have the same syntactic category features. Most of them also sit in the same syntactic position. The intuitive thematic role labels given for each structure suggest that there must indeed be some kind of thematic principle constraining such structures.
(44) a. *[John and the hammer] broke the window  
   (Agent & Instrument)  (Fillmore 1968)

b. *John ate [quickly and a grilled sandwich]  
   (Manner & Theme)  (Schachter 1977:87)

c. *John [probably and unwillingly] went to bed  
   (Attitude & Manner)  (Schachter 1977:89)

d. *John ate [with his mother and with good appetite]  
   (Comitative & Manner)  (Schachter 1977:89)

e. *[June 6 and 7 and the theatre group] repeated the show for orphans from the Barclay Home and patients at Dover Hospital  
   (Time & Agent)  (Adapted from Rohdenburgh 1974)

f. *[Water and Peter] filled the tank  
   (Theme & Agent)  (Adapted from Dowty 1991)

g. *Carol ran [to the stadium and at five o’clock]  
   (Direction & Time)

h. *Jane walked [slowly and there]  
   (Manner & Direction)

I. *[The baker and the bread] baked  
   (Agent & Theme)

j. *The man and the ski competition] started at six  
   (Agent & Theme)

The fully acceptable examples in (45) contrast with the ones above, not only in that the conjuncts have different syntactic categories, but also in that they seem to have the same thematic roles.

(45) a. Mrs. Samson plays [beautifully and with great empathy]  
   (AdvP & PP)

b. They have resided [in the palace and everywhere else too]  
   (PP & AdvP)

c. Peter visits his friend [every second week and on Christmas Eve]  
   (DP & PP)

The Norwegian examples in (46) show the same kind of unacceptability as the English ones in (44).

(46) a. *Jeg luktet [gass og parfyme]  
   Theme & Source
   'I smelt gas and of perfume.'

b. *Kyllingen smaker [fisk og øl]  
   Source & Theme
   'The chicken tastes (of) fish and beer.'

The problem is not that the accompanying subject must alternate between two different roles, since a CoP subject with different roles would solve that problem, but the result is still unacceptable:

(47) a. Jeg luktet [gass og røyk]  
   Theme & Theme
   'I smelt gas and smoke.'

b. Jeg luktet [hårspray og parfyme]  
   Source & Source
   'I smelt (of) hair spray and (of) perfume.'

The Norwegian examples are composed of syntactically simplex, and perfectly acceptable, sentences. The ones for (47a) are illustrated below.

(48) a. Jeg luktet gas  
   (Experiencer, Theme)
   'I smelt gas.'

b. Jeg luktet parfyme (Theme, Source)  
   'I smelt perfume.'
(49) a. *[Marit og jeg] luktet [gass og parfyme]  
  (Experiencer & Theme, Theme & Source)  
  'Marit and I smell gas and (of) perfume.'  

b. *[Høna og kyllingen] smaker [fisk og øl]  
  (Experiencer & Theme, Source & Theme)  
  'The hen and the chicken taste (of) fish and beer.'

On the basis of the examples, we can conclude so far that the grammar has a principle such as (50), which constrains possible interpretations of coordinations.

(50) Thematic coordination principle: Conjuncts of the same CoP must not have different thematic roles.

7.3.2.2. Conjuncts with acceptable different thematic roles
There seems to be a complication with respect to the previous generalization. The examples in (51) show that it is not only like thematic roles that can be coordinated; also unlike roles can be conjuncts in the same CoP, such as Agent and Causer:

(51) a. [The evil man and the thunder] frightened the child  
  (Agent & Causer)  

b. [Guy (who rubbed her with a towel) and the sun] dried her quickly  
  (Agent & Causer)  

c. I was saved by [good luck and my strong friend]  
  (Causer & Agent)

With Andrews (1985:70), I use the role Causer as distinct from Agent. The reason for distinguishing the two roles is that they lead to different syntactic possibilities. Consider the facts in (52)-(55) noticed by Lødrup (1989:207).

(52) a. The sun burnt me  
  (Causer)  

b. The man burnt the evidence  
  (Agent)

(53) a. A burning sun  

b. *A burning man

(54) a. The rain damaged the ice sculptures  
  (Causer)  

b. The man (with the hammer) damaged the ice sculptures  
  (Agent)

(55) a. The damaging rain  

b. *The damaging man

The examples show how present participles cannot be interpreted as agentive: a verb with an Agent subject cannot be paraphrased by a present participle modifying an Agent noun. Consider, e.g., the difference between the subject-roles in (52)-(54). Only the Causer-role leads to an acceptable construction with the verb being a present participle modifying the original subject.

Other different roles can also be coordinated. (56) shows a CoP with Theme and Proposition conjuncts. (I use the role Proposition, with Chomsky (1986b), as distinct from Theme, to account for the fact that verbs like push, kiss do not take a propositional object.)

(56) a. Fido thought about [the bone and that he wanted to eat it]  
  (Theme & Proposition)

b. [The death of his wife and that he is in prison now] worry me  
  (Proposition & Theme)

Now that we see that different (although intuitively also similar in some sense) roles can be coordinated, we seem to have to leave the simple Thematic coordination principle and look for a slightly more complex generalization.

7.3.3. GRIMSHAW’S ARGUMENT STRUCTURE
Let us see if Grimshaw’s (1990) theory can help us. Her theory is based on a binary prominence hierarchy along an aspectual dimension in
addition to the thematic one. This enrichment may be what we need. We shall look at each dimension in turn.

7.3.3.1. The thematic dimension

Grimshaw (1990:2.6), referring to work by Zubizaretta, Rappaport and Levin, argues for a theory where it is not the roles themselves that are important, but their place in a thematic hierarchy. A lexical entry consists of a list of arguments, with no thematic information; the thematic roles can be deduced from the lexical meaning of the head (via its lexical semantic structure). The labeling of roles does not, in fact, play a role at any stage, rather it is their place in the thematic role hierarchy which is important. The hierarchical ordering of thematic roles is one part of what she calls argument structure, the other part being the aspectual structure which divides an event into parts. (We shall return to the aspectual structure later.) Her hierarchy is presented in (57). I have extended it to the one in (58), for reasons that will become clear below.

(57) Agent -> Experiencer -> Goal / Source / Location —> Theme

(Grimshaw 1990:8)

(58) Agent -> Causer —> Experiencer —> Goal / Source / Instrument / Benefactive / Malefactive / Location —> Theme

Let us see how part of the lexical entries for some of our verbs would look. I include adjuncts as well as strictly subcategorized-for arguments in order to show how thematic roles constrain coordination in general. This is not a departure from Grimshaw, given that she assumes thematic roles to be predicted from the lexical meaning of the head: just as the thematic roles of arguments are predicted by the heads, so are the roles of adjuncts. (I do not claim, by doing it in this way, that there is no difference between adjuncts and arguments in other respects.) Following Grimshaw, the order of arguments in the lexical entry reflects the ordering of roles in the hierarchy.

(59) a. break (Agent (Instrument (Theme)))
   b. bake (Agent (Theme))

(60) a. save (Agent (Theme))
   (Causer (Theme))

b. worry (Experiencer (Theme))
   (Experiencer (Proposition))

There is a clear difference between (59) and (60) in that all the roles of a verb in (59) can co-occur in an uncoordinated structure, as in (61) below, in contrast to those in (60). (The asterisks in the examples in (62) below are for the given interpretation. Of course, there might readily be a different interpretation for the PP, such as, e.g., Instrument.)

(61) a. John broke the window with the hammer
      (Agent, Theme, Instrument)

b. The baker baked bread
      (Agent, Theme)

(62) a. *My friend saved me by/of/with/in/etc. good luck
      (Agent, Theme, Causer)

b. *That he is in prison by/for/from/etc. her death worries me
      (Proposition, Theme, Experiencer)

I have represented roles that cannot co-occur, except when coordinated, under each other in the lexical entry. It is a notational choice, to make it clear that the roles do not co-occur in the same type of event.

The semantics of the verb break makes it possible (among other things) that an agentive event happens with the help of an instrument. Instrument is, therefore, a possible role for the agentive event. However, it is not possible for the causative event to have an additional instrument participant. As long as the description of the event is neutral with respect to the Instrument part, it is actually possible to coordinate the two different roles, as in (63). However, when the description of the event includes Instrument, which is not compatible with Causer (probably because the Causer is in itself the instrument for the event), coordination is no longer allowed:

(63) a. John and the storm broke the window

b. *John and the storm broke the window with the hammer and its heavy hail.
The fact that there is actually a difference between Instrument and Comitative in (63b) can be seen in the two PPs in (65); the position of the PP in (65a) is crucial for the interpretation of the PP as being Instrument rather than Comitative.

(65) a. The boy broke the window with the hammer (Instrument)

b. The boy with the hammer broke the window (Comitative?)

We are now in a position to state the thematic constraints in a way compatible with Grimshaw's thematic prominence hierarchy:

(66) Hierarchical Coordination Principle: Conjunctions of the same CoP must not have thematic roles of different thematic prominence.

(67) Thematic Prominence

Two constituents have the same thematic prominence iff

a. their coarguments have the same thematic roles, and

b. they sit in the same position relative to their coarguments

Now, however, we get a complication with the Norwegian lukte 'smell', smake 'taste' and similar verbs. We have seen that the two possible argument-structures (given in (68)) are realized in the same way.

(68) lukte (Experiencer (Theme))

(State/change of event)

Source (Theme)

According to the new principle, we should now be able to coordinate Experiencer and Source, since they sit in the same position in the lexical entry, but that would yield the wrong result:

(69) * [Marit og parfymen] lukket [gass og meg]

(Experiencer & Source, Theme & Theme)

'Marit and the perfume smelt gas and me.'

We might look for a solution in Grimshaw's aspectual dimension. She assumes, as mentioned above, that in addition to the thematic dimension there is an aspectual dimension. It originates in an analysis of events in terms of accomplishment and resulting state. Aspectual prominence is linked to the first subpart of any event, where the initiating process is. Let us try this solution here: We assume that the roles in (46), which have the same thematic prominence, have different aspectual prominence, as illustrated below:

(70) Event

- Act

- Experiencer (Theme)

- State/change of event

- Source (Theme)

In an event-structure of the event of somebody smelling something, the smeller is in the first sub-event—experiencing the smell of the second part of the event. On the other hand, somebody or something having a certain smell—i.e., being the source of the smell—as in the bottom line of the figure above, clearly involves a state, so that both participants are involved in the second part of the event. Different place in event-structure is difference in prominence, and we therefore extend the Thematic Prominence principle above into the Relative Prominence principle:

(71) Relative Prominence

Two constituents have the same relative prominence iff

a. their coarguments have the same thematic roles, and

b. they sit in the same position relative to their coarguments, and

c. they and their coarguments have the same aspectual prominence
We might then have concluded that the reason that the sentences in (46) are not possible, is that the two members that have equal thematic prominence in each CoP have different aspectual prominence, thereby violating the suggested Hierarchical Coordination Principle.

7.3.3.3. Problems with the aspectual dimension

However, we cannot just adopt the aspectual dimension for this one reason. We would also have to adopt the rest of the aspectual theory. Central in Grimshaw’s discussion is the verb _frighten_. Since the Causer role is not included in her theory, the role which is given to the subject of _frighten_-verbs, is Theme. However, if the Causer role is not distinguished from the Theme role, the principle in (66) would not be able to give us the perfectly acceptable (73), since the entry (72) could not give rise to a coordination of thematic roles with different thematic prominence.

(72) _frighten_ (Experiencer (Theme))
    (Agent (Experiencer))

(73) [The evil man and the thunder] frightened the child
    (Agent & Theme)

In order for the correct (73) to be generated, it is important to distinguish Causer from Theme: the Causer role would occur with the same prominence as the Agent in the hierarchy, and the result would be fine:

(74) _frighten_ (Causer (Experiencer))
    (Agent (Experiencer))

(75) [The evil man and the thunder] frightened the child
    (Agent & Causer)

In Grimshaw’s analysis the _aspectual_ dimension instead has a value Cause. The idea is defended by the fact that in event-terms, a Cause is the very first part of any activity or event. In order to maintain the thematic coordination principle, however, we would have to see the aspectual dimension as stronger than the thematic dimension, for it to work on the _frighten_-coordination above. In other words, the aspectual Cause would have to somehow override the thematic Theme.

However, there is nothing in the theory to suggest such difference in power between the two dimensions. On the contrary, the two dimensions are equally strong. Consider, e.g., one of the major arguments for the two-tiered analysis; that argument-head compounding is sensitive to both dimensions independently.

Grimshaw (1990:15) explains (76) and (77a,c) by _thematic_ prominence: the least prominent participant must be inside the compound—closest to the head:

(76) a. Man fears god
    (Experiencer, Theme)

    b. A god-fearing man
    (Theme-head)

    c. *A man-fearing god
    (Experiencer-head)

However, the _aspectual_ dimension plays a part, too, in order to explain why (77b) is not possible (1990:25), in spite of it having (in her analysis) the least prominent member as part of the compound.

(77) a. God frightens man
    (Theme (for Grimshaw), Experiencer)

    b. *A god-frightening man
    (Theme-head)

    c. *A man-frightening god
    (Experiencer-head)

It is here that Cause from the aspectual dimension enters the picture. Since _god_, the least prominent member in the thematic dimension, is Cause, it is the most prominent member in the aspectual dimension. This conflict makes it impossible for any of the two members to join in the compound. We see, then, that both dimensions are equally important.

Grimshaw’s analysis of compounds looks convincing, but it turns out to yield some unanswered questions. What are the thematic roles in the examples below? On the basis of the roles she gives _frighten_, we can assume that they are as indicated:

(78) a. The rain destroyed the crop
    (Theme (for Grimshaw), Malefactive)

    b. Crop-destroying rain
    (Malefactive-head)

    c. *Rain-destroying crop
    (Theme-head)
Coordination

(79) a. The soap irritated the skin (Theme (for Grim.), Malefactive)
   b. Skin-irritating soap (Malefactive-head)
   c. *Soap-irritating skin (Theme-head)

In (78c) and (79c), predictably, the Theme subject (least prominent thematically) is also Cause (most prominent aspectually), and these participants can therefore not enter a compound with the participle. However, in (78b) and (79b), it is actually fine to compound the thematically most (presumably) prominent participant with the head. It seems, therefore, that the two-tiered prominence hierarchy cannot account for compounds, generally.

Since the prominence hierarchy cannot account for compounds generally, and not for the impossible coordination examples in (46), there seems little point in keeping Cause in a different dimension from the other roles. In the thematic hierarchy Causer would be next to Agent, and is thus of very high prominence. This would predict the unexplained compounds in (78)-(79) above with Grimshaw’s own generalizations: Malefactive is less prominent than Causer, and therefore participates in the compounds.

We could then retain the thematic version of the hierarchical coordination principle (66). We still have one problem that remains, however, and that is the case of lukte. The two argument structures of lukte have Experiencer and Source as their most prominent roles, respectively. They should therefore be able to be coordinated, but they are not (see above).

It seems clear that generalizations that are grounded in thematic properties do constrain possible coordinations. It seems, further, that thematic roles as categories are too coarse. Either there must be many more distinct roles, or the roles are themselves not primitives, but can be analyzed into smaller elements. The last possibility is explored by Dowty (1991), who analyzes thematic roles in terms of features. It is plausible that, rather than absolute identity of conjoinable thematic roles, what is needed is thematic features from the same role-type. Let us first look at Dowty’s features:

(80) Agent features:
- Volition alone 
  (John is being polite to Bill)
- Sentience/perception alone 
  (John knows the statement)
- Causation alone 
  (His loneliness causes his unhappiness)
- Movement alone 
  (The rolling tumbleweed passed the rock)
- Independent existence 
  (John needs a new car)

Patient features:
- Change of state 
  (John made a mistake)
- Incremental theme 
  (John filled the glass with water)
- Causally affected 
  (Smoking causes cancer)
- Stationary relative to another participant 
  (The bullet entered the target)
- Existence not independent of event 
  (John built a house) (Dowty 1991:572-3)

Applying the features to the acceptable examples with different thematic roles above (repeated in (81)-(82)), we find that a thematic generalization can be made.

(81) a. [The evil man and the thunder] frightened the child (Agent & Causer)
   b. [Guy (who rubbed her with a towel) and the sun] dried her quickly (Agent & Causer)
   c. I was saved by [good luck and my strong friend] (Causer & Agent)

(82) a. Fido thought about [the bone and that he wanted to eat it] (Theme & Proposition)
   b. [The death of his wife and that he is in prison now] worry me (Proposition & Theme)

The examples of Agent and Causer roles in (81) can be described in terms of Dowty’s Agent features (volition, causation), while those of
Theme and Proposition cannot. It seems, therefore, that a thematic principle could be formulated along the lines of (83).

(83) **Thematic Feature Coordination principle:** For two conjuncts A and B of the same CoP, if A has thematic features from a thematic type T, then B has also got features from the same type.

If we now consider the unacceptable coordination with examples like *lukte* (repeated below), we find that, here too, Dowty’s features are helpful.

(84) *Jeg luktet [gass og parfyme] I smelt gas and perfume ‘I smelt gas and (of) perfume.’

Neither element of what has been given Theme and Source roles is typical of Dowty’s feature types. The Theme role can be described by the feature (stationary), but the Source type does not seem to fit in. The coordination is therefore not valid according to the principle in (83).

It is not possible to pursue the topic further in this book, but it seems clear that coordination is constrained by thematic properties of some sort, possibly of the feature type proposed in Dowty (1991). However, since Dowty’s features do not cover the roles of adverbials. There is thus more to be worked out here.

7.3.4. **SUMMARY**

In this section, we have first looked at the relationship between the lexicon, thematic roles and syntactic categories. We have then considered coordination of categories having different thematic roles, and concluded that this is not acceptable in principle. However, we have seen some examples where different thematic roles could actually be interpreted in conjuncts of the same CoP. In order to account for them within the present framework, we have considered and rejected the theory of Grimshaw (1990), while we still keep the door open for the idea that the relevant generalizations can be found in a theory of thematic features, such as that of Dowty (1991), rather than roles.

7.4. **Summary**

We have looked at the semantic and thematic properties of conjunction phrases. We have seen that there are several phenomena that support the similarity in structure between coordination and subordination. One factor is cross-linguistic—there is variation between languages with respect to where the distinction between coordination and subordination is drawn. Another factor is the origin of conjunction—they have often have started out as subjunctions. We have further looked at various problems suggested for coordination in the literature, and concluded that most of them are not a problem in the present theory.

We have then considered coordination of categories having different thematic roles, and concluded that thematic properties are important in constraining coordination, although it is not clear what kind of properties or how it happens.

**Notes**

1. The characterizations as they are presented here must be understood as approximate descriptions, since first, they are my own translations from Norwegian, and second, the terminology is partly invented by Endresen to fit the framework of Cognitive Grammar, and partly adapted from work by linguists such as George Lakoff and Ronald W. Langacker.

2. The generalization does have its limits; in German, it is possible to have (i), but the coordinating conjunction und ‘and’ can never be used instead of zu ‘to’.

(i) Ich versuche
   I try

(ii) Ich versuche dir zu helfen
   I try you to help
   ‘I try to help you.’

(iii) *Ich versuche dir und helfen
     I try you and help
     ‘I try and help you.’

3. The third characteristic of Boolean coordination is the fact that the CoP is true only if both its conjuncts are true. An interesting puzzle (from Smullyan 1978: puzzle 33) comes out of this strict requirement, which has to do with the relationship between the the truth-values of the conjuncts and the requirements for use:

On the island of knights and knaves, all the inhabitants are divided into two groups; knights, who always tell the truth, and knaves, who always lie. What are A and B if A says: ‘I am a knave, but B isn’t’? The answer, of course, is that A is a knave. (Had the statement been uttered by a knight,
then both the conjuncts would have had to be true. The first couldn't be true, however, in the case that A were a knight.)

The interesting point for the present purpose is that the two conjuncts could not have been uttered separately by A, although they could be uttered jointly as a coordination by the same person. Uttered separately, the first statement, 'I am a knave', would have been true, which would have been a violation of a knave's personality. Although the problem follows from rules for truth-conditional logic, these rules coincide with those for natural language, and is therefore relevant in the current discussion. The situation is summarized below.

(i) Impossible for a knave:
   a. I am a knave (true)
   b. B isn’t (false)

(ii) Possible for a knave:
     I am a knave, but B isn’t (false)

4. The lexical entries for the other conjunctions in English or Norwegian could be the following ones:

   (i) or/eller. Conjunction, arg1, arg2.
      Semantically disjunctive:
      \([X \text{ or } Y]: [X \lor Y]\)
      Semantically uniting:
      \([X \text{ or } Y]: [X \land Y]\)

   In questions with a rising intonation, the Norwegian disjunctive conjunction loses its disjunctive power, and the question turns into a yes/no question:

   (ii) Vil du ha kaffe eller té? Kaffe, takk.
       will you have coffee or tea? Coffee, please.

   (iii) Vil du ha kaffe eller té? Ja, takk.
       will you have coffee or tea? Yes, please.

   but/men: Conjunction, arg1, arg2.
   Semantically adversative:
   \([X \text{ but } Y]: [X \land \neg Y]\)

   for/for. Conjunction, arg1, arg2.
   Semantically causative:
   \([X \text{ for } Y]: [Y \rightarrow X]\)

5. Many words have the semantic characteristic of being able to pick out members of a set. Besides respectively, alternatingly is such a word, and (i) shows that members can be picked out even pair-wise from an ordinary, not coordinated, plural NP. (More is said about respectively in Chapter 5.)

   (i) ... jeg nyter sommeren og sitter ved guruene føtter, vekselvis.
     I enjoy the-summer and sit by the-gurus' feet, alternatingly

6. The hierarchies differ from others in certain respects. E.g., in Bresnan and Kanerva (1989:23), the suggested hierarchy has Location following Theme, and Benefactive preceding Instrument. These differences, however, are not relevant for any of the discussions here. The main discussions will depend on the more uncontroversial order of Agent, Experiencer, Malefactive, and Source all preceding Theme.

7. It deserves to be mentioned that Dowty's features are actually proto-features, that may have different weight. I shall not go into this problem complex here.
Conclusion

In this book, I have presented a theory of coordination that is based on two independent components: an X-bar theoretic conjunction phrase (CoP) and a generalized transformation (coordinate-alpha). In addition to accounting for more well-known kinds of coordination, these two components together also cater for two very interesting types—unbalanced and extraordinary balanced coordination (UC and EBC).

UC can be schematically represented as \([X&Y] \text{ vs. } *[Y&X]\), i.e., the order of the conjuncts is essential for the acceptability of the whole construction. An illustrative example is the widely known phenomenon in English in which the second conjunct of an object CoP will not have accusative case:

\[ \text{Mary told it to him and I.} \]

EBC would be \(\left[ \chi_\phi \& \gamma_\phi \right]/\zeta\) or \(\left[ \gamma_\phi \& \chi_\phi \right]/\zeta\), vs. \(*\chi_\phi/\zeta\) or \(*\gamma_\phi/\zeta\) — in other words, a situation in which a CoP occurs in a position in which a simplex phrase cannot occur. Again English can illustrate this, in the commonly used accusative pronouns in CoP subjects: \(\text{Him and me went to the cinema yesterday.}\)

Both phenomena are more common in the languages of the world than has possibly been previously acknowledged: I have found 32 languages (from closely related to unrelated) in which UC occurs regularly. The direction of the unbalancedness correlates with the general direction of head-complement: out of 12 OV languages, 11 have the deviant UC conjunct in the first position; out of 14 VO languages, all have the deviant UC conjunct in the second position. Six languages have a word order which is mixed or unclear, and cannot be made subject to these generalizations. The deviant conjunct of UC constructions often has features which seem to be unmarked. Similarly, both conjuncts of EBC constructions seem to have the default or unmarked form. These facts show that UC and EBC follow the same regular patterns.

The CoP is very well suited to account for the above facts: the conjuncts naturally sit in different positions, and interact in different ways with the rest of the clause. The specifier conjunct agrees by spec-head agreement with the conjunction (the head). This way, it can give features to the top CoP (such as agreement features) or receive features from CoP (such as case). The complement conjunct has no direct link to the outside, which is the reason for its unmarked nature. In EBC constructions, neither conjunct has direct links with the outside; the specifier conjunct still agrees with the conjunction, but the CoP is not able to neither give nor receive features to the rest of the clause. This happens in speakers or languages that are "CoP sensitive."

The transformation coordinate-alpha is able to coordinate anything. It is not in any way constrained. It can attach the positions of CoP to any category in a CP structure. The result is constrained by X-bar theory, and by thematic properties. Non-constituent coordination is assumed to be repeated binary CoP coordination. Particles such as both or neither are often called "discontinuous conjunctions" or "initial conjunctions" in the literature. In this book they are cross-linguistically argued to be adverbs on the basis of facts relating to word order, and phonological and semantic facts.

It has been generally accepted in the literature that the CSC-ATB constraint counts almost without exception. I have shown that it is actually possible to extract parts of conjuncts, while it is not possible to extract whole conjuncts. The constraint on both is semantic; extraction, i.e. when something from a CoP gets scope over that CoP, triggers a predicate to operate between the conjuncts. This is not always possible; in general, it is always impossible when a whole conjunct is extracted, since a relationship between one thing with nothing is impossible. If a semantic context can be found which makes likely a relationship between the conjuncts, then extraction out of either is fine.
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abessive 44
absolute 20, 95, 120, 121, 136
accusative 120, 121-2, 123, 136
Across the Board Principle see CSC/ATB
adjacency factors 8
adjuncts, thematic 253
adpositions 43-6
adverbs 244-5, 271
initial conjunctions as 154—62, 168, 170, 271
affixes 43-6, 98
Afrikaans 27-8, 56, 57
Agent 254, 256-7, 258, 259, 262, 265-6
agreement 46-7, 76-8, 96, 97, 99, 180
alternatingly 200, 269
Amharic 34-5, 55
anaphor 63, 247, 250
and 245-6
lexical entry 120-1, 123, 124, 126, 140, 141, 153, 248
answers, simple 121-2
aorist imperative, Greek 35
aposition 86, 89-90
Arabic:
agreement 19, 31, 67
Classical 31
DP or clausal coordination 180
UC in Palestinian 31-2, 56, 119
aspect 2, 49, 129-30, 146, 261-6
assigning-type coordination 8-9
see also under EBC; UC
asyndetic coordination 84
avoidance strategies 25, 39
balanced coordination 119, 139^0
see also EBC; OBC
Bantu languages 25
Bare Phrase Structure approach 112
barrier approach 114—15
behindance 166, 167
Benefactive 258
bilingualism 88
binary branching 144, 148
binary coordination 6, 8
multiple coordination analyzed as 143-5, 154
Boolean operator and 245-6
both 91, 149, 151-2, 154-62, 167, 182-3, 207-8, 271
Breton 42
Burushaski 9-10, 27, 55, 117, 120
BWD see Deletion (Backward)
Canonical Structural Representation 252
case:
assignment 38-9, 113-27, 136, 138, 153, 169
checking, in deletion 187
Chomsky’s theory 120, 123
conjunctions and 119-23, 136, 138, 153, 154, 169
lack of 121, 139, 143
multiple coordination 147, 153, 154
in OBC 139^0
in UC 9-20, 21-5, 38-9, 113-27
unmarked 121, 136-8, 270
see also default case and individual cases
categorial grammar (CG) 209-11
category-specific assignment see EBC
CATE suffixes, Estonian 16, 44-5, 146
causality, Modern Greek 241, 242
Causer 256-7, 258, 259, 262, 263^1, 265-6
Cayuga 85, 196, 244-5
Celtic languages see Breton; Irish
CG (categorial grammar) 209-11
child language 55, 88-9, 97, 142-3, 170
clausal coordination 80, 85, 87-8, 160
clichés 98, 99, 184-5
collective reading 198-200
Comitative 253, 254, 260
comitative case 16, 25, 44, 46-8, 244
command, infinitive of 35-6
comparative case 12
complement and functional elements 98-9, 105
complement position 2-3, 50, 112, 113, 141
complementizer-sharing 39
compounds 72, 86, 263-4
computational system 4, 26, 246, 248, 250, 251
Index

Index

conditional clauses 39-40, 41-2
Conjunction Phrase see CoP conjunctions:
agreement, determiners of 76-8, 96
and case 119-23, 136, 138, 153, 154, 169
cletic 98, 99
closed lexical class 97-8, 105
and complement 98-9, 105
dependence, phonological and
-morphological 98, 105
descriptive contents, lack of 100-2, 105
deviant conjunct order 55, 60
discontinuous 207-8, 271
disjunctive 268
distributival equivalents 81-2, 96, 100-2
distributives not conjunctions 149-50
D-structure projection 102-3, 105
temporary 21, 84-90, 98, 102-3, 107, 129-30, 152-3
headhood 2, 3, 74-107, 167-8, 196
functional 2, 74, 96-105;
pretheoretic criteria 2, 74-96
initial see separate entry
distributivelentry, see under
and
and word order 92-3, 96, 162, 196
quasi-operators 98
projection of features to CoP 93-6, 105
and reduction 183, 196, 203
and semantics 95-6, 196, 239*13, 244-5; as functions 75-6, 96, 100
specifier position 103*, 105
subcategorization 79-90, 96, 196
and subordination 4, 239-43, 244
theta-marking 164, 166
uniqueness 91-2, 96
and word order 92-3, 96, 162, 196
see also "initial conjunctions" and
under multiple coordination
conjuncts, specifier and complement positions 2-3, 50, 112, 113, 141
consequence, Greek expression of 241, 242
coordinate-alpha 1, 3, 4, 175-213, 248, 270, 271
input as full CPs 176, 204-11
lexicon inaccessible to 5, 204
operation 175-7
see also reduction of input
Coordinate Structure Constraint 3, 112-13
Coordination Structure Constraint
see CSC/ATB
CoP 8, 108-74
alternative approaches 162-9
asymmetry 238-9, 244, 250
categories 111-12, 164-6
correction, over- 123-7, 138, 169
considered projects features to 93-6
distribution 93
and EBC 136-9, 165, 169-70, 271
input categories as full CPs 204-11
in minimalist framework 110, 116-19
in multiple coordination 143-54
OBC 139*10
position of conjuncts 108-10
spec-head agreement 93, 110, 116-19, 131, 133
structure 1.6, 108-13, 270-1
and UD 140-3
and X-bar theory 108, 270
and UC 113-36, 169, 251-270
see also CoP adverbs; extraction
CoP adverbs 154-62, 165-6, 167, 168, 170, 271
in small conjunct coordination 182-3
copular predicate constructions 76-7
correction, over- 123-7, 138, 169
CP structures 85, 97, 176, 204-5
CSC/ATB (Coordination Structure Constraint/Across the Board exception) 3, 214, 215, 271
violations 127, 130-158, 18, 218-35
CSR (Canonical Structural Representation) 252
Czech:
agreement 31, 67, 164
UX 9-28, 30, 164, 208
CoP structure in 118-19, 192-3
word order 31, 55
D-structure projection 102-3, 105
Danish; pseudocoordination 48, 49, 51
data collection 5-6
dative 9-10, 11-12
default case 121-3
conjunction as licencer of 120-3
in EBC 3, 65, 95, 136-8, 170, 270
multiple coordination 146, 153
specifier conjunct 143
in UC 2, 120-3, 143, 164, 169, 270
default direction in branching 144
deletion 3, 178-89, 190-3
Backward (BWD) 178-9, 181, 186-7, 188, 190
in clausal coordination 80
Forward (FWD) 178-9, 186, 219
in multiple coordination 90
in small conjunct coordination 180-9
split coordination as 222-8
and unlike categories 169, 196, 203
van Oirschot’s approach 190-3
see also empty conjunctions
dependency grammar 74, 105
temporary 36-7
and determiners 64, 79, 101
Direction 253, 254
directionality parameter 110, 190
continuous conjunctions 207-8, 271
disjunction 100, 268
exclusive 69
distributival equivalents 81-2, 96, 100-2
words 149-50, 151-2
see also individual words
dominance 193, 198
DP coordination 39, 69-70, 84, 85, 180
Dutch:
distributive ‘conjunctions’ 149
extraction of part of conjunct 217-18
gapping 56
head as morphosyntactic locus 78
multiple coordination 90, 104, 146
OBC as marked 141
overcorrection 120, 123-7, 169
presentation constructions 146
pronouns 63, 122
split coordination 216
subordination-coordination relationship 242, 243
-buttons-complementized clauses 120,
204-5, 251-2
themes 254-5
UC 14-16, 55, 63, 270
word order 55, 56
entailment relations 246, 248-9
essive case, Estonian 16, 44
Estonian 16, 56, 59, 118
CATE suffixes 16, 44, 146
exclamations 122
experience 255, 256, 258, 259, 260, 261, 262, 263, 264
extraction out of CoP 3, 49, 54, 214-36, 271
CSC/ATB principles and violations 215-18, 218-35
part of conjunct 54, 217-18, 228-35, 271
semantic constraints 232-3, 271
whole conjunct 54, 219-28, 235, 271
Extraordinary Balanced Coordination
see EBC

EBC 1, 2, 14-15, 61-3, 142, 270
tothree 125, 126, 137-8
and phrase-structure theory 208-9
receiving-type 8, 14-15, 61-6
and reduction 192, 196, 203
either 151, 154-62
elision 82-3, 107
empty conjuncts 21, 84-90, 98, 102-3, 107, 129-30, 152-3
determiner, Italian 64
empty object construction 73
empty operators, Norwegian 134, 135-6
English:
distributions, case-marking overlap 43-4
agreement 76-7
child language 142
conjunctions 98, 102; see also individual entries
CoP adverbs 154-5
default case 121-2, 123, 136
distributive ‘conjunctions’ 149
EBC 1, 2, 14-15, 61-3, 142, 270
to three 125, 126, 137-8
and phrase-structure theory 208-9
receiving-type 8, 14-15, 61-6
and reduction 192, 196, 203

EBC 1, 2, 14-15, 61-3, 142, 270
to three 125, 126, 137-8
Index

Turkish, Modern 54, 69-70, 120, 123
conjunctions 36, 87
UC 23-4, 36-7

VC (Unbalanced Coordination) 1-2, 7-42
assigning-type 8-9, 116, 118-19;  see also under nominal and verbal below
case 9-20, 21-5, 38-9, 113-27
in child language 55, 142-3, 170
choice of name 141
clasal 39^2, 131-6
CoP, role of 113-36
CoP structure theory accounts for 169, 251, 270-1
delimiting 42-54
gender 25, 30, 31-3, 119
morpho-syntactic, delimiting of 42-51
multiple see multiple coordination
nominal 9-33, 113-27; assigning-type 25-33, 119; receiving-type 9-25, 30, 117-18
nominative case produced by over-correction 123-7
number 9, 12, 20-1, 25, 29-30, 30-2, 33, 119, 123
person 9, 25
receiving-type 8, 118; see also under nominal above and verbal below
semantic-pragmatic, delimiting of 52-4
theories not accounting for 168, 192-3, 196, 198, 203
and VG 54-60
verbal 34-9, 127-31; assigning-type 38-9, 130-1; receiving-type 34-8, 116, 127-30; see also serial verb constructions
word order of language correlates with direction of unbalancedness 2, 8, 39, 54-60, 67, 88, 113, 270
VG 4-5, 54-60, 110, 140-3
Uighur, Old 21-3, 86, 87
Unbalanced Coordination see UC
unification 110-11, 200
Universal Grammar 4-5, 54-60, 110, 140-3
unlike category coordination 1, 3, 111-12
and categorial grammar 210
CP component analysis 204-5
merging and deletion analysis 169
Munn's theory does not explain 166
phrase-structure theory 207
and reduction 169, 196, 203
transformational theories 211
unmarked case 121, 136-8, 270
variation, parametric 140-3
Vedic 24, 56, 59, 118
verbal adjectives 20-1
verbal nouns 37
verbs:
assigning different case to shared complement 38-9
cumulative, origin of conjunction 244
incorporation of conjunct into 42-3
phrasal 82-3
topicalization 223^1, 227-8
see also aspect; serial verb constructions
vowel reduction, Eastern Mari 12-13
VPs 84, 85, 86, 223^1
Welsh 24-5, 37, 56, 147
soft mutation 24-5, 118, 147
West Greenlandic 42-3
wh-phrases 135
word internal coordination 72
word order:
affects agreement 31
conjunctions and 92-3, 96, 162, 196
direction of unbalancedness correlates with 2, 8, 54-60, 67, 88, 92-3, 113, 131, 270
initial particles affect 155-8, 159, 162
and lexical/functional distinction 97
mixed 131, 133-4, 270
and UC 39^1, 54-60
X-Bar theory 2-3, 4, 5, 92, 201-2, 271
CoP and 108, 270
heads and 4, 5, 74, 92, 96
specifier and complement positions 2-3, 141
Xhosa 25
Yagnobi 38, 55, 127-8
zeugma
Zulu 25